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CHAPTER I
STATEMEFT OE PROBLEM

CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP PROBLEM
Introduction *— The purpose of this serrloe paper is
to describe a study skills program which the writer con-
ducted over a period of two semesters (thirty-two weeks )
with a group of fifty-four college freshmen whose college
entrance requirements were considered, in the main, to be
below the usual requirements*
The study skills class was one of eight different
subjects which these students studied* The entire course
was called the American Civilization Curriculum and was
based on the core curriculum plan*
Age Range of Students
The September entrance age range of the students was
sixteen years three months to thirty years seven months*
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TABLE I
JREQUEBCY DISTRIBUTION OP AGES, SEPTI^MBER, 1946
Ase Years-Months Number
30-0 30-11 1
89-0 29-11 1
28-0 28-11 3
27-0 . 27-11 0
26-0 26-11 0
25-0 26-11 0
24-0 24-11 3
23-0 23-11 4
22-0 22-11 1
21-0 21-11 3
80-0 20-11 4
19-0 19-11 0
18-0 18-11 11
17-0 17-11 20
16-0 16-11 3
Tb^al 54
Sex of Students
There were nlnteen males and thirty-five females In
the gproup to be described*
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Entrance Teste
Two entrance teste were administered prior to admlselon.
These were the .\merloan Oonnoll on Education Psychological
Test and the Ohio State University Education Psychologloal
U
Test* - Porty-alx students were given both teste. The results
follow in the table below* Four students wore given the
A.O.E. test and not the Ohio test. Pour students were given
the Ohio test and not the A.O.E. test. Therefore, a total
of fifty students was given each test.
TABLE II
SEPTEMBER RESULTS OP A.C.E. PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST
A * 0 .E
.
Part-
teat
iTxunber
of
Students
Raw Score
Range
Raw '^00 re SD
Mean
Gr.
Percent-
ile Mean
(44 Eorms)
Language 50 47-94 68.2 12.2 48.8
Total
(Quantita-
tive and
Language
)
50 65-169 106.8 20.2 37.6
^ L.L. fhurstone and T.G. Thurstone, ^erloan Council onMuoatlon Psychological Examination
, fl&4S and 1944 editions
^he American Council on tlducation, 744 Jackson Place
,
Washington, D.C.
£/ H.A.Toops, Ohio State University Psychological Test ,
Test Service Division, 1700 Prairie Avenue , Chicago , Illinois.
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ATABLE III
SEPTEMBER RESULTS OP OHIO PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST
Gr,
Ohio State
Part-Test
Uumber
of
Students
Raw Score
Range
Raw Score
Mean
S.D.
Mean
Percentile
Mean
Same-
Opposites 50 3-28 18*3 6*7 60
Analogies 60 8-66 33.8 10.2 60
Reading
Comprehension 60 6-66 32.2 9.6 66
Total 50 40-129 83*9 22.0 69
Suamary
The purpose of this serrioe paper is to describe a
study skills program which the writer conducted over a
period of two college semesters with a group of fifty-four
college freshmen whose high school records and entrance
achleyement test records were below the usual standards of
college entrance requirements*
The writer Is trying to proTe nothing. This paper sets
forth the specific procedures used an an attempt to proTlde
for the students* needs In five major areas of study, and
summarizes the achievement of the students*
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CHAPTER II
THE AMERICAE CIVILIZATIOE CURRICULUM

CHAPTER II
THE AMERICAS CIVILIZATIOS CITRRICUIUM
Purpose of the AmerlosTi ClTlllzatlon CnrrlctLlTim •— The
purpose of the American ClTlllzatlon Currloulun was as
follows; (1) to equip with a broad general background of
knowledge those students who planned to attend college for
one year only; ( 2 ) to equip with necessary skills and knowl-
edge those students who hoped to prepare themselTes for full-
time membership In the regular college program. In May, 1946,
the American Civilization Curriculum was discontinued, since
the opening of the new, two-year General College In September,
1946, obTlates the necessity for continuing this particular
course.
Courses of the American ClTlllzatlon Curriculum
In addition to the Study Skills program and "Roundup",
fa one-hour period for reTlew and Integration of the work
of the week), there were seren subjects each semester,
f See Table It and Table V). All students were required to
take a three-hour weekly English Composition course. This
was taken In another department and was not part of the
A.C. Curriculum. In addition, some students chose one
eleotlTe to be studied In another department.
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TABLE IV
SUBJECTS OP A.C. PEOCHAM. SEMESTER I
Rame of Subject Hours Weekly
Amerloan History 2
Soololoffy 1
Solenoe 1
EoonomloB 1
Philosophy and Religion 1
Amerloan Literature 1
Art Appreciation 1
TABLE V
SUBJECTS OP A.C. PROGRAM, SMESTER II
Name of Subject Hours Weekly
Amerloan History 2
Geography 1
Solenoe 1
Economics 1
Philosophy and Religion 1
Amerloan Literature 1
Music Appreciation 1
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7Integration of the Amerloan Civilization Currlgnlxun
In "Honndnp” .— The Interrelationships of the subject
matter whloh had been taught the preylous week In the varloni
classes were pointed out and dlsoussed during Roundup, a
one-hour period on Monday. In preparation for this work,
Mrs. Maude Harding, the Instructor In Literature and History,
attended all subject matter classes during the week.
In addition, new vocabulary of the previous week was
reviewed, and drills were provided.
Students* lecture notes of the previous week were
checked and reviewed.
Preparation and suggestions for review for any examina-
tions which were to take place the following week were pro-
vided. There was discussion of any examinations whloh had
taken place the previous week. Future Individual conference!
were scheduled as the need was Indicated.
Relationship of the Study Skills Program to the
Amerloan Glvlllzatlon Gurrloulum
The main purpose of the Study Skills Gourse was not to
teach the subject matter of the other courses, but to pro-
vide opportunity for the study of and practice In those
techniques whloh would equip the student more effectively
to master the subject matter of the courses. Specific pro-
cedures whloh were followed In five major areas of study
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Aare deeorlbed In Chapters IV, 7, and VI; a summary of re-
sults is made In Chapter VII.
t
Summary
The American Civilization Curriculum consisted of
seven subject matter courses each semester; the entire
course extended over a period of two college semesters
(52 weeks). Its purpose was to provide those freshmen
having special needs with provision for those needs.
Integration of the subject matter was accomplished
by conducting a weekly "Houndup” period.
Provision for special training in the techniques of
college study was made by a study skills program, the
specific details of which will be described in the following
ft
chapters.
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CHAPTER III
THE CORRECTIVE PROGRAM — IHTRODUCTIOE
Major Subdivisions of This Study Skills Program
The Study Skills program consisted of five major sub-
divisions, all of which are discussed In the following
chapters* There existed much overlapping of each area
and the other four areas*
These subdivisions were the following:
1. General background (trips and special lectures)
2* Literal reading
3. Evaluative reading
4. Writing
5* Speech
Basle Premises of This Study Skills Program
Following are the premises upon which this course was
built. Some of these are based upon research findings, and
some upon the writer’s previous observations In teaching*
1* There are Individual differences (In relation both
to needs and special abilities), within this group*
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There are many special study skills prerequisite to
effective oral, written and reading work at the oolleg0
level.
Meaningful experience with these special study skills
will probably result In a more economical and effect-
j
Ive use of the students* time.
Reading, language and thinking are closely related.'
Since skills learning results, for the most part.
u
from”dolng”
,
rather than from "talking about", major
2/
emphasis will be upon directed practice.
I
Since teaching these skills as isolated units probably
j
will not be as effective as teaching them In relation
j
to a total problem, opportunity will be provided for
indicating end results.
j
!
It is highly probable that the extent to which a
student Is able to evaluate critlcclly much of the
material he reads ie modified by the scope and the
j
meaningfulness of his previous experience with the !
various areas of life.
Therefore, the study skills Instructor will provide
opportunity for enriching experience by utilizing
a wide variety of the cultural resources of the
community.
1/ Reading in General Education . Washington ,I).C. American
^Jounoil on Question, 1946.
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9* The stady skills Instructor will also proTlde opportu-
nity for seeing the Interrelationships of these variou i
aspects of our culture.
Analysis of Heeds
1 • Subjective analysis of attitudes towards fetudy.—
This writer believes that there Is a direct relatlon-|
ship between a college student’s attitude toward, study and
the extent of his progress In a corrective study program.
The writer, therefore, made special effort to know each
student personally.
The consensus of the teachers In the American Clvili-j
zatlon Curriculum ftwo of whom had taught subjects of this
course from the time of Its origin) was that on the basis
of class morale and student-teacher rapport this was the most
superior A,C,C, group,
A subjective rating of each student’s attitudes toward
study follows, f of. Table VI), "Attitudes toward Study" as
used here means the extent to which each student accomplished
the following;
a. Assigning oneself extra tasks.
Doing more than "required" amount of reading*
Voluntarily writing for additional materials
for source themes and oral reports.
Voluntarily interviewing "authorities" for
source themes and oral reports.
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Voluntarily taking trips which hare hearing
on a problem*
Suggesting subjects or names of special lect-
urers for the ’’activities” program.
b. Handing In assigned work regularly.
0 . Voluntarily asking for additional help
when needed.
A "superior” rating means that the student fulfilled all
the requirements of topic a$ at least once, and fulfilled
the requirements of topics b and c regularly.
A "good" rating means that the student fulfilled some of
the requirements of topic a and fulfilled the requirements
of topics b and c regularly.
A "fair" rating means that the student fulfilled at least
one of the requirements of topic a and fulfilled the re-
quirements of topics b and c occasionally*
A "poor" rating means that the student fulfilled none of
the requirements of the three topics.
TABLE VI
ATTITUDES TOWARD STUDY
Ratln« Humber of Students
Superior 26
1
'1
Good 18 [
7air 6
'i
Poor 4
1
Total 64
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2. Seventeen "special” oases
Seventeen etndents In the group had not attended
school for a period of two to twelve years.
3. Analysis of literal reading ability
1/
The Iowa Test was administered to the group In
September, during the first meeting of the study shills
class. This consists of the following seven parts
:
j
(1) a. rate
j
b. comprehension (remembering details)
j
(2) directed reading (skimming)
(3) poetry comprehension
(4) word meaning (social science, general science,
mathematics and English)
(5) sentence meaning
(6) paragraph comprehension (organization)
(7) location of Information (use of Index, selection
of keywords )
.
Three of the students of the total of fifty-four entered
the class later In the semester. Since their results in the
entrance examinations and informal reading tests were high,
these three students were not given the Iowa Test. Had the
three taken the test, the means might have been a little
higher than those listed below.
"U ^•A. (Greene and others, Iowa Silent Reading Tests , Hew
ITdltlon
,
Advanced Test Form Akfrevlsed ) . !^onkers-on-Hu9[s6n
,
Hew York; World Book Company, 1943.
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TABLE VII
SEPTEMBER RESULTS 0? IOWA READIIG TEST—ABYAKOED FORM AM
Iowa Ntunber Raw Score Raw Score S.D. Gr.
Part- of Range Mean Mean Percentile
Test Students Mean
Rate 61 67-209 16C;7 32.8 36
Compre-
hension
51 144-217 177.7 17.6 36
( reraemher-
in/; details)
Dlreoted
Reading
( skimming}
51 128-216 170.5 17.9 36
Poetry 51 130-216 176.4 21.0 45
Compre-
hension - '
Word
Meaning 51 158-212 185.6 15.0 39
Sentence
Meaning 61 137-229 187.7 19.3 46
Paragraph
Compre-
hension
(organiza-
tion) 51 141-220 178.0 17.8 46
Use of
Index 51 127-202 172.1 15.9 33
Key Words 51 137-210 173.0 18.3 37
Median
Standard
Score 51 153-202 176.0 12.6 39
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F.aoh student was given his oorreoted Iowa test, director
how to use the charts containing percentiles and directed
to record each percentile next to the raw scores of the
Part-tests listed on page one* The students were told how
to Interpret the meanings of percentiles. The students next
went through the test, talcing one part test at a time and
listed the number of errors for each part test. If the
number of errors was low, and the student had a low per-
centile on the same part test, he was asked to try to
analyze why he accomplished so little in the time which had
been allotted; he wrote his reasons. This procedure lasted
one class hour. The purpose was to give the student before
corrective work was begun, a picture of his general ability
with nine literal reading skills. The reasons which were
written helped the writer in knowing some of the special
difficulties before the corrective work was begun. College
freshmen are able with guidance to analyze many of their
difficulties, the writer has found.
Informal tests were given for analyzing difficulties
with other literal reading skills, fcf. Chapter 7 for de-
tails).
4. Analysis of evaluative reading ability.
Reasons are given in Chapter V explaining why a
pre-test for analyzing difficulties was not used.
As each new skill was taught, the students wrote
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an exercise which was used for analyzing difficulties with
that particular skill. This procedure Is described at
length In Chapter 7 In the section on evaluative reading.
16
6. Analysis of writing ability.
Since the writing program consisted of summaries,
evaluations, and source themes, many of the needed skills
were taught In the ’’literal reading^poriod. Procedure for
analyzing difficulties with literal reading skills has been
discussed.
In preparation for the first source theme, the
writer listed for the students the techniques of source
theme writing which would be discussed at the next meeting,
and the students were Informed that attendance would be on
the basis of whether they believed that they were proficient
with these skills. (All students attended).
The completed source themes served as a basis
for needed corrective work in grammar and rhetoric.
6. Analysis of speech difficulties.
’’Speech difficulties”, as used here, refer to
the ability to make committee reports. Introduce speakers,
and ask questions of guest speakers. Individual accomplish-
ments in the performance of these skills served as a basis
for analysis. Further details concerning procedure will be
found In Chapter 71 In the section dealing with the speech
program
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grouping and Periods
All students attended the study skills olass together
for one hour weekly. In addition, there were seven periods
(one hour each) during whloh small groups met; each student
attended one of these group meetings. During the first
semester, the emphasis during the small-group meetings, was
upon literal reading skills; there were 81:k students whose
Iowa test percentiles were eighty or above; these students
were excused from the extra group work. During the second
semester, the emphasis during the small-group meetings was
upon evaluative reading skills; all students attended.
An attempt was made to group the students on the basis
of similar needs. The conflicts of olass schedules made
this a difficult plan to carry out.
Time Allotment for Study Skills in Five Areas
The time which will be listed is student time. Since
the olass was divided Into groups, the writer devoted to
this class a total of eight or more teaching hours weekly.
In addition to the time mentioned, Mrs. Maude Harding, the
instructor in History and Literature, spent countless hours
of her time in conference work with the students,
yirst Semester (total of 16 weeks, approximately two hours
weekly)
.
Major Emphases
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Major Emphases
1* Literal reading (approximately 46 minutes weekly)
a. Thorough type
b. Locating Information (skimming)
2. Writing (approxinmtely a total of eight olass hours
for preparation and drills)
a* One source theme for sociology class
DLocatlng source materials
2)
Taking and organizing reading notes
3)
Corrective writing (on basis of needs indicated
in terra paper)
b. One summary and evaluation of trips and special
lectures of first semester.
3. Speaking
a. Forum type discussion and question period (seven
fifteen minute periods, the time allotted for
this work after each guest speaker’s lecture)
b. Two committee reports on special trips to War
Labor Board (2 class hours for presentation)
Seven persons involved
0 . Introduction of guest speaker
Four persons involved
4. General background, trips and special lectures
(approximately a total of twelve class hours)
In addition, some of the students voluntarily used
their free time for some of the trips. Attendance
at suoh times was optional.
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eoond Semester (total of 16 weeks, approximately two hours
weekly )
•
Major Emphases
!• Rvaluatlve reading (approximately 45 minutes
weekly)
a- Relationship of use of words to meaning
b. Written exercises on evaluative reading
2, Writing (approximately a total of nine class
hours for preparation and drills).
Three of these hours were spent listening to
guest speakers In preparation for term paper)
•
a. Cne source theme, "V/hy I Do (Do ITot) Pavor
P.P.P.C. Legislation for Massachusetts.”
l)Revlew of and further practice In locating
and organizing source materials.
H)Practlce In analyzing and weighing arguments
and subsequently taking a stand on a con-
troversial Issue.
3) Corrective writing (on basis of needs In-
dicated In term paper).
b. One evaluation of trips and lectures
3. Speaking
a. Forum type discussion and question period
(ten 15-inlnute periods)
b. Committee report on F.E.P.O. hearing (one
hour for presentation)
Five persons Involved
0 . Introducing guest speakers
Dine persons Involved
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4 • Seneral background, trips and special lectures
(approximately a total of nine class hours in
addition to the three hours mentioned under
’Writing”
)
5. Literal reading (approximately ten minutes weekly)
a. Thorough type
Summary
The study skills course consisted of five major areas
of study. The nine major premises upon which the course was
based have been listed. The writer believes that probably
the most Important factor in achieving results with correct-
ive study work is good teacher-student rapport and she made
special effort to develop this. A brief description of the
method for analyzing the students' needs in four areas of
study has been given. The students assisted in the task of
analyzing their difficulties. F*aoh student (with the ex-
ception of six students who attended class during the first
semester for one hour only) attended study skills classes
two hours weekly throughout the two semesters. The class
met together during one of these hours and in small groups
during the other hour. Special individual conferences were
held in addition, as the need was indicated.
The majority of the class periods during which the
class met together were devoted to trips and special lectures
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CHAPTER lY
PROCEDURE FOR PROVIDIFO GERERAL BACEGROURD
TRIPS ARD LECTURES

CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURE FOR PROVIDING GENERAL BACKGROUND
TRIPS AND SPECIAL LECTURES
Introduotlon
Slnoe the experience gained In this phase of the pro-
gram was utilized In the speech, writing and reading work,
this part of the program will be listed In Its entirety
first*
For the benefit of those^ teachers who have hesitated
to Invite spesikers to their classrooms or to ask permission
to visit private or government agencies, the writer wishes
to state that not once did a request meet with a refusal.
The writer attended with the students all trips and
lectures. Many of the suggestions and a few of the arrange-
ments for the trips and speakers were made by the students.
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First Semester—Annotated List of Trips and Special Leoturea
Trip or Leotnre
Previous Preparation
or Motivation
Outcomes or !
Further Activities
Written evaluation;
"How did the trips and
lectures of this
semester add to your
understanding of
American Civilization?*
(Announced at the
beginning of the
j
semester ,written at
close of semester)
1* Trip to Salem
a. Pioneer a. History class
1
Village discussion
b. Arohlteotnre b. Art class
on Chestnut discussion
Street
0 . House of 0. Literature
Seven Cables class dis-
cussion
2. "Housing a. Students*
1
a. Student Intro- i
Problems”- knowledge of ductIon of speakerl
Mr. John Dobbs, acute housing
Regional Director shortage
Rational Housing
Author! tyflTHA) b. To provide b. Student partlcl-
background for patIon In dls-
projected trip
to Charlestown
cusslon period
c. Material for
some first term
sociology papers .1
3. N.H.A. Film, See above.
"Housing Problems
In Massaohusetts"
>
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Trip or Leottire
Previous Preparation
or Motivation
F
Outcomes or
Further Activities
4. Trip to
Charlestown
I'
a.Bunker Hill
h*Federal Hous-
ing Project
a. Discussion In
history class
b. Talks given by
two Federal
workers In
charge of the
project before
visiting apart-
ments
0 . Suggestions and
all preparations
made by student
a. Student partlcl- 1
patlon In the i
question period.
||
1
i
ii
h
],
5* Trip to Army
eoid Havy Y.M.C.A
City Square,
Boston, Mass.
a. Mimeographed
. copies of pro-
jected trip
distributed to
students
b. "Wartime Work of
Army and Kavy
Y.M.C.A."--
Mr. S.Macon Cowles
Exec. Secretary,
Army and Navy Y.M.C
1'
||
1
a. Student Intro-
duction of
!
speaker
!
.A.
[
c. Suggestion and all
preparations made
by student
11
|,
6. Trip to Museum
of Fine Arts
Eighteenth
Century
Furniture
a. Discussion In art
class
b. Explanation by
guide
1
j
!
7. Trip to
Isabella
Cardner
lifuseum
a. Explanation
by guide
L
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iTrip or Lecture
Previous Preparation
or Motivation
—
ti
1
Outcomes or
Further Activities i
1
8, "Some Labor- a. Students* & • Student intro-
Management
! Problems"
knowledge
of "strike
duotion of speakei^
-Mr,Lester Cramer situation" b. Student partiolpa-*
Director of Wage tion in discussion
Stabilization,
ir,E,War Labor
b. Requested
by students
period
1
1
Board
1
0 , Formation of
1
student volunteer
committee to i
attend War Labor
Board hearing
9, "Background of a. To provide a. Committee report i
the Steel Cases"
—Mr, Stan Jacks
committee with
background for
to class
ji
W,L,B, . . . attendanoe at b. Student partial-
|
(committee
attendanoe)
hearing pation in dis-
cussion period
10. Committee
* attendanoe at
I
War labor Board
! hearing (CIO vs,
I
Arcade Malleable)
11, Trip to
Institute of Modem
Art-"Forbidden Art
in the Third Reich”
12, Trip to
Elizabeth Peabody
Settlement House
a. See topics 8
and 9,
a. Committee report
to class
a, Reading of
Christian Science
Monitor article
. by Dorothy Adlow,
art critic
b. Student partioi-
•
• pation in questioi
period i
b. Explanation by
» guide
a, "The Work of the
Elizabeth Peabody
. Settlement House”
—Mrs, Grace Huntress
Headworker
b. Suggestion and all
arrangements made
by student
a. Student intro-
||duction of
|
speaker
,
b. Student partloi-
pation in ques- l|
tlon period i
0 , Provided materialit
for some soclolo^
papers
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Second Semester-- Annotated List of Tripe and Special Leoturee
Previous Preparation Outooraes or
Trip or Lecture or Ifotivation Further ActivltleB
!• "The Job Situa-
tion in nassaohusetts
in Helatlon to the
HegroV —Mr•Francis
Davis,Urban League
of tlreater Boston
b
Written evaluation;
j
"How did the trips
and lectures of this
t
semester add to your
|
understanding of the
total living process]*
Point out .where pos-
sible,any overlapplnif
or interrelationship
of one area and
another."
(Announced at begin-
ning of semester,
written at close of
the semester)
a* Heading of
accounts of
proposed
P.E.P.C. legis-
lation for
' Massachusetts
(H-400 want through
all stages from
hearing to passage
during this semester)
• To be used sub-
sequently in
term paper
a* Student intro-
duction of
speaker
b. Student partici-
pation in dis-
cussion period
0 . 6ral readings of
• parts of Oon-
gresslonal Recori
containing Sen-
ator Bilbo’s
filibustering
against national
2# "Why I Oppose a. To be used
F.E.P.C. Leglsla- subsequently
tlon for Massachusetts" in term paper
—Mr•Jarvis Hunt,
Legislative Agent
for Associated
Industries of
Massachusetts
F •£< .p • C •
a. Student intro-
duction of
speaker
b. Student partlcl
pation in ques-
tion period
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Previous PreT)aratlon Outcomes or
Trip or Lecture or Motivation Further Activities
3, "Why I Favor a. To be used a. Student Intro-
F,E,P,G, Leglsla*" subsequently duotlon of speaker
tlon for Massachu-
setts"
—
In term paper
b. Student partlclpa-
Mr, Charles iluslander tlon in discussion
C.I.O. period
4, Trip to F.E,P.C, a. To be used a. Committee report
hearings at State
House, Boston
subsequently
In term paper
to class
(voluntary attend- b. Written term paper
ance, about one half "Why I Do (Do Hot)
of class) Favor F,E,P,C,
Legislation,"
5. "How the Frances ,
Sweeney Committee i/
0
a. "Are persons a. Student Intro-
like Hep,Bankln
•
duotlon of
Combats ’ITatlve Senator Bilbo, speaker
Fascism* "
—
and Cerald L.E, b. Student partial-
Miss Isabel Currier Smith un-American? " patlon In the
Member F,S. Committee, (class discussion) discussion period
Lecturer,writer
2/
6, O.W.I, film,-'' a. See topic 6 a , Student parti cl-
"Don*t Be A patlon In dls-
Sucker"
(on the nature
cue si on period
of propaganda)
^ Speakers nay be obtained by oontaoting Frances Sweeney
TJornlttee, 765 Boylstoli Street, Boom 713, Boston, Mass,
^ Obtained at Film Library, Visual Aids Department, Boston
University, School of Education, 84 Exeter Street, Boston,Mass,
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Trip or Leotare
Previous Preparation
or Motivation
Outcome 8 or
Further Activities
7. ”The Atom Bomb
—
Civilian or Military
Control?”
—Dr•Wendell Furry,
Associate Professor
of Physios, Harvard
University.
a. Students ‘knowl-
edge of existing
"civilian vs.mlll-
tary control" oontro
versy.
b. Requested by
students
a.
-b.
Student Intro-
duction of
speaker
Student parti ci-|
pation in dis-
cussion period.
o« Class decision
to support
McMahon bill foi
civilian control
and oppose May-
Johnson bill,
d. Appointment of
committee to
write resolution
to be sent to
the Committee on
Atomic Control iij
Washington.
Class members
collected hundreds
of signatures
and sent resolu-
tions to Senator*
Saltons tall and
Walsh and to the
Committee on
Atomic Control.
e
8. "Punotlonallsm
In American lit-
erature: Whitman,
Erner8on
,
SteInbeok
and Corwin."
—Mrs.Rita Schuman
a. As a prepara-
tion for sub-
sequent playing
of recordings of
Horman Corwin ‘s
radio urograa.
f. Introduction of
this resolution
by class member*
at meeting of
Political Forum
Group, a Boston I
University
j
organization.
a. Student parti-
cipation in
question period,
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Trip or Lecture
Previous Preparation
or Motivation
Outcomes or j
Further Activities
9. Recordings:
On A Note of
,
friSmpSr:- 1/
llorman Corwin
8. See topic 8.
'1
ll
10* "The Contrihn- a«
tlon of the Negro
to Amerloan Civiliza-
tion"—Mrs .Wllhelmlna
RohInson, Alpha Kappa
Alpha
ll.Leoture-demonstra- a.
tlon- —Mr. A1 Capp,
Originator of
I
"L*il Ahner" cartoon
strip-
Discussion of a-
Negro History
Week. (during
which time leot- b.
ure was given)
Announcement of a.
Mr* Capp’ 8 name
was the only
motivation needed, b*
Student Intro- :
duction of
speaker
jj
Student parti-
|
oipation in
question perlo
Student Intro-
duction of
speaker
Student parti- i|
oipation In |question period
I
12. "The Colonial
Problem—Past and
Iresent"-
Mr* Bert MacLeech*
Assistant Director,
Samuel Adams School
for Social Studies
a* Newspapers were
headlining the
Iranian situation
b* Fighting in Java
had recently been
in the news*
a* Student intro-
duction of
speaker
|
b* Student parti- ii
oipation in i!
question period
ii
I 13* "Hellgion and
} Social Action"
—
I
Hev. Warren H*
' MaoEenna, Pastor,
!
St*Mark*s Church,
|! Roxbury, Mass.
a. Student Intro-
i!
duction of
|
speaker
Student parti- ii
oipation in i
question period
"ij Albums of tills rebroadcast of Corwin’s 7E Day celebratlonal
1
piece may be purchased at any record store (price,about $6.00,
j|playing time, one hour). Schools owning special equipment for
playing transcriptions (33 l/3 RPH) or those wishing to borrow
the B.U. machine,may borrow free of oharge , recordings of Corwin’is
We Hold These Truths by writing Educational Radio Script and j
Transcription Exchange
,
IT.S. Office of Education, Washington,
,i
D.C.
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Stunmary
This phase of the program provided the students with a
broader understanding of some of the resources of the community
and of some of the vocational opportunities open to them.
In addition. It aided in the shills teaching in the follow
Ing manner ;
Speech
1. Thirteen students had the opportunity with guidance
to Introduce guest speakers and to summarize lecture-
discussion periods in real situations.
2. Twelve persons had the opportunity with guidance
to gather and to present information as committee
reports In real situations.
3. All members of the class had the opportunity with
guidance to participate In question and discussion
periods in real situations.
Reading
1. Certain aspects of this part of the course provided
motivation for further research on specific problems.
Writing
1. Certain aspects of this part of the course provided
motivation and subject matter for writing source
themes and evaluations.
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Evaluation
1. The students learned by experience that the various
"areas" of life cannot be separated Into discrete
categories.
2. The students learned by experience that they had
often thought in terms of "stereotype^" which were
not related to the facts.
3. The students learned by experience that the prelimi-
nary step in handling a controversial issue is to
examine the arguments presented by the leading pro-
ponents and opponents of that issue. .
4. The students learned by experience that the second
step in handling a controversial issue is to attempt
to find all the statistical evidence which has bear-
ing on that issue.
6. The students learned by experience that the third
step in handling a controversial issue is to weigh
the arguments of the leading proponents and opponents
in the light of the statistical evidence found.
6. The students learned by experience that the fourth
step in handling a controversial issue is to take
a stand on the issue, choosing the position which
seems to have less inadequacies.
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?• The students learned by experience that once this
stand Is taken, as responsible citizens, they must
work to Implement this stand with action, very often
political action.
8. The students learned by experience some of the
techniques of political action.
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CHAPTER V
PROCEDURE POR TEACHING IITERAL AND
EVALUATIVE READING SKILLS

CHAPTER V
PROCEDURE FOR TEACHIFG LITERAL AKD
EVALUATIVE READIKO SKILLS
Prooedxire for TeaoMng Literal Reading SMlla-Introdnotloi i
1/
MoKee~ lists the following five objectives of the work
type silent reading program In the elementary grades: (1) the
ability to comprehend material read; (2) the ability to
locate Information effectively; (3) the ability to select and
evaluate needed material; (4) the ability to organize material
read; (6) the ability to decide what part should be remembered.
These objectives are probably equally applicable, at a more
advanced level, to the needs of the college student.
The literal reading program was that part of the study
skills teaching which contained the following; thorough read-
ing, skimming, use of Index, use of library materials and
four other skills pertinent to our particular needs. The
textbooks owned by the students were used extensively for
illustrative and drill purposes. The method of analyzing
difficulties has been described In Chapter III.
E ^aul Mot.ee , Reading and L^erature In the Elementaryhool . Boston: Soughton,Mifflln, 15^4, p7470.
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Thorough Reading u
The following skllle, which were taught, are those
which assist the student to distinguish between main Ideas
and supporting details and to see relationships. This ability
Is useful for reproduction In tests and reading for source
themes, once the desired material Is located.
2/ 3/
Some studies, (notably those of Barton —'and Salisbury, )
have shown that there are learning values in cffeotive out-
lining. Samples of exercises for the first five shills list-
ed are to be found In the Appendix of this service paper.
1. Choosing main Ideas when main ideas and details are
listed.
2. Writing main idea when only details are listed.
3. Writing details when only main ideas are listed.
4. Composing headlines for articles.
5. Outlining materials read:
McKee “'lists these skills; ability to see re-
lationships between major,minor and sub-minor
ideas; ability to recognize ’’non-essentials";
ability to know a correct technical form.
This writer would add the ability to condense main
ideas and details Into concise topics.
ly Donald I). Burrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities.
Sew York; World Book Company, 1940, Cliapier X,pp, 231-266.
2/t/,E. Barton, Outlining as a Study Procedure .Contributions
To Education ,Wo .4ll , Teachers Colle^, Columbia University, 1930.
3/ Rachel Salisbury, "A Study of. Transfer Effects of Training
In Logical Organization, "Journal of Educational Research,
Volume xmil, December, 1534".' "SoT?.
^ Paul McKee, op. olt., pp. 408-410.
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6. Outlining materials read: (continued)
1/Tetrlok nas compiled many helpful suggestions for
teaching outlining;
a. Underlining answers to key questions composed
by teacher*
b* Writing these questions In form of topics ("main
topics” )
•
o* Writing the underlined answers in form of
supporting details f ” subheadings” )
.
d* Finding additional points which further explain
subheadings ("subtopics” )
*
e* Practice with guidance.
f* Practice outlining simple to difficult material
without guiding questions.
2/
6. Outlining materials heard (lectures)
The four main skills Hated for outlining reading
materials are probably applicable* However, since
there are added auditory and speed factors, this
i
kind of , outlining should probably be taught as a
different skill*
^ Rosemary Tefrlck, "Outlining and Summarizing as a Study
Skill," unpublished Master's Service Paper, Boston Uni-
versity, 1943*
2/ This was taught at beginning of semester In history class
by Mrs* Maude Harding.
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a. Difloussion of a oorreot technical form for
outlines.
h* Class provided T^lth mimeographed copies of
skeleton outline. Outline contains main topics
and only letters and numbers of subheadings and
subtopics.
c. Presentation by teacher of a well planned lect-
ure containing obvious breaks in thought; class
fills in blanks on skeleton outline.
d. Discussion of completed outlines.
e. This procedure repeated for several days.
f. Achievement test; lecture notes on a well plannej^
lecture.
g. Analysis of types of errors and corrective drill|i
if necessary.
7. Remembering what is read
a. lecture one
Problem of chapter pointed out. Textbooks open.
Each paragraph read silently; volunteers called
upon for one significant sentence from each
paragraph; sentence rephrased by instructor,
when necessary. Sentence outline made of
period study, demonstrating concentrated use
1/
This series of lessons was taught at the beginning of the
semester in history class hy Mrs. Ifeude Harding.
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7, a. foontlnned)
of time with record of reading available for
quiz preparation,
b. Lecture two
Students bring topic outline of two chapters
to class. (Topic outline previously taught).
Volunteers read from outlines, expanding as in
lecture delivery.
0 . Lecture three
Sentence outlines from two more chapters. Out-
lines expanded (as above ) • Five chapters have
now been covered and supervised.
d. Lecture four
Students report orally on the most significant
material so far covered. Kaoh one given an
opportunity to ash a question that would be ex-
pected in a quiz. Answers given by volunteers,
usually made more concise by instructor. Sugges
tiona made as to most desirable essay-type of
quiz technique such as complete statements,
punctuation, clear thinking, no "padding”.
Spelling review of difficult words.
e. Quiz
Questions used as fully as possible from those
asked in class, llo catch questions. A fair and
thorough test of actual knowledge.
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f* AsBworing obJeotlTe questions on the details
of an artlole. This skill is pirobably helpful
for rsTlew purposes, particularly when the quls
to be taken is of the short answer type*, fiamplee
will be found in the Appendix of this eerrlo©
paper.
1/Gklmgiing
This skill is needed for locating infomatlon pertinent
to a speolfio problem and for reviewing materials previously
read. Samples of exeroises for the three skills listed ere
to be found in the Appendix of this service paper.
1. Locating answers to questions phrased like text.
2. Locating answers to questions containing no verbal
cues.
3. Locating several answers to a single question.
Use of Index
An analysis of the results of the dia^jnoBtic tcst£/
indicated that low socres were due chiefly to lack of ef-
flolenoy (speed) and not to errors. To verify that lack of
speed was due to olunslnesa and not to lack of knowledge .the
students were questioned. They reported that they understood
T/TonSIdrirrSurrell
,
loo , oit .
2J H.A. Greene and others, loo , olt .
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how to nee an Index but needed preotloe in order to increase
efficiency.
1.
Use of Index - topics containing no cross references
a. Short exercises (timed) making use of students'
textbooks. (McKee contains excellent suggestions
!/)•
2.
Use of index - cross references.
a. Short exercises (timed) making use of students'
textbooks. (McKee contains excellent suggestions.
2/).
3.
Ohoosing key words.
The ability to choose key words in a problem
and to think of other words which might lead
to the location of related material Is probably
a very Important skill In the use of the Index,
s. Short exercises choosing words related to a
given problem (See McKee for samples),
b. Short exercises composing words related to a
given problem.
o. Student-composed lists of key words related to
problems chosen for sociology term papers,
d. Discussion of how reading on a specific problem
may suggest additional key words.
1/ :^aul llokee. op. oit .
.
pp. 342-364.
^ Paul McKee, op . olt. , pp. 366-366.
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Use of Library PJaterlals
1* Location and variety of resources of the School of
Education Library
a. Students supplied with mimeographed diagrams
of school library indicating variety and the
location of library resources.
b. One hour lecture and discussion period in
library under direction of librarian.
0 . Immediate assignment involving use of card
catalogue, unabridged dictionary, and en-
cyclopedias (See Hawkes ^or samples).
2. Readers* (Juide to Periodical Literature
a. Class exercises in preparation for term papers,
semesters I and II.
b. Achievement test: checking of list of periodle«l||i
in bibliographies of completed term papers.
3. Use of Rew York Times Index
a. Uesorlptlon of location of Times Index in the
Boston Public Library
b. Description of procedure for use of Times Index.
o. Aohlevement test: checking of list of Times
articles in bibliographies of completed term
papers.
E flierbert Hawkes and others. Construe ti on and Use ofhlevement Examinations
,
Comraltteo of tbe American (Jounoll
bn Education” 5oston:Houghton,I41fflln, 1936, pp. 409-410.
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4 Use of Public Affairs Pamphlets 1/
ft •
b.
0 .
d.
e.
Description of location In school library
Opportunity In class period to examine some
copies owned by teacher
Description of where to find complete list of
all available copies of Public Affairs Pamphlets
Discussion of where to write to buy pamphlets
Discussion of fact that some copies are available
at the University bookstore.
Ulscellaneoua Skills
1. Knowledge of civic organizations publishing materials
(leaflets, etc.) pertinent to problems chosen for
teim papers, semesters I and II.
a. Opportunity in class period to examine some
copies of leaflets owned by teacher.
b. Teacher- student class list made In preparation
for term papers.
E. Knowledge of Individual citizens who might be Inter-
viewed In relation to a particular problem.
a.‘ Teacher- student class list made In preparation
for term papers.
1/ Public Affairs Commlttee,Inc. , 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
Kew York City 20, ?f.Y.
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3* Knowledge of community activities which might be
helpful in relation to a particular problem* (Special
meetings, lectures. State House hearings, etc.)
a* Teacher-student class list made in preparation
for term papers.
b* Student practice for those attended State House
hearing in acquiring copies of State bills at
tho State House.
0 . Practice (un<^8r supervision) for five class
members in obtaining copies of Federal bills.
4. Understanding of Importttnce of copyright date, ex-
perience and training of author when choosing mater-
ials pertinent to current changing problems,
a. Class discussion with Illustrations during prep-
aration for term papers.
Summary of Literal Heading
In conducting the literal reading program, this writer
attempted to increase the students* effectiveness in the
following five areas: (1) the ability to comprehend material
read; (2) the ability to locate information effectively; (3)
tho ability to select and evaluate needed material; (4) the
ability to organize material read; (6) the ability to decide
what part should be remembered.
To attempt to achieve these five aims the writer, with
the help of the librarian and one other teacher, made provision
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for practice In the following five areas: (1) thorough reading;
(2) skimming; (3) use of Index; (4) use of library materials;
(6) mlsoellaneouB skills. Some of these skills (notably,
thorough reading) consisted of many "subskllls.”
Much drill and conference work were necessary. ?he
writer believes that some of the students would have profited
by more practice (notably in thorough reading) than time per-
mitted*
When possible, drills were related to specific academic
problems on which the students were working at the time.
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Prooedure for Teaching Evalnative Reading Shllle—Introdnotlon
The techniques which were used for providing situations
In which critical (or "evaluative”) thinking was to be employed
cold some of the outcomes of this prooedure were described In
Chapter IV, the section dealing with the program for providing
general background. Further description will be found In
Chapter 71 In the section dealing with the writing program.
Teachers Interested In the techniques of evaluative thinking
1/
will find Glaser's account of his study extremely valuable.
The writer strongly believes that no study skills program
is complete without a groat deal of practice In evaluative
thinking and reading. A study of the literature reveals that
everyone agrees that critical thinking and critical reeding
are necessary, but there Is Insufficient evidence, to date.
concerning necessary skills and procedures.
It Is highly probable that there are many aspects of
critical thinking and critical reading which are Interrelated.
u
A part of Slsear's study Indioates a high oorrelatlon hetween
3/ i/
a tost of critical reading and a test of critical thinking.
It Is also highly probable that some techniques of critical
reading are related to techniques of expository writing.
Forty-one of a total of forty-el^ht students In the gro^up
T7"^^^twarT' M. Glaser
,
An Faroer?men^ In the !bevelopment''of
"*
^Itlcal ^linking
.
Contributions to Education
,
No . 343
,
Teachers
(College
,
Columbia University, Few York, 1941.
2/ Ibid ., pp.166-169.
^ Margaret E. Martin, The Martin Reading Comprehension Test ,Tunpubll shed) Teachers College, Columbia University, llew Ifork.
4/ Goodwin Watson and E.M. Glaser, The Watson-Glaser Tests of
‘grltloal Thlaklxig. Few YorktWorld Bbef (So..
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described in this paper reported that the evaluatlye reading
techniques which were taught helped them In expository writing
for other subjects.
The eyaluatlve reading program which will be described
Is by no moans Intended to be exhaustive. The procedure used
Is the result of study which the writer did under the dlreotloi
of Professor Edward A. Post of Boston University. The mater-
ial has been modified and simplified for the use of freshmen.
A mimeographed copy of the entire unit with which each student
was supplied Is to be found In the Appendix of this paper.
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The Alms In Evaluative Reading
The writer aimed to give the students a working knowledge
of some techniques for looking behind the words for meaning.
This was done by a study of the following:
1. Purposes of language
There are many purposes for which language Is
used.
Some of these are: (1) to express social under-
standing; (2) to express emotion; (3) to perform
ritual (l.e., to reaffirm feelings already held);
(4) to express literal meaning.
Writing which purports to be expository should
employ literal language. A capable critical
reader Is able to recognize examples of these
four kinds of language and he evaluates the
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writing in the light of the Intended purpose.
3. Conditioning
The psyohologloal principle of conditioning applies
to the use of many words. Writers sometimes use words with
emotional connotations to elicit a desired, unthinking re-
sponse from the reader. A capable critical reader is able
to recognise this device and evaluates the article in the
light of the intended purpose behind the words.
4. Abstract definitions
An abstract definition is one which defines an ab-
straction by using other abstractions. This pro-
cedure, for our purposes, shall be called "traditlonalf
in order to distinguish it from "functional” pro-
cedure. From the standpoint of the reader, abstract
definitions are meaningless.
5. Functional definitions
The purpose of a definition should be to convey mean-
ing from the writer to the reader. In order to ac-
complish this aim, the writer must give the reader
clues to his meaning in clear, literal language,
avoiding the use of ambiguous abstractions. A funotio»||-
al definition is usually stated in positive, not
negative, terms.
A capable critical reader is. able to distinguish be-
tween "traditional” and "functional” definitions.
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6. Generali ties
A "glittering generality” Is a sweeping conclusion
which Is drawn without Inclusion as data to substanti-
ate It.
A capable critical reader Is able to recognize this
device.
Prom the standpoint of a capable critical reader,
"glittering generalities" are meaningless.
7. "Klther-or” (or "polar”) thinking
”Elther-or" thinking Is the term used to describe
writing which disregards all data which do not
substantiate Its claims. A writer using this device
usually tries to convey the Impression that his way
Is the only way.
A capable critical reader Is able to recognize this
device and evaluates such writing In the light of
the Intended purpose behind the words.
The Pretest In Evaluative Reading
The pretest was given for teaching and orientation, not
for diagnostic, purposes. The procedure used with the class
the previous year had been to give the students a pretest at
the beginning of the unit similar to the achievement test
given this year at the close of the unit. (Of.Exercise IX In
Appendix). Because of the highly specialized nature of the
material, last year’s students were confused by the pretest
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given them; the writer, therefore, decided to discard this
procedure and built a new, simpler pretest, which was used
with the group described In this paper. (Cf. Appendix for
sample). At the time the writer was unaware of the existence
of Martin’s tost of critical reading ability, ^and has not yet
examined this test, which may be usefal for diagnostic pur-
poses. Test P; Evaluation of Arguments In the Watson-Glaser
2/Test may also be useful for diagnostic purposes with this
unit.
—I
Providing Background for Evaluative Reading
The material appearing in outline form in the mimeo-
graphed \inltfof. Appendix), provided points for class dis-
cussion. The outlined material was always discussed and
additional examples supplied by the teacher prior to the
students* writing of each exercise.
The writer believes that had there been on her part less
explanation of the principles involved and on the students*
part more written exercises applying these principles, more
learning would have taken place. This observation is probably
particularly true of the section on Conditioning (on which
ten students of a total of forty-eight reported ”not helpful”)
and ”elther-or” thinking (on \^lch eighteen students of a
total of forty-eight reported ”not helpful").
\J J^argaret K. Martin, loo . clt .
£/ Goodwin Watson and E.M. Glaser, loo , clt .
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The Exeroises In ETsluatlTe Beading
All exercises nsefl. are to ho found In the Appendix of
this paper. Each was used as a separate lesson after approxi-
mately forty-five minutes of discussion and questions. Some
exercises were written during class time and some during the
students* free time.
The students were directed to apply to the writing of
the exercises the knowledge of the evaluative techniques which
they had learned. For example, once the nature of ahstraotlona
and "glittering generalities" had been studied, the students
were never allowed to dodge the responsibility of "thinking
through" what they meant by substituting a vague abstraction
or a "glittering generality".
After each exercise had been written It was collected by
the teacher, marked for weaknesses and strong points by the
teacher, and handed back to the student for further work. In
addition, to containing corrections of the usual grammatical
and rhetorical errors, papers also contained the symbol 7 D
,
which meant " vague because of lack of development. This
symbol was placed in the margin next to the place where the
error occurred smd referred to any of the following inadequaoie
of the students* writing: (1) abstraction without definition;
(2) abstraction defined by using other abstractions; (3)
vague generality; (4) undeveloped point because of Insufflclentj
details; (6) emotional words used to cover lack of knowledge.
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In order that the etudents might see not only evidenoes
of their suooess, but also just what these wore, evidenoes
of clear expository writing wore marked In the margin with
the following symbols:
A single oheok Indicated the existence of o fact pertinent
to the problem. The more evidences of creative thinking and
Integration the work contained, the more lines the check re-
ceived* A more detailed explanation of this marking system
will be described in the section on writing (of. Chapter VI).
The students rewrote the necessary parts in class and
again handed the papers to the teacher. Sometimes, parts
marked ”VD”
,
particularly at the outset, had to bo rewritten
two or three times before the point was understood. Students
were urged to help one another with these learning exercises;
no grades were given, but each student was held responsible
for a satisfactory completion of each exercise. The foregoing
procedure was followed with each exercise throughout the unit.
The Achievement Test In Evaluative Reading
The written directions for the aohievement test are
listed as^Lxercise IZ” and the preceding "Summary of Problems
Involved in Words- Frame of Reference. " The material on which
the test was based is entitled "How to Start Your Child’s
Revolutionary Education." This material is to be found in
the Appendix.
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The prooedure whloh was used follows :
1. Students instruoted that since this was to he
a test of Individual achievement, they were not
to help one another. (The originality and the
variety of ideas in the summaries of the finishef
papers indicated that most students probably
followed this suggestion to the letter).
2. Students instruoted that they might use any
notes they wished.
3. Directions for test discussed, step by step.
4. Questions answered on the meaning of any of the
techniques listed under ’’Frame of Reference"
in the test.
6. Subject of article introduced. Students told
that article referred to an educational con-
ference whloh had been held the previous year
at Boston University. (The writer attempted to
appear impartial), when referring to article).
6. Two class hours and additional free time were
devoted to writing the evaluations. (This work
needs plenty of time and no time pressure,
apparently )
.
The majority of papers were judged to be "excellent"
or "good.” (Of. Chapter ?II for more details). Samples of
"excellent", "good", and "fair" papers and the one "poor"
paper, containing reasons for grades, written exactly as
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they were haudeft in, are to he found In the Appendix,
Summary of Evaluative Reading
The writer believes that she has merely ’’scratched the
gurface"of this problem, and offers the foregoing material
for what it may be worth. It Is highly probable that much
opportunity for practice and a minimum of explanation will
bring about more learning for most of the students. A sub-
jective observation revealed that the more ’’Intelligent”
students learned this material more quickly and produced
better results. Since there were no records of I.Q.’s
available, the qualities which the writer judged to be In-
telligence wore probably superior background of experience.
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CHAPTER YI
PROCEDURE FOR TEACHIHO WRITIKO ADD SPEECH SKILLS
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CHAPTER VI
PROCEDURE FOR TEACHIRO WRITIRQ ARD SPEECH SKILLS
ProoedTire for Teaching Writing Skllls-Introduotlon.
—
Since the students were receiving training in English Com-
position f creative writing, grammar and rhetoric) in another
course, the main emphasis of the writing in the study skills
program was on summaries, evaluations, and source themes.
In addition to the writing of evaluative reading ex-
ercises, previously described in Chapter V, the written work
during the two semesters consisted of the following: (1) two
problems based on the trips and the lectures (one, a summary
and one, an evaluation); (2) two source themes (one, a factual
account and one, a controversial issue).
Procedure for Writing Evaluations of Trips and Lectures
First semester ; The trips and special lectures which
were provided during the first semester have been listed in
Chapter IV. The problem "How did the trips and lectures of
this semester add to your understanding of American Civiliza-
tion ?" was assigned at the beginning of the semester; the
students were occasionally reminded of the problem during
the semester. Taking notes on the trips and lectures was
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optional; soae students took notes on the trips and all took
notes on the lectures.
The purpose In assigning this problem was threefold; (1)
to provide opportunity for seeing the relationship of the
"activities" program to the rest of the American Civilization
Curriculum; (2) to provide opportunity for keeping a problem
In mind over an extended period of time and collecting apposltn
factual data; (3) to provide opportunity for summarizing In
writing the data collected.
An announcement was made a week In advance of the date
of the writing to allow for review; the summaries were written
In class; no notes were used. Since the study of evaluation
teohnlques did not take plaoe until the second semester, the
first accounts were chiefly factual. The papers were marked
for grammatical and rhetorical errors, graded on the basis of
content and were handed back to the students for corrective
work.
Second semester ; The trips and special lectures which wer<
provided during the second semester have also been listed in
Chapter IV. The problem, "How did the trips and lectures of
this semester add to your understanding of the total living
process ? Point out, when possible, any overlapping or inter-
relationship of one area and another," was assigned at the
opening of the second semester; the students were occasionally
reminded of the problem during the semester. As each technique
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of evaluation was taught, the students were reminded that
they might find It useful when writing the evaluation of the
trips and lectures. Again, the taking of notes was optional;
all students took notes.
The purpose In assigning this problem was fourfold: (1)
to provide opportunity for seeing that the various ’’areas"
of life cannot be kept In discrete categories, (an evaluative
skill); (2) to provide opportunity for seeing that the facts
concerning certain controversial issues are often different
from prejudiced notions, fan evaluative skill); (3) to provide
opportunity for keeping the problem In mind over an extended
period of time and collecting apposite evaluative data; (4)
to provide opportunity for summarizing In writing the eval-
uative data collected.
An announcement was made a week In advance of the date
of the writing to allow for review; the evaluations were
written In class; theistudents were permitted to use notes.
If they wished. The students were Instructed to show evi-
dences of adeptnesa In handling the techniques of evaluation,
since that material had been studied prior to this writing.
A summary of some of the outstanding Items from their
papers follows. Liberties had been taken with the wording
In order to summarize.
1. The students learned by experience that the various
"areas" of life cannot be kept In discrete categories.
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"F.E.P.C. legislation f ’politics* or ’goTemment’) may of
itself help teach people f * education* ) . This legislation
must also be implemented by an attempt to make full employ-
ment possible f ’economic* ) and by an attempt to break down
discrimination brought about by prejudice (’education* and
’psychology* ) •**
"There is an interrelationship between the scientific, social
and political implications of the atom bomb*"
"There is an interrelationship between functional art and
all of the problems of life* ’Art for art’s sake’, i*e*,
keeping art in a discrete category, is not functional in a
democracy*"
S* The students learned by experience that they had often
thought in terms of "stereotypes" which were not related to
the facts*
Some of the "stereotypes" reported were; "Negro";
"Labor”; "Strikes"; "Art"; "frovernment Project”; "Fnions.*
3* The Students learned by experience that some speakers
(in this case, the speakers during the special lecture period)
employ the devices which they studied in the evaluative read-
ing course* Some quotations follow. (Details which would
give clues to the Identity of the speakers have been omitted
for obvious reasons)*
"Mr* used the following unnecessary name calling
device; *"
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"Mr. resorted to emotionalism to try to sway ns. When
he started wrapping himself In the flag and bringing In
the saorlfloes ’our boys* had made, that was too much for me.
I fought In this war and resent being used to pull anyone *s
heart strings."
"Mr. used the following glittering generalities;
and
"I learned a lot from *8 lecture because stuck
to facte."
The papers were graded end since the writing took place
during examination week, there was no opportunity for class
discussion and summary. The latter would, no doubt, have been
a desirable procedure.
Procedure for Writing Source Themes
Plrst semester ; One source theme was written during the
first semester. A choice was provided in any one of the
following four areas: (1) housing; (2) Juvenile delinquency;
(3) crime; (4) minority problems. All these subjects had been
covered In the sociology olass. An announcement of the assign
ment was made In the sociology class by Professor Franklin
Roberts, the teaoher. The students were Informed that the
papers would be graded for content by the sociology teacher,
and for form by the study skills teaoher.
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The preparatory work performed In the study Bkllle class
follows
.
Needed Skills ;
M
1. Ability to realize that only a few aspects of
a total problem may be treated thoroughly In
this source theme; discussion of possible sub-
headings; olaas limited to four or five*
2. Ability to do survey reading to find suggestions
for sub-headings if student Is undecided*
Use of card catalogue
Use of Index
Use of table of contents
Skimming
(Teaching procedures for above skills
previously described, Gf. Chapter V,
Literal Reading Skills)*
3* Subheadings decided upon; ability to find source
material related to problem
Use of card catalogue
Use of Index
Use of table of contents
Use of Readers* Guide
Use of New York Times Index
Use of Public Affairs Pamphlets
Use of sociology class notes
Use of notes on trips and lectures, if
pertinent
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,
^7ritlng of letters to oomimmity organlza-
i tlons publishing materials pertinent to
problem
Writing of letters requesting permission
to Interview individuals
Use of copyright data and exx^erienoe and
training of author.
(Teaching procedures for above skills
previously described. Of. Chapter V,
"literal Reading Skills).
4. Source materials located; ability to take reading notes.
Use of cards for note taking suggested
Writing of each subheading on separate
oards; notes in outline form
Keeping list of books and ether materials
used on separate cards.
» Ihimberlng this list
Writing these numbers next to notes while
doing note taking for later footnoting
purposes
(Specific directions with Illustrations
for all of the above were given# Uotc-
taklng was done In students* free time.
Conferences held when necessary).
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6. Hotetaklng finished; ability to organize paper in its
final form
Use of title page in source theme
Use of table of contents in source theme
Use of centered subheadings (capitalizing im-
portant words) in source theme
Writing the body of the source theme
Writing of footnotes; form for books, magazines
pamphlets, lecture notes, newspaper articles;
continuous numbering in short paper; meaning
of ibid » , loo » oit > , 0£. c^t * , and supra *
(Form suggested in Kierzek used)
Writing of bibliography; form for general
reference works (encyclopedias); form for
books; form for magazine articles, signed and
unsigned; form for pamphlets, form for news-
paper articles*
2 /(Form suggested in Kierzek —'used)
All papers were graded as ”A" ("excellent”) or "B"
("good") by the sociology professor* Papers were checked
for form and needed corrections were made by the students*
I/Jolm M* Kierzek, The Practice of Composition
,
Form B.
Trevlsed edition) Kew York; "Jlie Saomlllan Company
,
IslES
,
pp*349-360*
2/ Ibid* , p*341
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Seoond semeBter ; One sonroe theme, 'M7hy I DO. (Do Rot) Favor
P*E«P.C. Legislation for Massaohasetts,” was written during
the seoond semester. (Of. also Chapter IV concerning pro-
visions for general background).
In addition, to making possible another practice In
using the technical skills for writing source themes, this
project afforded the opportunity for gaining experience in
handling a controversial Issue. The paper Included three
subheadings: (1) arguments pro and con; (2) background facts;
(3) reasons for my stand on P.E.P.C.
The procedure which was used Is as follows:
1. Examine the arguments presented by leading pro-
ponents and opponents.
Listening to lecture: ”Why I Oppose FEPC Legisla-
tion"
Listening to lecture: "Why I Favor FEPC Legisla-
tion."
2. Examine factual evidence having bearing on the
problem.
Listening to lecture: "The Job Situation in
Massachusetts In Relation to the Regro."
The writer placed "on reserve” In the library
the following materials for the students* use:
copies of the state bill (H-400) and of the
1/
national FEPC bill; copies of books by Myrdal
I/flunnar Myrdal, ^ American Dilemma . Rew York: Harper and
Mothers, 1944.
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and by Enbree ; copies of pamphlets by
Carey McWilliams; copies of Public Affairs
Pamphlets; copy of a reprint of an article
2/
by Hunt •
The students were urged to find additional material making
use of the techniques for locating source materials previously
learned.
3* Weigh the evidence and choose the position which
seems to have less Inadequacies.
Students were told that this part was to be con-
sidered most Important. Beasons were required
for all statements made.
4. Ceneral
All skills listed for first term paper reviewed and
students told that papers would be checked for form
as well as content.
#
Procedure for Grading Source Themes on a Controversial Issue
The procedure used for marking the papers was as follows;
1. Students* Ideas were carefully checked through-
out the papers, the teacher using the checking
system described in Chapter Y in the evaluative
T7'”?^T!mS5FreTr Brown Americans. Kew York; The Viking Press.
T944.
^ Bruce Hunt, "The Proposed Pair Employment Practices Act;Facts and Pallaoles," reprinted from Virginia Law Review,
Volume 32, December, 1946, pp.1-33.
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reading seotlon.
2^* Comments were listed on the front pages of the
papers under the following headings;
Form
footnotes
bibliography
Organization (technical)
FiVldenoes of reasoning
3, Papers handed to students. Papers did not yet
contain grades.
4. Students directed to note and study ohechs.
the significance of which they already knew,
to try to see reasons for checks, to ask ques-
tions, If necessary.
6. Students directed to make any technical correc-
tions Indicated as necessary.
6. Students directed to count checks and make a
tally on the front page of their papers under
the following headings ;
V uh- total total yp
It Is Impossible to describe fully the meaning of these
checks without recording countless Illustrations for each.
In general, the checks Indicated the following ;
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means "evidences of an apposite fact .used as suoh*”
means "evidences of two apposite facts and relationship
between the two Indicated.”
means "evidences of several apposite facts and relation-
ship shown."
^Itt means "evidences of creative thinking and reasoning
based upon clues given In any of the previous class
discussions of the problem (lectures, etc.)."
-^-/TY/^eana "evidences of superior, original creative thinking
and reasoning."
V D means "vague because of lack of development"
,
(eiqilalned
more fully In Chapter 7 In section on evaluative reading).
The system of marking. In practice. Is not so complicated
as It sounds. The total results are described in Chapter VTI.
7. The students passed to the teacher the papers with
checks tctaled; the teacher made a list cf the columns
of checks from the highest (papers showing most evi-
dences of creative thinking) to the lowest and graded
papers accordingly; students shown grades and allowed
to lok at charts for reasons for their grades.
The correcting of papers in this fashion is tlme-conBualng
(ten-fifteen minutes for each paper). The students were told
this and were asked whether they thought the things they
learned from these checks were commensurate with the time
necessary for correcting. They reported that having tangible
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eridenoe of etrengthe and weakneeses In papers instead of
Tagae, general comments was decidedly helpful and they reoommen
ed a oontlnuanoe of the procedure*
Sximmary of the Writing Program
In addition to the evaluations previously desorihed in
Chapter V in the section dealing with evaluative reading,
four major papers were written during the two terms (thirty-
two weeks). These were : (1) a factual summary of the trips
and lectures of the first semester; (2) an evaluation of the
trips and lectures of the second semester; (3) a source theme,
chiefly factual, during the first semester; (4) a source theme
on a controversial Issue during the second semester.
Provision was made for teaching the necessary technical
and evaluative skills before each paper was written. Evidences
of adeptness in the use of all skills previously taught were
expected to appear in these papers. Corrective work was
undertaken as the need was Indicated. Although all papers
were not "perfect”, the writer believes that the results were,
no doubt, worth the effort.
Procedure for Teaching Speech Skills—Introduction
The time devoted to this part of the study ^llls program
has been listed In Chapter III. That the least amount of time
was devoted to this phase of the work is not to be interpreted
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that this writer helleves speaking skills to be least Im-
portant. The ever-lncreaslng participation of citizens In
community organizations, public and radio forums, hearings
on Bts6 and federal bills (even the scientists are leaving
their laboratories and making trips to Washington) dramatizes
the necessity for a great deal more emphasis on speaking
techniques than the schools have heretofore provided.
However, since the raison d’etre of this course was to
provide the students with some of the techniques necessary
for successful college work and since college success. In the
main. Is based on skillful reading and writing, minor emphasis
(In time allotment) was upon speaking. In add-1 tlon to the
work to he described A.C. students had opportunity for oral
work, reports and forum discussions, In the history end lit-
erature classes.
The three skills which were taught were as follows:
(1) presentation of committee reports; (2) introducing guest
speakers; (3) asking questions after guest speaker’s lectures.
Presentation of Committee Reports
First semester ; Two committee reports, involving a total of
seven persons were given. These were reports on activities
In which only those reporting had participated. There was
a need on the part of those listening, as the material was
for future use in writing. Further details have been given
in the section on providing background (Of. Chapter IV).
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1. Peport on the haohgronnfl facts In the labor-management
steel controversy.
Presented after committee discussion with Mr.
Stan Jacks of the War Labor Board.
Presented for purpose of providing class with
r r
. 4 , background for the committee report which follows,
;
and for purpose of subsequent writing.
Question and discussion period after presentation
> of report.
Kmphasis was upon Inforraallty
Ho serious inadequacies in manner or presentation
were noted.
2. Peport on trip to War Labor Board hearing
Preliminary preparation
Committee informed by W.L.B. member what
would he seen and a few details conoemlng
,
^ the specific case about to be heard.
Committee attendance at hearing; notetaking
on details of hearing
Brief committee meeting; discussion of major
points to be presented; chairmen chosen to
lead discussion.
Presentation
: ;
^ '
i
•
’
.
Discussion led hy chairman calling upon
• other members of group as discussion pro-
gressed.
'
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Question period
Class questions; person to whom question was
addressed answered. If possible; If not posslbld
another member answered*
Seoond semester ; One Informal report of FEPC hearing was made
for the benefit of those who had been unable to attend. The
material presented was for later use In the term source theme.
The procedure used was similar to that which previously has
been listed.
Introduction of Guest Speakers
Thirteen students had the opportunity of introducing
guest speakers and summarizing leoture-dlsoussion periods.
Directions for this technique (not necessarily to be
followed to the letter) were given to the entire class at
the beginning of the first semester. These were as follows:
Introducing the speaker
1. Start with brief, concise comment on some
aspect of the subject to be discussed. Memorize
this comment. If necessary.
2. Try to relate this comment to the Interests of
the class. Mentioning the morning’s headlines
or asking a question and not giving the answer
may be helpful. Be brief .
3. Continue with, "Our speaker this morning Is
well quallflea to tell tie abont^225i2i=S251S25)
for he (giving qualifications and background
of speaker.^ _
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Contlmie with, ”It glres me great pleasure," or
"It is indeed a pleasure," or "We are fortunate
to have as our speaker Mr. who will speak
to us on ( giving title of lecture )*"
(Turning toward speaker) "Mr, •"
Summarizing speech and thanking speaker,
1,
During speech think of a few outstanding points
to mention. Write them, if necessary.
The following individual directions were given to each
student who was to introduce a speaker a few days before the
introduction was to take placet
1, Student furnished with business address of the
speaker; student phoned and acquired necessary
information about speaker’s background,
2, Brief conference held with student, teacher
supplying him with a few details about subject
of speech, a few suggestions concerning its sig-
nificance and a brief review of the techniques
of introduction. Student instructed on pro-
cedure for listening to lecture to find comment
to be used in summarizing lecture and thanking
speaker,
3, Student asked to arrive a few minutes before
scheduled time for lecture to greet speaker, if
he had arrived early, (Class held during first
period)
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4, In the case of the lecture-demonstration, student
asked to arrive early and check equipment.
No mention of humor was made in the directions, since
the subjects of the lectures were mostly of a serious nature.
However, by far the ablest introduction was a very humorous
one introducing Mr. A1 Capp, creator of ”L*il Abner."
Techniques for Asking Questions
A fifteen minute period was devoted to asking questions
after each guest speaker’s lecture. There were seventeen
such periods during the two semesters. The students were in-
formed that the question period was not to be considered an
optional, casual pastime, but a definite learning period.
All students were urged to try to ask at least one question,
and were told that the teacher would keep a record of their
questions for conferences. All students, with the exception
of eight persons, asked at least one question during the two
semesters, and many students asked many more than one question
At the beginning of the first semester, part of one class
hour was devoted to a discussion of the purposes and tech-
niques for asking questions on lectures. Following are the
ones which this writer thought of. There are, no doubt, many
more. Illustrations of techniques wore provided. The samples
which are provided herewith are actual questions which the
students asked some of the speakers.
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Types of qneatlons ;
1. A qpeatlon asking for farther factual Information
on the snhjeot, the answer to whloh the qxiestlon-
er does not Imow,
’15r* what are the figures on the total
number of wartime workers who went on strike?"
2. A question asking what action the group oan take.
Questioner may or may not know the answer, but
believes that action on the Issue Is necessary.
Usually asked near close of question period so
that steps for action oan be taken Immediately.
"Dr.
,
you have pointed out many dangers
In complete military control of the atom bomb.
What action oan a group like this take to work
against the May-Jo&iaon bill ?"
3. A question the answer to whloh the questioner
knows. Questioner believes the speaker failed
to cover this point clearly In his lecture and
thereby may have given a misleading Impression.
The questioner believes It Is Important that the
rest of the students hear this answer.
"Mr. mentioned that many negroes
had difficulty adjusting to wartime jobs.
Do you think this was because they were
negroes and therefore Inferior or because
any group of persons has difficulty in
adjusting to completely new situations?"
4. A question the answer to whloh the questioner
knows. Questioner wishes to "feed" the speaker
with further opportunity to drive home his point.
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4* ( continued)
used when questioner a^jrees with viewpoint of
speaker.
"Mr.
, I have heard opponents of PEPO
legislation compare this to Prohibition and
say that because the Eighteenth Amendment
didn’t work, PEPC won’t work. Do you care
to develop this point?”
A question, the answer to which the questioner
knows. Questioner wishes to show class that the
speaker has made erroneous statements. Used
when questioner disagrees with viewpoint of
speaker.
Example of poor question:
”Mr.^
,
do you mean to stand there and tell
us tbal never once have you known of a case
of discrimination In employment In Massa-
chusetts?" (Speaker really answered,
"Certainly", and passed on to next question )<
Example of good question (asked Immediately
after the preceding one).
"Mr. I am Interested In your statemeni
that you l^ve never known of a case of
discrimination In employment In Massaohusetl
as I have two highly trained Negro friends
who have had unfortunate experiences."
s
(Brief description of college degrees and
training of the two men and the names of
the companies where discrimination took
place). "I , therefore
,
would like to ask
you on what studies you have based your
claims as they are contrary to the findings
of the Urban League and the N.A.A.C.P."
(Speaker was completely at a loss for an
answer and said lamely that he had based
his claims, not on studies, but on his
own opinion)
.
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Mleoellaneotia techniques :
1, As you listen to lecture, Jot down questions
In margin next to your notes,
2, When- you haT© been reoognlzeA by the lecturer
(or chairman), etauft, pause briefly, and ash
question, reading from paper. If necessary;
speak clearly,
3, 7/ord‘ question concisely; avoid preliminary
speech making; If Introductory remarks are
essential, be brief and concise,
4, Politeness can be a very effective technique;
avoid losing your self-control; hotheadedness
merely causes you to look ridiculous and de-
tracts from the effectiveness of the point
you are trying to make.
Summary of the Speech Program
Time permitted practice In only three speaking skills.
There are, of course, many more skills; additional practice
In other techniques of speaking would, no doubt, have been
desirable. During the two semesters practice was provided
In presenting committee reports ( fourteen students). Intro-
ducing guest speakers (thirteen students), and asking ques-
tions directed to guest speakers (approximately forty-six
students)
,
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Preliminary explanations of needed, skills were given,
and practice took place In real situations. Emphasis was
npon giving enconragement and not upon pointing out errors
and Inadequacies, since the writer believed that the chief
need of most of the students was to gain confidence, which
results from knowing necessary techniques and having oppor-
tunity for gaining experience in the use of these techniques.
Noticeable gains were made In the techniques of asking ques-
tions.
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CHAPTER VII
RECAPITUIATIOR ARB EVALUATIOF OP THE
STTTBY SKILLS PROGRAM
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CHAPTER VII
RECAPITULATION AND EVALUATION OR THE
STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM
Aohleyement In Eotir Major Areae
1. The literal reading program .— The second form of the
V
Iowa test was not given. This would probably have thrown
light on the achievement with the skills measured in the
September test.
Probably the best method of testing achievement is to
look for results in actual practice. There were no grades
in subjects requiring literal reading other than the American
Civilization grades for all fifty-four students. However,
fifteen students of the group elected a course, ^History of
Contemporary Civilization." This course was a regular College
of Liberal Arts course. The students were in competition
with the regular full-time freshmen of the School of Education
and of the College of Liberal Arts. There were twenty-one
full-time School of Education freshmen students who elected
this course. A comparison of the grades of the two groups
is to be found in Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OR GRADES IN A OLA SUBJECT
STUDY SKILLS GROUP AND PULL TIME GROUP
Grades
End of
Semester
I I-May,
1946
Number of students
A.C* Division
receiving
grade
Number of
regular
full-time
School of
Ed. students
receiving
grade
A 2 3
B 3 6
C 8 9
D 2 1
P 0 0
Total 16 21
It probably may be oonclndod that the aooompllshment
of some of the members of the group described In this paper
compared favorably with that of some full-time college mem-
bers In a full-time college course, "History of Contemporary
Civilization," In spite of the fact that the groupie entranoi
requirements were low.
The writer has found evaluations of her work, made by
students to be helpful In planning future work. Consequently,
the students were asked In May to evaluate the work of the
previous two semesters. Papers wore unsigned In order that
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students might feel free to say exactly what they thought.
Forty-eight students were present when the evaluations were
written. Table IX lists the results. Table X is a summary
of suggestions for improvement written by the students in
essay form. Uo ideas were suggested by the teacher. The
writer was uncertain whether the statement ”no suggestions"
meant that the program was acceptable or that the student
could think of no suggestions, so topics 5 and 6 (Table X)
have been listed separately.
TABLR IX
LITERAL READING SKILLS—E7AIUATI OF S M/.DE BY STUDEFTS
Helpful
Fot Fot
Helpful Certain I'xcused Total
l.I)lagnostlo Pretest
( Iowa ) ; Analyst s of
Difficulties;
Correotlve Drills
54 5 3 6 48
Too ITuch r.nouch
—Fcyf —
Enough Excused Total
2. Time Devoted to
this Phase of
the Work
6 21 16 C 48
TABLE X
LITERAL READIF^ SKILLS—STTGOESTIOFS FOR IMPROVEMKFT
—
- Fo. of otudents
Opinions Volunteered by Students Expressing opin.
1. Drills: Speed and tnorougli Tsrpe
a. More practice with both these types 13
b. More practice finding "central idea" 4
0 . Spend less time; give only "key tips" 1
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TABLE X (oonoludea)
LITERAL READING SKILLS—SUGGESTIONS EOR IMPROVEMENT
Opinions Volunteered by Students
No. of Students
I'jfcpressing oplnij
2. Outlines
ii
II
a. More practice taking reading notes
in outline form
^
l|
3. Vocabulary
!i
a. More vocabulary building 1
!
4. General Study
1
i
a. More directions for study 3
b. More procedure for examination study
5. "No Suggestions"
1
22
!
I
6. "Program is functional in its present form." 2
i
g. The evaluative reading program^— The writer has de-
j
sorihed in Chapter V the procedure which was used in measurinj
i!
achievement in evaluative reading shills and samples of
|j
’’excellent", "good", "fair" and "poor" papers are to h© found !
in the Appendix.
||
|i
Table XI shows the grades in the evaluative .reading
j|
’ i'
achievement tests. The four failures were due to neglecting
"
I’
to pass in papers.
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TABLE XI
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION GRADES IN
EVALUATIVE READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Grade
Received
Number of students
receiving grade
A 18
B 18
0 13
D 1
F 4
Total 64
' An evalnstlon made of the eTaluative reading program
as made by the students follows. (Of. Table XII). The pro-
cedure was the same as that described above under "literal
reading."
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TABLE XII
EVALUATIVE READING SKILLS
EVALUATION MADE BY STUDENTS
Aspects of
FTeluatlre
Reading
Not
Helpful Helpful
Remarks where
Not checked Not Helpful
l.Ahstractlons:
. nature of; use
and misuse
44
2, Purposes of
language 41
3. Principle of
conditioning:
nature of; Its 35 10
application In
area of words
4. Abstract defi-
nitions; how 40
they may con-
fuse meaning
6. Functional
definitions;
nature of;
use and
necessity of
37
6. "Elther-Or”
thinking;
nature of;
how may
confuse
thinking
28
Tl Integration
and application 35
of foregoing six
aohleve-
8
18
’’confusing*'
1
"Difficult to
understand"
2
"Make clearer
distinction
between this
and abstrac-
tions."
1
"Unnecessary"
1
"Didn't under
stand"
1
"Unnecessary"
1
"Vague ex-
planation"
5
"Don't re-
member It"
2
"too con-
fusing" -
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TABLK XIII
E7ALUATIVF RKADTFG—
SITOGF.STIOITS POT? IMPROTEMEFT
Opinions Volunteered by Students
Humber of Studente
Expressing Opln.
1. More assigned reading of current
newspapers and articles to provide
background for evaluative reading 9
2. More time allotted to this phase of
work: more Intensive study needed 6
3. Progiam Is functional in Its
present form. 12
4. No suggestions offered 21
One interesting finding was that most students 'believed
that the evaluative reading program helped them In expository
writing. (Of. TahlesXIV and XY ).
TABLE XIV
EVALUATIVE READIITG—TRAESPES TO WEITIIO
OPINION OP STUDENTS
Helpful
Not
Helpful No answer Total
Transfer of training of
evaluative reading skills
to writing 41 6 2 48
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T.\BLB XV
HOW TRAIISFER TOOK EIAOE—OPIITIOri OP STUDENTS
Rumber of
Speolflo Waya In whloh Transfer Took PlBoe Students
1. "Helped me get away from vague generalities
In my writing; showed me the necessity of
understanding what I mean before I oan ex-
press myself functionally; taught me to
keep my reader In mind." 27
8. "Broadened my background of understanding of
the nature of our language." 4
5. "Taught me how to obsoure meaning when trying
to *put aoross* a questionable point." 3
4. "Taught me the obligation of avoiding emotion-
al words in my writing when my purpose is to
make something olear to my reader." 2
5. "Taught me the potential pitfalls of *either-or*
wrl ting." 1
6. "Helped me overoome unfounded prejudices." 10
7. "Subject natter of evaluative reading exercises
provided ‘points of reference* for subsequent
writing." 1
The speolflo ways In whloh transfer took plaoe were
written In essay form; no suggestions were made by the
teaoher either before or during the writing. It should be
noted that ways In whloh evaluative reading helps in writing
were pointed out during teaching. (Of. Chapter V).
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3. The writing program .— It has been reported elsewhere
that all students in the group received a grade of
("excellent") or "B" ("good") in the sociology source themes.
These papers were graded by Professor Franklin Roberts, the
sociology instructor.
The procedure used by the writer for grading the second
source themes (on a controversial issue) was described in
Chapter VI. A copy of the table previously explained in
Chapter VI follows. (See Table XVI). It is to be kept in
mind that sometimes one of the checks, particularly those
indicating creative thinking, referred to a page or more of
writing. The papers which were handed in after the table
was made have not been included.
4. The speech program .— It was an oversight on the part
of the writer not to have asked the students to evaluate the
speech program when they were writing the evaluations of the
study skills program* Consequently, the writer has no tab-
ulated evidence of the degree to which the students believed
that they made gains.
Achievement was measured in actual situations. The only
directed speech activities in which each student engaged more
than once was the asking of questions. The writer made brief
annotatlve records of the questions which were asked during
lecture-discussion periods. Noticeable gains were evident.
(Of. Chapter VI for details).
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SnggestlonB for Future
The writer belieres that the following major changes
In the program which has been outlined would be helpful.
1. Provide more opportunity for directed practice In
thorough type reading. This skill Is probably one
of the major skills needed for success with college
work as It Is now taught.
2. Provide more opportunity for directed practice In
remembering what Is read. This skill Is probably
also one of the major skills needed for success with
college work as It is now taught.
3. Provide a great deal of practice In the techniques
of writing. In essay form, under time pressure,
answers to questions and developments of problems.
This was not done. The writer Is of the opinion
that this Is a very Important technique for success
with college work as It Is now taught, particularly
In liberal arts colleges.
4. Make better use of the program on the techniques
for asking questions by requiring each student at
the close of a lecture-discussion period, to hand In
several questions written during the lecture period
and labeled according to type. (Of. Chapter VI).
Have conferences on these questions as the need Is
Indicated.
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6* Have lees dlsonsaion of the prlnolples of evaluative
reading and more practice In writing exercises on eval-
uative reading* (Of* Chapter V)*
6* Give a diagnostic informal, timed test on a variety of
types of reading. Graph the results to determine the
students' knowledge of adjusting rate to the various
purposes of reading. Do corrective work as need Is
1/
Indicated. Bond contains excellent Illustrative mater-
ial for procedure.
7. Conduct a campaign to educate the students in the philos-
ophy of study skills as It Is here defined. Continually
point out the Interrelationship of each area and all the
other areas of study. Many persons have a fixed notion
that "study Bkllls”means"remedial reading" only.
The question now arises concerning which activities may
best he curtailed In order to provide time for the suggestion
which have been made. The writer believes that some of the
trips and lectures might be omitted to provide more time;
the writer strongly recommends retaining trips and lectures
pertaining to the writing of source themes on a controversial
Issue.
B
'U G.L. Bond and E. Bond, Developmental Reading In High
^ohool. Hew York; The Macmillan Company, l94l7 pp. 155-160.
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TABLE X7I
ACHIETEMEIfT IB WRITIBG SOURCE THEMES OB A COBTROVERSIAL ISSUE
Bame Grade
1 10 2 6 3 12 A
2 6 6 2 1 2 A
3 4 2 6 0 21 A
4 3 5 7 4 18 A
5 2 6 3 5 11 A
6 2 4 2 3 3 A
7 1 7 11 3 5 A
8 4 0 7 7 6 A
9 0 9 12 2 0 A
10 1 5 7 1 22 £
11 1 4 5 3 2 B
12 0 5 5 3 8 £
13 4 7 6 14 £
14 1 1 10 7 41 B
15 3 5 9 10 £
16 1 1 6 14 B
17 2 7 11 26 B
18 2 7 8 21 B
19 2 5 9 23 B
20 3 4 6 4 B
21 2 7 7 10 B
22 3 4 1 7 B
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An eralnatlon of the writing program, made by the student i,
follows. (See Tables XVII and XVIII). The suggestions for
Improvement were written in essay form. Eo hints were given
by the teacher either before or during the writing of these
suggestions.
TABLE XVII
I
WRITina SKILLS—EVALUATIONS MADE BY STUDENTS
Helpful Not Helpful Uncertain
1. Background
a. Speakers on subject;
trips and other
activities 41 3 4
b. Directions for and
practice in finding
source material 42 4 2
2. Skills
a. Notetaking
DProcedure for
building sub-
topics 32 18* 4
S)Procedure for
notetaking on
cards 30 14* 4
b. Footnoting 41 7
0 . Form of bibliog-
raphy 39 8 1
d. General suiraary:
how to integrate
the foregoing
phases of writing 41 6 1
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TABLK XYII (concluded)
WHITING SKILLS—EVALUATIONS MADE BY STUDENTS
Helpful Not Helpful Uncertain
3. Corrective Writing
a. Conferences and
Rewriting
» — -
3? 5 4
* A fraction of the class reported studying this later
in English Composition. This group thought, therefore, that
the study skills class time might have been used for practice
in other skills. With the exception of this group, no other
students studied these skills in English Composition courses.
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TABLE XVIII
TmiTIHG SKILLS —SU^aESTIOKS FOR IMPROVES3EET
rfumSer of Jtudente
Expressing Each
Opinions Volunteered hy Students Opinion
1. Time Distribution
a. More frequent writing of CTalu-
atlon of speakers 1
b. Definite time limit on paper 1
0 . More forum-type discussion on
controversial issues before
writing B
d« Loss outside study 1
e« Greater time allotment on less
aotivlties 1
S« Choice of Subject Matter
a* More writing on current social 3
problems (l.e. ,FEPC,eto.
)
b. Choice of topic not involving
personal opinion 1
0 * Wider oholoe of topic 3
d. More praotioe on essay-type
examination questions S
3« Procedure for Teaching Writing Skills
a. More time for practice on specifio
skills essential for writing source
themes prior to writing the whole
paper 3
b* More drill on form for bibliography
and footnotes; suggest reference
where acceptable form Is Illustrated. 2
o. Easier, shorter writing exercises,
especially at outset. 2
d. Less teacher assistance 1
e. Exercises on Interpreting examination
questions 1
4. General
a. Program is satisfactory as It Is now 17
taught
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SUMMARY
In this paper hare been listed the salient details re-
lating to a thirty-two week stndy skills program which was
conducted with fifty-four college freshmen whose entrance
tests and high school records were below the usual standards
required for college entrance. An estimate of achievement
In this program has been outlined and a few suggestions for
making the program more functional have been made on the
basis of previous experiences.
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sample: resolution PREPARED BY STUDENT COMMITTEE
Gf. p.27 for details,.
Resolution to Senate Conunittee on Atomic SInergy
Senator McMahon, Chairman
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
'WHEREAS: a civilian atomic control commission would be
more disposed toward developing atomic power for peacetime uses than
would a military commission.
WHEREAS: military control, such as that outlined in the
May- Johnson Bill, would tend to stifle scientific development, for,
by misuse, this control could be extended to all branches of chemistry
and physics because of the indefinable boundaries of the atomic and
nuclear fields.
V/HEREAS: exclusive military control of atomic power would
inevitably lead to an unrestricted armament race with its concomitant
fostering of power politics,
WHEREAS: exclusive military control of atomic energy would
tend to foster distrust in the other nations of the U. S. foreign
policy at a time when a cooperative world spirit is desperately needed
'WHEREAS: we strongly disapprove of the deliberate use of
the recent "spy scare" to impede world unity and to propagandize for
atomic control by the military powers of the U. S.
WHEREAS: since the principles of atomic energy are known
throughout the world, no restrictions in this country would prevent
its development abroad, but could conceivably result in the United
States lagging behind the rest of the world in all future peacetime
atomic developments.
Therefore, be it resolved that: we, the undersigned college
students, believing that we have a stake in the future, do strongly
urge you to work for the McMahon Bill and against the May-Johnson Bill
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SAl-IPLE OF EXERCISE: GHOCSINC 2‘IAIN IDEA ..'HEK MAIN IDEA AND DETAILS
ARE LISTED
I.'Irs. Schuman
J/iAiN ideas AMD DETAILS
Directions to American Civilization Class ; On Tuesday, October 3 , you wrote a
sunmiary after reading the section, "The Duest for Liberty", in Nichols and Nichols,
Op. 17-24. Following is a list of main ideas and details taken from that section.
Read these carefully and decide which sentences contain the main thoughts and vdiich
contain supporting details, V'/rite the letter of the sentence containing the main
thought beside each Roman numeral. (There should be one letter beside each Roman
numeral.
)
I.
A. The middle class wanted freedom of religion,
B. Emergence of a middle class in England brought about many social
readjustments
.
C. One of the stron^^ reform groups was the Puritans,
II.
A. Many Puritans wanted to reintroduce the practice of appointing elders or
chief laymen in the church.
B. The Puritans wished to simplify the church service,
C. In some parishes the services varied little from those used when the Church
was loyal to the Pope.
D. The Puritans, on the whole, were vjilling to stay within the Church and make
reforms there; lack of uniformity between sections resulted.
III.
.
A. Queen Elizabeth was impatient with those who sought to change the church
services
.
B. Many people began to make an issue of freedom of religion.
C. The conflict was greater than a religious one; it took on political
significance.
D. Various statutes v/ere passed, indicating that Elizabeth disapproved of
the lack of uniformity within the Church.
IV.
A. The idea of a "session" or a conimittee of elders to manage a church was a
logical thing to the business men of the time,
B. The conflict took on a social aspect,
C. The townsmen and the rising merchant class realized the wealth-producing
possibilities of hard work.
D. The small townsmen felt that the established Church was too feudal in its
organization.
V.
A. The Separatists believed in their right to interpret the Scriptures in
their own way,
B. The Separatist Movement was bound to spread.
C. The Separatists wanted to return to the custom of self-governing
congregations.
D. The Separatists emi)odied the religious, political and social cleavages
which were coming- about,
E. Queen Elizabeth was opposed to the Separatists.
F. A law was passed in 1593 to curb both the Separatists and the Puritans.
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VI.
A. As a result of the threat of persecution by King Janies, the non-conforniists
migrated to Holland.
B. Any non-conformist was liable to imprisonment during the reign of King
James
.
C. In 1607 and I6O8 about a hundred persons congregated in Amsterdam and from
there went to Leydon,
D. Under the law of 1593 the property of a non-conformist might be confiscated.
E. Holland did not entirely measure up to the expectations of the non-
conformists
.
VII.
' A. In 1619 this group obtained permission from the London Company to make a
settlement in America,
B. It was arranged that Thomas VJeston, a London merchant, vjould arrange for
the financing of the venture; the emigrants would repay him from their
earnings in America,
C. One of the greatest problems was the obtaining of funds to finance the
undertaking.
D. Finally, only thirty-five of the Leyden Congregation agreed to go to
America, so sixty-seven "recruits", whose motives were not r'eXigious ones,
were' found in London.
E. There were many problems involved in planning the trip to America,
VIII.
A. The voyage to America was long and dangerous,
B. The ship was driven out of its course.
C. The emigrants arrived in the territory of the Plymouth, not the London,
Company.
D. The trip to America was not as they had planned,
E. The emigrants landed in Pl3^mouth on December 21, 1620,
IX.
A. Charles I resorted to arbitrarj-” taxation and ignored the personal rights
of his subjects,
B. Archbishop Laud attejnpted to enforce religious uniformitj^ by high-handed
methods
.
C. Hewlj? rich traders from London vjere moving into southeastern England and
introducing "ungodlj'-" ways of life, according to the Puritans' standards.
D. The Colony of Massachusetts Ba^-*, established in I63O, was the direct result
of upheavals in England.
E. Around 1620-1635 economic conditions were bad, especially in southeastern
England, the stronghold of the Puritans,
A*
A. In 1634 Lord Baltimore, the son of George Calvert, with twenty gentlemen,
four priests and two hundred laborers founded St. Mary's in Baltimore.
B. Catholics migrated to Maryland less freely than Lord Baltimore had hoped.
C. Religious toleration was maintained in the I/Iaryland Colony.
D. Lord Baltimore invited Protestant immigrants, who soon outnumbered their
Catholic associates,
E. The Colony of Maryland, the result of lack of political and social rights
in England, eventually included Protestants as well as Catholics.
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XI.
A. Roger Williams was banished from the ^'few England colony and built Providence,
B. Roger V/illiams succeeded in uniting four towns as the Providence Plantations
and in 1643 obtained a patent of self-government,
C. The New England Colony was intolerant of "radicals”, who did not agree vjith
the Puritan form of government.
f
^
D. The independent Puritans, led by Reverend Thomas Hooker of Newtown,
Massachusetts, left for the Coruiecticut Valley and established Hartford.
XII.
A. The civil war and governrriental change brought about in En<^land (1540-1660)
by the Puritan revolution and Commonwealth motivated the emigration of
three particular groups during these years.
B. Some royalist sympathizers, especially after the Kin^; was beheaded, sought
refuge during the years I64O-6O in Virginia, where loyalty to the Crown
was still popular.
C. Indentured servants were men and women who agreed to work a certain number
of years (usually five) for any colonist ;villing to pay for their passage
to America,
D. The civil war in England prompted Englishmen to emigrate as indentured
servants to escape the poor economic conditions which prevailed in
England during the first half of the seventeenth century.
E. A group of people of the mercantile class sought refuge in America during
the years I64O-6O to escape business hardships which were brought on
by the civil war in England,
F. Many prisoners were sent to America as indentured servants; many of these
settled down to a respectable and industrious life.
1
SAMPLE OF EXERCISE: CHOOSING- MAIN IDEA .HEN MAIN IDEA AND DETAILS
ARE LISTED
SPEEDED READING
Following is a selection taken from The Christian Science Monitor
,
September 13, 1944.
Read this more rapidly than is comfortable for you. IVhen you have finished reading,
write the time which appears on the board, and fold the paper so that you can see
only the questions at the end. Answer them.
A contrivance very like a roofed bathtub became airborne here the other day, and
merely by flying gave assurance that just about anything can be expected in aviation
after the war.
Inside a plastic cowl at the forward end of the "flying bathtub" sat its inventor,
young Stanley Hiller, Jr,, of Berkeley, who recently reached military age, and who
had his induction notice in his pocket as he sat at the controls. His invention has
just been bought by Henry J. Kaiser, industrialist, promising postwar production.
The "Hiller-copter, " as the boy inventor calls it, did not do much flying on
this, one of its several public exiiibitions . It has flown a circular tour of 100
miles before this, and has reached an air speed of 100 miles an hour, says its master.
On this day, however, a strong wind was coming in off the ocean, and it was not
deemed wise to put it through all its paces.
The yellow "bathtub," with two 25-foot rotor blades flailing the air in opposite
directions above it, rose into the air higher than a lamppost, hung there, descended
almost to earth, went aloft again and hung there for many minutes. Inventor Hiller
turned his tublike compartment apparently at will, dipped it forward, made it back up
or move sidewise, and finally landed one particular wheel within a foot of a marker
from which it had ascended.
The Hiller-copter looks incomplete. It gives spectators the feeling that,
somehow, it is doing an impossible thing when it buzzes up and down like a yo-yo
on a string. The conventional-type helicopter has a tail structure v\fhich supports a
vertical rotor or propeller to give direction and to offset the torque or twist of a
one-way overhead rotor.
The tv;o parallel overhead blades of the Hiller-copter, about 25 feet long and
v/hirling in opposite directions, so nearly exactly offset each other in the matter
of torque that Inventor Hiller says the controls of his ship function without
relation to twist.
Controls inside the one-passenger cockpit of this experimental model are: A
rudder bar—although there is no rudder as such; a conventional "stick" used in or-
dinary airplanes for control of ailerons and elevators—although on this ship there
are neither elevators nor ailerons, in the conventional manner.
The controls work against the great hollow and double-acting vertical axis and
its relation to the tublike fuselage. A third control handle regulates the pitch of
the long rotor blades. Too many questions in this area of the experiment were not
permitted, since the controls are said to be as yet in the realm of things militarily
secret.
The young inventor is working on a four-passenger model of his "copter" for the
Navy. If the device proves truly practicable, says almost every aviator who views
it, it has wide possibilities for military use in areas where there are no landing
fields. Its inventor claims that it needs an area of only 25 feet in diameter
for take-off, and that it can discharge passengers safely without touching the
ground.
\1
/
Directions; Following is a list of main ideas and details. Read these carefully
and decide which sentences contain the main thoughts and which contain supporting
details. V/rite the letter of the sentence containing the main thought beside each
Roman numeral. (There should be one letter beside each Rojnan numeral.)
I.
A. The inventor is v/orking on a four-passenger model for the Navy.
B. The possibilities for use in the future for the "Hiller-copter” are many.
C. Henry Kaiser has just bought the ’’Hiller-copter" for post-war production*
D. The "Hiller-c opter" has wide possibilities for military use in areas
where there are no landing fields.
E. The "Hiller-copter" can take off in an area of only twenty-five feet in
diameter and cann discharge passengers safely without touching the ground.
II.
A, The Hiller-copter does not need a propeller as the two overhead blades whirl-
ing in opposite directions nearly offset one another in the way of torque,
B, There are neither elevators nor ailerons of the conventional type in the
"Hiller-copter"
.
C, The "Hiller-copter" has certain characteristics which make it different
from the conventional-type helicopter,
III.
A. The "Hiller-copter" can reach a speed of 100 miles per hour,
B. The "Hiller-copter" can hang suspended for many minutes.
C. The "Hiller-copter" can perform unusual feats,
D. This new invention can dip forward, back up or move sidewise.
E. It can land within a foot of the marker from which it ascends.
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SAI4PLE OF EXERCISE: CHOOSING IIAIN IDEA WHEN MAIN
IDEA AND DETAILb
ARE LISTED
SPEEDED READING
Following is part of an article taken from The Christian Science Monitor
,
August 26,
1944* Dr. Charles G. Abbot, formerly secretary of the Smithsonian Institution at
Washington, D. C., is now working as research associate there. If your comprehension
score on the last speed test was inadequate, (indicated by a blue check mark), slow
up slightly — when you have finished reading, write the time which appears on the
board and fold the paper so that you can see only the questions at the end. Answer
them.
For almost half a century (it will be that next year) Dr, Abbot has studied the
phenomena of solar radiation, has contributed authoritative works on celestial
science, has experimented with ways to measure,, harness, and conserve the energies
of the sun. His studies have carried him all over the world. His observatory
maintains stations in California, New Mexico, and on the suiTimit of a Chilean peak.
The data collected at these places, where the cloudless skies favor solar study, are
forwarded to the little wooded shack in VJashington, where they are interpreted and
analyzed.
Dr. Abbot, who has demonstrated the feasibility of harnessing solar energy, is
confident that more and more the sun can and will be put to work for him. One of
his most famous inventions is his "solar cooker," the original of which he installed
on Mt. Wilson. There for some years during their trips to California Mrs. Abbot
would startle and amuse visitors by cooking the Doctor's meals by means of this
contraption.
He had a model made of it back home in Washington. Pointing it out (for it is
now among the collections in the Smithsonian Institution), Dr. Abbot, smiling,
recalled how he once invited eight little girls to come and cook two-by-four ginger-
bread cakes in it.
Dr. Abbot has also used the sun's energy to power a steam engine. In certain
parts of the country, when and if coal and oil become difficult or expensive to get,
he is persuaded the sun's energies can and will be used for power. He recalled how
some years ago the sun's energies had been harnessed at a project on the Nile, but
that its efficiency had been only 3 per cent and it was abandoned. Under improved
means and with today's knowledge of the problems involved. Dr, Abbot is confident
he can improve that efficiency five times.
For years Dr. Abbot has insisted that the weather is related to the radiation
of the sun reaching the earth. Now at long last he sees meteorologists agreeing
that the weather is affected by solar variations.
He cites weather peculiarities in the past that have coincided with unusual
solar activity. He will even make a prediction or two about weather to come, based
on the sun's radiation and heat variations. He foresees unusual weather conditions
for the next couple of years. He forecasts rainfall with an accuracy that is the
despair of the weather bureaus. For a long shot he anticipates a drought in the
Northwest in 1975
^
possibly another in the year 2020.

Directions ; Following is a list of main ideas and details. Read these carefully and
decide which contain the main ideas and which contain the supporting details. Write
the letter of the sentence containing the main thought beside each Roman numeral,
(There should be one letter beside each Roman numeral).
A, Dr. Abbot has observatory stations in California, Nev/ Mexico, and on the
summit of a Chilean peak,
B, Dr. Abbot has a little wooden shack in Washington where the findings are
interpreted and analyzed.
C, Dr. Abbot's findings are the result of many years of painstaking research
in many places.
II.
A, The original "solar cooker" is installed on Mt, VJilson.
B, Mrs. Abbot has amused visitors by cooking her husband's meals by means of
the "solar cooker.
"
C, One of Dr. Abbot's most famous inventions is his "solar cooker",
D, Dr. Abbot has demonstrated the feasibility of harn^Ssing solar energy.
E, Once eight little girls cooked two-by-four gingerbread cakes on the "solar
cooker".
III.
A. Dr. Abbot believes that he can improve the efficiency of the Nile machine
five times.
B. Some years ago the sun's energy was used in a project on the Nile; its
efficiency was not great, so it was abandoned,
C. Dr. Abbot, who has used the sun's energy to power a steam engine, is con-
vinced that this process will be improved to the point where it is
practical.
D. Dr. Abbot believes that in certain parts of the country the sun's energies
can and will be used in place of coal or oil.
IV.
A. Dr. Abbot has found a relationship between weather peculiarities in the
past and unusual solar activity.
B. Dr. Abbot predicts unusual weather conditions for the next couple of years,
C. Dr. Abbot believes that weather is related to solar variations and makes
weather predictions on this basis.
D. Dr. Abbot predicts a drought in the Northwest in 1975 and possibly another
in the year 2020.
PROBLEMS RELATED TO READING HUMANIZED SCIENTIFIC MATERIALS
1, This article was written by a reporter. List all the advantages you can think
of in having a non-scientist write such an article.
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There are many potential pitfalls in having a non-scientist write such an
article, however. List these.
3.
How is the reporter in such a situation a ’’liaison man”?
4.
List the qualities which such a ’’liaison man” should have.
5« VJhat are the disadvantages of having a scientist write for the people who are
generalists, not specialists, in his field?
6, Where should the specialist go for information?
7« Vftiat are the inadequacies of the article you just read? (Is there an oppor-
tunity for misinterpretation? Would you have liked any information which
is not given ? Etc.)
8, How can the generalist be as certain as possible that the scientific information
he receives in a newspaper or popular magazine is valid?
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9. Are you inclined to accept blindly as positive fact everything you see in print?
(Be honest I This answer will not be graded.)
10, IfVhat do you understand to be the meaning of "specialist" and "generalist" as
they were used in these questions?
Specialist:
Generalist: .<•
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irs. Schuman SPEEDED RE.\DING January 26, 1945
Directions: Read the folloi-iin^', article more rapidly than you ordinarily read a
newspaper article, 1/hen you have finished, record the time. You will be asked
questions on this article.
Mew Words From the V/ar OF EXEROISE:
(1) yEt'^IBERINQ- DEIAIeS;
by Willis A. Chamberlin (2) COMPOSING MAIN IDEA ..'HEl'i
ONLY DETAIliS ARE mi STED
(•
'illis A. Chamberlin, author of the accompanying article, is professor emeritus
and college historian of Denison University, Granville, Ohio. He has long been
a student of word derivation.
)
So many new words have swept into our language as the result of the war and
its political phases that intelligent readers are sometimes rrystified as to the
meaning. Take the word flak, for instance. Twice in recent days I have been asked
what it means. Of course it is not found in the dictionary', for it is too recent,
Coiisidering it in the context you conclude that it refers to the fragments of
bursting antiaircraft shells, Wlien the fire from antiaircraft guns is heavy, the
flat; is thick. Strafe
,
a word from World War I, is si'nilar in origin. It comes
froiu the German strafen
,
meanin.^ to punish, and to strafe is to rake with machine-
g'un fire as from an airplane.
Every social upheaval, whether military, political or economic, leaves its
traces on language in words, epithets, slogans and significant phrases. These
be entirely new or they may have existed as little-known terms and brought into
faLiiliar use by some coincidence. Robot is an example of the latter class. It
is a "loan-word,” taken from the title of Karl Kapek's Czechoslovakian drama,
"Ross'um's Universal Robots,” in which automatons played roles and eventually con-
spired against their master. The word becaLie current to indicate a mechanical
device to do the work of hien. But it was hardly in common use until the vmngless
bombs, or robot bombs, shov/ered on England a few months ago,
Many war words ov/e their origin to the lively imagination of the fighting
men. I think of the name tank as an instance of this kind. In the spring of 1916
the English sent into battle this wonder, a movable fortress. To keep their manu-
facture secret it is said they were called tanks to supply water for Mesopotamia,
But it seems likely that the soldiers saw in this rolling monster a resemblance to
a lumbering water tank and so gcve it that name and the name stuck. In similar
manner robot bombs were nromptly called buzz bombs and jitterbugs.
World War I, fouglit i.iostl
' on French soil, familiarized us vmth some French
terms, chiefly technical, which are novj in common use. Ai'iion^- these are: barrage
(curtain of fire), camouflage (disguise or pretense), morale (spirit of courage)
,
terrain (area of a particular operation), cadre (skeleton organization), cantonne-
-lent (military quarters), in^a_s_se (blind alleyj, comiAunique (official announcement,
rendezvous (meeting by appoint lent)
,
c'est la guerre (i-t’s the \i/ar, an excuse for
aL'iiost any vexation). From the German we got U-Boot (Untersee-Boot, submarine)
and spurlos versunken (sunk without leaving a trace)
.
From the present global war a greater y^ave of new exoressions pours in upon
us, as the struggle is more colossal. Almost every day brin^ s new ones to our
attention, as vje read the papers or listen to the radio. In this "world war,"
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"^lobal vyar," and "all-out v/ar" the effects are so stupendous that writers are
continually striving after words to describe then. The opportunities are almost
endless for coining new expressions or using old ones in novel signification.
The following groupin^;^ rna;/ serve as a rough classification, until a more
precise arrangeiaent is reached:
1, Obviously one class is composed of names of nevv weapons and of novel
strategic methods; as: ack-ack (imitating the sound of antiaircraft fire), balloon
barrage (balloons suspended for ensnaring airplanes), block buster (first used of
the 2- and 4-ton bombs dropped by the RAF), Maginot
,
Siegfried, Gothic lines
,
etc.,
land jnines, booby traps, ampiiibious tanks or ducks (landing tanks that can go in
the water”', beachhead (formed in imitation of "bridgehead" ) , scorched earth (burning
up everything that till be of use to the enemy, a policy used in China and after-
wards in Russia), pincers iiiovei.ient
,
dunkirk (retreat as executed by the English at
dunkerque). Tommy gun (li^ht machine gun operated like a rifle), bazooka (antitank
gun), blackout
,
alert , blitzkrieg cr blitz (introduced by the Germans to describe
their quick-as-±ightning warfare), panzer (armored)/
In this class belong the various terms to denote the function of the warplane
—
as scout plane
,
pursuit plane, bomber
,
flying fortress
,
dive bomber
;
and from the
point of view of size or effect, thunderbolts
,
marauders
,
mosquitoes
,
Billy
flit chell ^ s
,
superbombers
,
B-29' s
,
and now a new kind, .a "piggyback" (a large plane
carrying a smaller one on top).
2, A numberous class is composed of words formed from the initial letters of
a phrase, as Nazi (National-Sozialistische-Partei)
,
Gestapo
,
Geheime-Staats-Polizei,
secret service police), SS troops (Schutz-Staffel, protective troops, elite troops),
Ogpu (Russian police); the auxiliary forces, i'acs
,
IVaves
,
Spars
,
Y/asps
;
Seabees
(C-B, construction battalion); also M-Day (mobilization day), D-Day (decision day),
YsP32L (victory day), V-Mail (victory mail).
3« A considerable class of modern terms is composed of names of parties and
of the branch of chief function of troops. Of parties vve have such names as
Totalitarian
,
Axis (the Axis states occupy the pivotal position in Europe), Colla-
borationist (in favor of collaborating with the Nazis), isolationist (in favor of
standing aloof from European wars). Partisans (patriot bands)
,
Nordic ("pure"
Teutonic), Falangist (Franco’s party in Spain), fifth columnists (men within one’s
ovm country who are friendly with the enemy, derived from Generar Franco's remark,
that he had a "fifth column" besides the four regular coluiiins attacking Madrid),
Bla ck Shirts (Fascists), Comiiandos (from South Africa, troops that make quick dashes
and raids behind the lines of the enemy), Maquis (French underground troops^. Names
for novel branches of warfare include paratroops or parachutists , task force , shock
troops, ground forces
,
bombardiers
,
antiaircraft
,
antitank
,
and many others.
On account of the close contact with foreign nations and the many reports that
come from them, many foreign terms are borrowed and are adopted without change into
English speech. Almost everyda' words of this class are: Luftwaffe (German air
forces), Wehrmacht (German military power), Fuhrer (leader), Gauleiter (district
leader), duce (Italian for du'e). Junker (land baron, landed aristocracy), ersatz
•>s
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V /
(substitute, usually a synthetic substance for the natural product), Herrenvolk
(raaster people, supermen), sabotage, saboteur
,
anschluss (union, especially of
Austria with Germany), Afrika Korps
,
cartel (monopoly, combination of plants of
a certain industry), bloc (legislative group), Kultur (refinement, civilization),
lebensraum (living space, ostensible aim of Germany and Japan), Drang nach Osten
(Tn Geraiany the urge towards the East), Realpolitik (realisitc politics)
.
U, In another category belong slogans and picturesque terms to emphasize
the chief feature of a measure or plan; such as: New Deal
,
New Order
,
Atlantic
Pit The Four Freedoms , Good-Neighbor Policy , Munich A;-,r eement , sweat, blood
and tears
,
butter or guns
,
blood bank, sit-down strike
,
warmon.^er, lend-lease
,
open city, to by-pass, to be^liniz_e, to machine-gun
,
regimenta tion
,
to freeze (fix),
to streamline
,
Pan-German
,
VJest liall
.
Fortress Europa
.
5. A very large class is composed of words that were slang at first, perhaps
used by soldiers in their lii\,o. Some belong peculiarly to army life and are
scarcely used elsewhere; as cliow, topkick (sergeant), pin-up girl
,
pa_dr_e (chaplain), to yoo hoo ("simulating the call of soldiers on maneuver to some
girls whom they passed" the boys were disciplined for their conduct).
Many of these slang words are so expressive that they win their way into
conventional language, Aiuong such expressions are; bottleneck, foxhole
,
booby
pillbox
,
brass hat
,
spearhead (noun and verb), buzz bomb, G, I, Joe, Hun,
sniper
,
caterpillar
,
b'lack market, blackout (noun and verb). Quisling
,
to
mop to purge
,
to liquidate, to brief (to give a concise order in regard to
course, objective, strategy of a projected operation), to bail out
,
phony
,
ostrich-
isj:^_ defeatism
,
dragon 's-teeth (fortifications placed in certain order), to save
_face_ (to spare one’s pride),
6. In our close relationship with foreign nations a modern terminology has sprung
up, composed of literary and learned words, to express political and commercial
relations, systems of governiiient and certain features of treaties.
Ideology is such a term. It has become current in the past 26 years to denote
political and social systems, such as Naziism, Fascism, etc,; mandate, common since
the Versailles Treaty, to signify commission of responsibility or guardianship, as
when we say: England has the mandate over Palestine, meanin^ that she has the
res onsibility of managir^; Palestine; implement^
,
a verb signifying to give authority;
implementation, noun corresoonding to the preceding; uni-, bi- and multilateral
Caccording as a treaty applies to one, two, or several parties); favored nations
(select group of nations who enjoy the advantages specified in an agreement)
;
heii'dspheric unity
,
heraispheric policy
,
etc, (usually referring to the western
hej.dsphere)
;
cartel (usually a written agreement of international companies in
regard to manufacture and distribution of their products); economy (domestic,
foreign, business, political); sanction, vjhite paper.
(Taken from: The Christian Science Monitor, January 6, 1945).
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OrtiCTIONS: V/itnout lookin,. back answer tiie following,
I
.
Origins
A. Tell how the following words originated: ( Be as specific as possible ).
1. Strafe- -------------------------------
2. Robot- -------------------------------
3. Tank- ----------- --------------
1. Camouflage- -----------
5. Morale- -------------------------------
6. U-Boat- -------------------------------
7. Communique- ------------------- --------
II. Categories
A. Fill in the blanks with a topic which indicates what the following groups
of words have in com.aon. ^ £s specific as possible .
1 .
a. Balloon barrage
b. Block buster
c
. Maginot line
d. Beachhead
e. Pincers moveiient
f
. Tommy gun
2 .
a. Nazi
b. Gestapo
c. SS troops
d. Ogpu
e, Seabees
f. V-Mail
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
a. Axis
b. Collaborationist
c. Isolationist
d. Partisans
e. Fifth Columnist
f. Black shirts
Flying fortress
Marauders
Mosquitoes
Billy Jlitchell’s
"Piggyback"
I;
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.
a. Paratroops
b. Task' force
c. Shock troops
d. Bombardiers
e. Antitank
6
.
a. Luftwaffe
b
. Fuhrer
c. Gauleiter
d. Duce
e. Ersatz
f. Cartel
g. Bloc
7 .
a. New Deal
b. Atlantic Charter
c. The Four Freedoms
d. Good-Neighbor Policy
e. Sweat, blood and tears
f. Blood bank
g. V/est Wall
a. Chow
b. Top-kick
c
. Pin-up girl
d. Padre
9 .
a. Bottleneck
b. Foxhole
c. Brass hat
d. G. I. Joe
e. Black Market
f
.
Quisling
g. To licjuidate
h. To save face
10 .
a. Ideology
b
. Mandate
c
. Multilateral
d. Favored nations
e . Hemispheric unity
f. Foreign economy
g. Sanction
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Si^MPLE OF EXERCISE: (1) GOMPOSINC HEADLINE FOR ARTICLE; (^)
dCPPLYILot
DETAILS WHEN ONLY !IAIN IDEAS AFE LISTED
It'S. Schuman
SPEEDED IELaDINC
Following is a selection taken from The Christian Science ^‘^onitor
,
September 15, 1944.
Read this more rapidly than is comfortable for you. vTaen you have finishea reading,
write the time which appears on the board, and fold the paper so that you can see only
the questions at the end. Answer them.
Much interest has been aroused by the Army’s announcement that jet propelled
planes have been produced for mj.litary purposes. This plane is new and, for the most
part, secret, but the theorj'’ of jet propulsion has long been known.
The world's first steam engine, a toy invented by Hero of Alexandria more than
20 centuries ago, was jot propelled. Sir Isaac Newton invented a carriage to be pro-
pelled by a rearward-directed jet of steam from a large boiler on wheels.
Sk^/Tockets are jet propelled. Rotating lawn spriniclers make use of the thrust
exerted by a jet of water issuing under pressure from a constricted orifice, .
In the animate creation we find that certain cephalopoda, such as the octopus
and the common squid, employ a very effective and practical forr.i of jet propulsion,
A muscular mantle covers a capacious gill-cavity, and the expansion and con-
traction of this mantle play a vital role in the swimming locomotion of the squid or
octopus. Large fins developed from the sides of the mantle also play a part in
their locomotion, assisting in keeping their balance.
Bj' the expansion of the mantle, water is drawn into the gill cavity much as we
drav^ air into our lungs by expanding the chest.
There is a tube called a funnel or siphuncle, under the cephalopod's head. This
tube is connected to the gill cavity and a strong contraction of the mantle forcibly
expels v;ater through the siphuncle.
In accordance with one of Newton's famous "laws of motion"—for each action there
is an e4ual and opposite reaction-—the backward "kick" of the jet of expelled water
propels the creature backward swiftly through the water, Bj”- directing the siphuncle
opening to one side or another the cephalopod can dart in whatever direction it
chooses.
The jet propulsion in a squid or octopus is not continuous, like a skyrocket's
zooming climb, but is spasmodic, for the creature must alternacely draw water into
its gill cavity and then expel that water to provide power for its locomotion.
I. TR'ite a headline for this article. Be exact.
II. Fill in the following outline with the necessary details:
I. Early jet propelled machines
A.
B.

-2-
II. Common modern-day jet propelled objects
A.
B.
III. Latest jet propelled invention
A.
IV. Jet propulsion amon^^ cephalopoda
A. ILxamplos
1 .
2
.
Parts needed
1 .
2 .
B.
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SPEEDED READING
Ivirs, Schuman
D_irect_ioris : The followin.^ selection is an article which appeared in the Christian
Sci^cje Monitor on September 1, 1944. It is the type of reading which you should
be able to do rapidly. Read the article until you are told to stop. You will then
be given further directions.
SA:yrPLE of exercise: (1) COMPOSING HEfiDLINE i-OR ARTICLE; (2) SUrrLYIEG
DETAILS .TTEN ONLY I-iATN IDEA IS LISTED
"Just what are the V'/omen doing in the Underground?" That is a question I have put
during the past few days to friends who have not been long out of Poland.
The first reply concerns teaching in the secret schools. In this activity vjomen
probably carry the major part of the dangerous burden. Teaching is not limited to
the ordinary conception of that term^ but includes responsibility for the safety of
the pupils while under their care, and instruction about behavior in case of possible
discoverj'-,
Polish women have a conspicuous place in the secret press. They not only write.
The^r do their part in getting out and distributing the papers, periodicals, pamphlets,
and even books that the Underground press has never ceased to produce since the first
days of the German occupation. The equipment is poor, the conditions of work extremely
hard, but the women have never failed. More than one has been executed along with men
for her part in this activity.
Akin to and a part of the press work is listening to the radio, which is forbidden
by the Germans. But through listening to foreign broadcasts the Polish editors are
able to give the Polish people correct reports on the international situation, and
that almost iiTimediately. Getting this news is something women can do, but it is also
dangerous work, with execution the penalty if caught. And while radios are hidden in
noisy places or remote spots, a family tomb for example, discovery is always possible.
Concealing persons under suspicion by the Gestapo and helping them get from place
to place is another phase of women's activity. The Under£;,round organizations have
the names and addresses of women able to do t’^is work. Some passv;ord is arranged or
credentials of some kind. Persons offering these and asking for a night's lodging in
quiet or a few hours' retreat are received. The women ask nothing and are told
nothing. Sometimes they are called upon to provide food or clothing or disguise.
Again the request is complied with and no questions asked. On occasion they may be
instructed to serve as guides from one place to another.
There are women who appear to be so preoccupied with the problems of obtaining
sufficient food to keep thei^families alive that they are not suspected by the Germans
of having any other interest. In reality they are particularl3'' keen observers whose
assignment it is to watch the movements of German officials and troops and report upon
them. Sometime ago the German autiiorities sent out warning to all Germans in Poland
to bev(?are of all Polish women, as every "Marysia ' was a spy.
Reports from the Underground government have to be sent to the Polish Government
in London 3 messages and reports have to be transmitted within Poland. E'omen play a
tremendously important part in this courier service. It is easier for them to conceal
the dangerous matter than it is for men. Long reports go out in microfilm: 400 or
500 pages come out of a tube no larger than a small match. On one occasion a courier
vjas amazed to see that the tiny tube — "the size of a couple of matches" — had
become 1,400 pages of print in London. The travel adventures of these couriers must
be reserved for after-the-war stories; but one thing can be said—the Pole's ability
to speak more than one language fluently is a great help.
Poles in the cities suffer far more from lack of food than do those in the
village , People ca.'mot live on what is permitted by their ration cards, even when
that is obtainable. In the struggle to "hold out," every housewife tries to feed
others besides h^r own family. Sriiug;_^lint£ food from the country is the only way to
make this possible. So she smuggles, although if she should be caught yith a pail of
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01 liiilk or a few vegetables she will be sent to a concentrjtion camp, after first
being given a flogging. Arrests for this "illegal" traffic are dail^^- occurrences.
""Sut of all the many Under.^round activities in which Polish '.;omon engage the most
dan.-erous is that of liaison work. These women know the naiaes and addresses of the
officers an.^ officials in corarmuid of the Underground troops and heading the adminis-
tration in their area. A messenger may be sent to them with no knowledge of what
he is carr; ing, since it is in cipher, and in ignorance of the name of the person
for v/iiom it. is intended. lie has but one word. This he gives to the liaison, who
tells him where ho is to go and whom he is to call for.
The liaison worker is the constant, the invariable in the Underground chain. She
jiia]^' never use another name or address. If she is suspected, she can get v;arning to
others in her ar^a, who may have time to save themselves by destroying records and
using false documents already prepared for t is emergency; or id it is too dangerous,
they may get out altogether. But she herself must stay and face ihe Gestapo. The
average exoectation of survival for the women vdao take on those obligations is from
7 to 9 months, but that does not deter the^m. Always the broken ranks are filled
without delay.
Polish women have demonstrated that they have cool heads, ready vdt, and
ingenuity, and silent tongues. An instance of the latter v^as provided not long since
Wxhen a woman and her 17-year-old son were both arrested, but separately, for work
in the Underground. Not until 11103;- v/ere brought face to face did either know that
the other was in the movement.
Wonieii do not serve as soldiers in the Underground or Nome Arm^;-, but they do con-
ceal arms an-, ammunition as directed and transport it where wanted. If needed as
soldiers they would be in the arm-y, for tho spirit of the Polish women in incomparable.
Girections ; "Tnen you have finished reading, do not , again refer to the article.
Quost-ionss
1 . 'Trite a headline for this article. Be exact.
2
.
Fill in the following outline;
I. Functions of the women in the Polish Underground.
A.
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Si\i:i’LE OF EXERCISE: A STEF IH . UTLIFIRd- i-IATERIALS READ (Of. Oha;^. V
pp. 31- 3^ for further' details.
)
Mrs ochuman ''jeek of April JO, 194
J
STUDY lYPE READING
Directions: An analysis of the Dumbarton Oaks is a must in the kit of every
citizon who wishes to follovj the nevjs of the San Francisco Conference intell-
igently. This plan is what the Conference has been summoned to consider,
modify if necessary, and enact. It is herewith reviewed.
Because of the nature of the follovhng article, it is suggested that you
read all of it carefully. In order to direct your attention to what
are probably the main points, questions have been inserted. These are in paren-
theses and are numbered. Road the question; next, read the section which
f o-T 1 ows ti ; then, underline those parts of the section which clarify the question,
FUTURE SECliRITY OF ALL MANKIND DEPENDS ON SAN FRANCISCO DECISIONS
By Erwin D. Canham
(Taken from The Christian Science Monitor, April 20, 1949)
(1, Upon what factors does the peace depend?)
,We know that the future of mankind for many years our own years
and those of our children and of their children is in the valley of decision.
We know that not just a warrior caste, not even the pick of our young men, but
our whole people our women and children and the fruits of our work and our
saving for centuries will be in the flames if there is another war.
That is the measure of the urgency of the San Francisco meeting.
Upon what does this peace depend? Does it depend upon moral principles and
ideals? Yes, Does it depend upon what is done with Germany and Japan? Yes,
Does it depend upon the document which will be written finally at San Francisco?
Yt^s, Does it depend upon the methods of peaceful change? Yes, Does' it depend
upon a recognition of the rights of small pov^ers? Yes, Does it depend upon a
world court and the hoped for rule of lavj? Yes,
But, the attainment of all these rightelements depends upon something else.
It dpendes upon the degree of co-operation and confidence that prevails among the
big powers. It depends upon policy. And policy, as far at the United States
goes, depends upon the people, Vife shall agree that v\;e must avoid another war,
and that the best policy for the United States is the policy vjhich will most
successfully avert war,
(2, ViJhat are the alternating policies between which perhaps we may choose?) '
They are: VJhat used to bo called isolationism, but which now is called nationalism,
and may fairly be cqlled the largest possible degree of aloofness.
The Dumbarton Oaks-San Francisco method, v^hich may be called a limited and
manifestly imperfect security and co-operation organization.
Some more integrated kind of organization based on regional federation or
a v;orld state. Obviously, the second choice can evolve in the direction of the
third, but ther is a big question over both direction and tempo,
(J, What lines of attack does the largest group opposed to an international
peace organization folloviT?)
The statements of various loaders in Congress and of powerful newspapers make it
plain that we still have to consider the nationalist or aloofness choice as a
possibility. Their arguments, however, arc today in oblique form. Some few, it
is true, urge us not to join any world organization whatsoever. Others favor a
straight military alliance ^;ith some other power, usually Britian, And others
perhaps the largest group don’t outline any positive course, but concentrate
their attqck upon the good faith and policies of our two chief Allies, Britain
and Russia, while with relentless ferocity bombarding our own national adminstration
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and co-operationists of all parties. Often these criticisms are telling and effect-
ive and sometimes they are even right. But it is vital to see that the purpose
of these arracks is to capitalize on vjar v;earniness and the impatience vjith
foreigners of our servicemen in order to prevent any sort of world organization
v\/hatsoever.
( 4 . 7ifhy can w^ not find peace and national security in rationalism?)
What will be the result if they succeed? 'He will have adopted a kind of defiant
antiforeign imperialism. It vnll be a kind of power politics wherein we have a
minority of power and the restoof the world is invited to set up its own kind of
imperialism and power system,
Don not misunderstand me: World politics will be based upon power factors
anyway, no matter what kind of organization we Ijave or don»t have. But its degree
and nature will be profoundly different, dependent upon whether or not we take a
share of the load of preserving peace. And if all this power is not harnessed to
the task of keeping the peace, then it is volatile and dangerous. It is explosive.
It might explode in this year or this decade; but in a world of nationalistic,
imperialistic rivalry and unbalance, an explosion would be inevitable and catast-
rophic. That is why vje cannot find peqce and national security in nationalism.
We must build confidence in ourselves among ourselves and among our great
neighbor nations. And no nation is not our neighbor jtoday. Despite the
imperfections of many of theseneighbors—— say, Russia; say, Britain it does
not build up confidence to attack and deride their motives at every opportunity.
We do not need to be blandly heedless of their short comings, but we must keep
our eye constantly on the ball of mutual confidence,
($, VJhat is the important question of the moment?)
The real question is v;hat we can do to enlarge the areas of confidence, which
in turn help reduce the shortcomings in our own and our world neighbor’s policies.
That is what we face at San Francisco,
I not have to toll you that the constantly repeated statement ; "We will
have to fight Russia some day," is the most criminal sort of nationalism,
defeatism, and wickedness. Believed and accepted it assures its ovm fulfillment.
Next door to its criminality is the constant pounding of Russian policies and
motives.
(6) How can more freedom for Poland, the Balkans, and, in fact, the whole
world be attained?
If anybody thinks he can secure more freedom for poland by a nonstop press attach
upon Russia in the United States, he is gravely mistaken. That is the best way to
assure less and less freedom. But as confidence between Russia and the western
ivorld grows, we can and v^rill secure more freedom for Poland and the Balkans and the
whole world.
This confidence will not depend upon goody-goody blindness, nor upon the
following of a part or fellow-traveler line, but upon alwrt, realistic, and firm
diplomacy which will spring from a public opinion that manifests the same qualities,
(7)
. How far can we probably proceed now?
I said there were three lines of policy we could follow. The third was to go be-
yond Dumbarton Oaks to some kind of federation or world state, I do not think Dum-
barton Oaks is adequate, but in a broad sense, it is about as far as we can go now.
That if
,
it may be quite possible to include in it the declarations of the rights
of m.an, which Mr, Hoover and others recently have urged, and more specific provisions
for peaceful change, and some other improvements. But it certainly will not be pos-
sible to convert Dumbarton Oaks into any kind of federal union or world stgte.
Regional federations v;ell may grow up,
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V/e may—I believe we must
—
progress toward what Commander Harold E, Stassen calls
"a new and higher level of government, with legislative, judicial, and executive functi-
and with world-wide jurisdiction,” But it is not proposed that this world state be
defined or charted at San Francisco, even though the United Nations organization to
be agreed upon there is a definite and inevitable first step in that direction.
So I think that our three choices narrow down to one—the Dumbarton Oaks draft,
with its Yalta additions and its post-Yalta disclosures, ;\nd the questions we face
are these: Have we gone as far as we can go? Are we going far enough?
Let us see, then, just exactly what awaits us at San Francisco, You know, of cours
that it is not a peace conference that meets on April 25, but a peace-organization con-
ference, It simply will complete the drafting of a world organization to be called the
United Nations
o
(8) Yfnat, briefly, is the first purpose of the United Nations Organization as it is
outlined in the Dumbarton Oaks proposal?
The first purpose of the United Nations is defined in these words: "To maintain
international peace and security, and to that end to take effective collective measures
for the prevention and removal of threats te the peace and the suppression of acts of
aggression and other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means adjust-
ment or settlement of international disputes which may lead to a breach of the peace,”
Membership in the organization is ”ipen to all peace-loving” are not stated, but
by implication include willingness to accept the obligations of membership,
(9) Vi/hat are the members* obligations as listed in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals?
Membership is voted by a two thirds majority of the General Assembly upon recom-
mendations of the Security Council, which requires a seven-member majority including
the concurrence of the five great powers. Thus, Spain or Argentina could not be ad-
mitted vdthout the consent of Russia, nor could Argentina be invited to San Francisco
without Russia's consent as an inviting power.
All member states agree to fulfill the following obligations: to "settle their
disputes by peaceful means to "refrain in their international relations from the
threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of our organization”
to "give every assistance to the organization in any action undertaken by it in accord-
ance with the provisions of the charter”; to "refrain from giving assistance to any state
against which preventive or enforcement action is being undertaken by the organization,”
(10) I'Tliat are the five major bodies in the United Nations organization?
The United Nations will have five major bodies. They are: General Assembly;
Security Counci;^.; International Court of Justice; Economic rnd Social Counci!).; Secretari;
These major bodies will be assisted by various commissions and by the governing bodies ai
secretariats of the autonomous agencies.
The power of decision in the organization, with respect to the enforcement of peace
is vested wholly in the Security Council, This is composed of 11 members, including
the five great powers: the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, China, and
France, The six nonpermanent members are to be elected in rotation by the General
Assembly from among the less powers.
Representatives of states in the Council are to be permanently available at the
headquarters of the organization, in order to permit it to function continously.
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(11) What are the specific powers of the Security Council?
The specific powers of the Council are to be: (a) to "deterndne the existence
of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression," and to "make
recommendations or decide upon the measures to be taken to maintain or restore peace
and security" (b) to "call upon" members of the organization to apply against states
disturbing or threatening to disturb the peace such "diplomatic, economic, or other
measures not involving the use of armed forces" as may be deemed necessary to give
effect to its decisions; (c) v^rhen such economic measures are considered by it to
be inadequate, to "take such action byair, naval, or land forces^ * against either
members or nonmember states* as may be necessary to maintain or restore international
peace and security,"
(12) Specifically, how would force work?
If there is a decision to use military force, the force ‘should be drawn from the
national armies, navies, and air forces of the member states.
In order that members should make their contribution to this force, they should
after the organization is formed, (a) enter into an agreement or agreements as to the
numbers and types of forces facilities each will undertake to place at the disposal
of the Council if that body should decide that the use of force against an aggressor
has become necessary; and (b) keep immediately available at all times national air-
force contingents to be similarly used, at the call of the Council, for combined en-
forcement action, "The strength and degree of readiness of these (air) contingents
and plans for their combined action should be determined by the Security Council,
within the limits of the special agreements" above mentioned.
There also is to be established a military staff committee, , composed of the
Chiefs of Staff of the permanent members of the Council or their Representatives
(i.e,, the great powers) "to advise and assist the Security Council on all questions
relating to the Security Council's military requirements for the maintenance of
international peace and security" and to "the employment and coiTimand of forces" placed
at the disposal of the Council,
If or when there is a decision to use force against an aggressor, the tiilitary
Staff Committee is to "be responsible under the Security Council for the strategic
direction" of the combined forces.
Any member state not permanently represented on the Committee shall "be invited
by the Committee to be associated with it when the efficient discharge of the Com-
mittee’s responsibilities reouires that such a state should participate in its work,"
However, this provision may r ot be enough to satisfy the smaller powers, and at San
Francisco they may ask for permanent, rotating membership on the Military Staff Com-
mittee,
(13) VJhat is the Security Council’s method of voting which was vrorked out at Yalta?
As we know, the method of voting on the Council was undecided at Dumbarton Cask
and had to be worked out at Yalta, Two procedures were there decided: That in the
exercise of what was called the political fundtion of the Council in taking action
for the maintenance of peace and security
,
each of the great powers was to have an
absolute veto,'
's
i
i:
i -
In v/hat v/as called the quasi-judicial function of the Council in promoting the
pacific settlement of disputes, a party to a dispute should refrain from voting. In
this second provision, there is concealed a loophole which was brought out first by
persistent digging and questioning by Neal Stanford, State Department correspondent
of the Christian Science Monitor, and admitted by the State Department only after
several days of intensive argument.
The loophole is that while a great power may not block the consideration of a
nonpunitive peace-settlment .question in which it js involved. Thus the great-power-^
unanirrlty rule is absolut'^. Under one provision, it permits blocking of consideration
of any dispute looking tovjard punitive action; under another provision, it permits
blocking of discussion of peaceful settlement of any dispute in which it is not in-
volved.
This double- veto power is extr^^mely important. If the first postwar test of
the United Nations should come—as is entirely likely—in a dispute nominally at least
between two smaller powers, then each of the great powers would have an absolute veto
over the consideration either of pacific settlement or punitive action—sanctions,
(1A-) Of what iinportance is Premier Stalin’s request for an extra vote in the Assembly
for the Ukrainian and Vliite Russian Republics?
The general assembly is the broad democratic body of the United Nations, Accord—
in^i to Dumbarton Oaks, each nation v/as to have one vote, but at Yalta, Premier Joseph
Stalin asked for additional votes for the Ukrainian and White Russian Republics, re-
ferring to the six votes of the British Coriunonwealth of Nations, He got permission tp
put this point before the San Francisco Conference, and President Roosevelt tentatively
proposed to ask for three votes for the United States, I suppose they were for the
United States, Maine, and Vermont, Or some might say; Texas, California, and the rest
of us. But American public opimn condemned this arrangement so roundly that the
President withdrew the American c3Bmand for a multiple vote.
The question is politically andpsychologically of considerable importance; in the
practical working of the Assembly it is of no importance at all. However, the raising
of the issue has had a most up^forturiate effect. It disclosed at least one additional
secret commitment at Yalta, aroused suspicion of others, and posed the undemocratic
practice of multiple voting,
Likev;ise, it seems to adi'oit the validity of the six-)?^votes go. Britain does not
have six votes. It does not control the votes of Canada, Australia, New Zealand,, and
the Union of South Africa, But it does control the vote of India, So Britain has two
votes in the Assembly, even speaking constitutionally. Speaking practically it is
hard to say how many votes Britain would control, or the United States, or the Soviet
Union, We might in practice ’’control” the votes of Cuba or some Central American re-
publics just as effectively as Britain ’’controls" Australia or Canada,
(15) V.Haat may be the specific functions of the General Assembly?
However, the Assembly decides on all important matters by a two thirds rule; it
wi.ll some day include some 50 states, and if a question does not command inv--
animity it ivon’t pass.
In view of some authorities, the Assembly will be the policy-making body of the
United Nations, It will meet annually and more often if needed. It can be a world
parliament, discussing the whole range of political economic, and social questions.
It ’will study and make recommendations for co—operation in economic and social fields.
It vdll control the budget, and perhaps this powei* wi}i gi\’-o it a iai-ge contro.l in re-
lation to the Council,
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However, although the Assembly moy debate and make recor.mendations on issues of
puacc and security, any such issues of peace and security, any such issues can be taker
out of its jurisdiction by the Council. Perhaps the smaller states may wish more
power than this in the vital questions of peace and v;ar, and at San Francisco they
nay ask authority for the Assembly to take cases from the Council—but the original
balance is likely to stand,(16)
Have recommendations for the International Court of Justice yet been completely
formulated?
i'ur International Court of Justice is t o be established. Meetings are scheduled
in hbshington currently to decide on recoruaendations as to whether the present V'forld
Court and its revised statute vdll be continued, or whether we shall start afresh. Ob-
viously there would be much value in continuing the present Court and strengthening the
corpus of law it was building up.
The proposed charter provides that the Council shall encourage the settlement
of local disputes through regional arrangements either on the initiative of the states
concerned or at the request of the Council, iVIr, Hoover proposes that the San Francisco
Conference make regional groups the basis of the whole peace organization, divided
into Europt Asia, and the Western Hemisphere, He proposes that these regional council
deal with all disputes and only if they fail should any dispute be referred to the
United Nations. I believe—although he does not specifically say so—that Mr, Hoover
agrees with this very important limitation in the proposed Charter; No enforcement
action should be taken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies without
the authorization of the Security Council.”
(17) According to the witer of this article, v\^hat is one of the biggest problems
ahead?
There remain only a few more points to be covered in outlining the proposed
Charter, One concerns disarmament. It is provided that the Council, assisted by the
I,ii.litary Staff Committee, shall work out a limitation agreement to be submitted to
the nations. Of course, this cannot be done right now, j\nd it will depend almost
entirely on the Big Three, for most small states today are virtually disarmed, and
nothing they h ve compares or can compare with the armament of the great powers. When
the United States, Britain, and Russia can agree on an arms-limitation program, there
w'ill b>^ no real difficulty else-where.
Of course, the present enemy powers must be severely curbed and controlled in arms
and arms-making potejntial. There will be no security for smaller powers until the
ariaamcnts of the big powers are limited. But when and in what degree and ratio the
armaments of the big powers will be limited constitutes one of the biggest problems
we face,
(18) Most of the publicity and controversy have revolved around the Security Council
In what respects may the Economic and Social Council, a branch of the General Assembly
be 013c of the most significant factors in a United Nations Organization?
Of almost comparable ultimate importance is the Economic and Social Council, which
will bo a committee of the Assembly and responsible to it. It will have 18 members,
among them the middle-class powers, some of great industrial, colonial, or mercantile
importance. The proposal to segregate nonpolitical problems of the United Nations grow,
out of League of Nations’ experience.
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^.Iready, several world conferences have been held which vdll report through the
Economic rand Social Council: food and agriculture, currency stabilization and inter-
national Labor Organization will continue.
The United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administraticn will go forward on
a tonporary basis. The United Notions Organization for Food and Agriculture will itry
to raise nutritional standards and iiaprove the world's agriculture, thus todeling a
fundamental problem of human v;:.nt.
The Bretton Vfoods agreement, now hovering in the balance in Congress, would set
up an international bank and an international monetary fund. Manifestly, if currency
stabil.^zation and maintenance cannot be achieved, the problem of peace, security, and
rehabilitation will bo immensely more difficult if not impossible of attainment.
There also is proposed an international agency forregulation of commercial aviatioi
VJithout agreement on international aviation, and regulations under which to operate,
air traffic will be impossible.
There are, finally, proposals for an international organizationfor education and
for a commission on human rights,
(19) From what branch of the United Nations Organization may a global civil service
S; tern?
I have not mentioned one big and interesting question—the Secretariat of the Unite-
Nations, The Council, the Assembly, and the autonomous agencies will require large
staffs. They vmll constitute an international civil service. If these persons can
enjoy international diplomatic status and freedom from ontrol by their native govern-
ments, wo can have an independent organism of immense usefulness,
VJe do not knov\/ where all these organizations will be located, nor whether the
property, obligations, and assets of the League of Nations will be taken over. Some
link v;ill be needed betv;cen the old and the new, because over 500 valid international
troatios and engagements depend upon the League, There are also the splendid buildings
at Geneva,
Of course, there may bo a psychological handicap about Genova, As an old Genevese,
I hope not. The city of Galvin and Rousseau and of President IVilson has a good deal
to give. The League, with its admitted shortcomings, did not fal 1—the big powers did.
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SA.^xPLE C EXERCISE: rxEEE.^IBEjrJN'C DERAILS -- TRUE-FALSE - RO i blSCUSSED
)irectionG: Read the folio.. in atticlo ..:orc r;. idly th:^a you ordinarily rend u
no .'onn^^or article, hen you h.vc fini-^hed, record the Liaie. ''ou .ill be -dSkei
siUCoLiono on thie article,
''r .Uiv-an ^oo G " C::rry ollcn to oetern nolo . rece
BloewOi.'i oir..e in I'-iie . - Ic lain don in L,ir.'e for the dietribution of pollen.
./hereuG thin procco.^ otill depends lar^ ely u 'on bees, nea- pollen distributors
Rear slscics and ar the i.....in youn ..onien. The need of aiding nature is found
here l.r o blocs of .. ...in; le variety of applet ...re not :)roductive, as in orch-
ards ,.ith nany Vc.rities,
vvhen the first blossous aeoear, the huru-.n pollc.nizcrs beyin ;pctlicrin'' the
pollen into ylusa jars and keen on folio. .in the s rinp fror. tho sunny orch-
ards of the VJenatchce uo throu ..h the Lake Chelan district to the hi' her al-
titudes of the Ckanopan.
The pollen is 'authored by screpiny the ;jnthe';o, or 'ollen sacs, of the blos.oo:n3
across a fine lacshcd screen .diich is fitted ov.;r a ..ile-.aoutli fruit j-r or other
container. Usually the container is fastened to a stout string tied about the
.aist, bcrry-piclcin, stylo.
Industry Develo ;ed
i'he pollen thus • athered is .^uickly processed by dryin under proper con-
ditions and then taken by p-orc distributors in slacks and ’painted’’ u -on blos-
soFi... in orchards .jtiich other..isc arc nonfertilo. Directions for .'.athcrina-
proccssin.
,
and distributin' the ,pbllen are supplied in bulletins issued by
tho ashin ton .jtate Colle.: e at 'hilLnan, The anthers are paid for and tho
pollen sold by the volune ounce,
ihe process of pollcnization has been developed here by j eo and lucille
z.ntles .;ho, after 17 yo-.i‘s of painstakin; .ork, hfive their oajn fruit Tree
I'ollen .jupply Company frojr. .hicn they distribute oollen as far cast as "Vir inia
and he..' York.
In their ..orkshop the ollcn is cured in a thon.iostatically controlled
dryin roox.i .ith attention iven to li ,ht intensity end hui.idity. As the aollen
cures, the pollan sacs open and liberaoc the fine r old dust O'" the ollen .hiich
is then scrcenod for u-.ie. fhe pollen is su 'died to tho a alior in a smalJ bottle
nd aP'-'liod .jith a fairly stiff artist’s paint bruslx. The stis ma is ycntly but
irmly touched t.-ice just before the bloom has unfurled,
Althou L the oroces.a sounds intcri.dnable, ta^ousands of acres of trees are
painted each season, local ocoplo .iho have .;orked for the bntles for years
havG becor.ie voyy deft. Each ..orkcr paints fro... 10 to fO trees in the sV^ort
tiaie that the trees are .jorkable. This .'ork has t.he advanta. e of co.’dny in the
other- .isc slack sccxson for orchePrd ora )loyjient
,
j-Iand pollination .^aves both labor and eR.icnsc in one of the hi^; apple-
yro..iny processes, that of thinninc the applos in their snail '-.recn sta, e. Pollen
is . athered froii self-forpile trees ..hich other.iise ..ould set too bocivily and
therefore carry a heavy thinnin'' cost, .hen the pollen is a-Tolicd to the non-
fertilc trees and the ap los are properly spaced, very little thinnin is noces rry
afteri/ard.

- 2 -
..nothor advanta '3 is that aollin&tion by li-.rid insures u f;ood crop in s uto
of ..estiier conditions th^t rairht sloj uo she .ork of bee distributors. It is
ostinated that hand pollination is res oiisiblo for 1,500,000 bushels of additional
apples a season.
Aoply Pollen by Plano
A taitr, devolopncnt is the perfection of a trade nrocess 'shich stabilizes the
viability of the x^ollen and makes it . o farther, fhis dry stabilizer makes it
possible to anply the pollen by dusters or veven airolanes. 'fhis last method vjill
be tried out tids sorin' • hpray u'as applied from air ilanes last season.
The present proolcj,'i is to preserve pollen. This is done under proper storapo
conditions of controlled temperature. As it is today, the . bole business of
pollination mu^t ue done ^juickly durin/ the blossom period.
fho hand pollination method was introduced into "cxico ta’o years a-o hen Mr.
/Uitlcs ..orked ith tne operators of the 400-acru apple ranch of the Torres Brothers
in north central Aexico. Althou; h the trees ..ere vi orous, because of the bloc
plantin.,, of nonfortile verities, the orchard vJas nonproductive until pollination
by "human bees" was introduced.
Directions; j.uj.iocr fronl to 20 on separate paper, rite "T", '' F " or " h " for
eacii question'Jtruc , " "false", "not mentioned in article.") Even if a statement
is true as it scands, write "J'" if it was not discussed in the article,
1, kollcn is distributed durinp blossom time,
2, Pollen distributors have >)een knovvn to wear slacks,
3, The need for aidin;, nature in the distribution of ‘^ollcn is found ..here lar-'
e
blocs of trees arc productive,
4, The pollen is ^j.athcred into Biu o burlap bap;s and out on trucks to bo sent to
the pollen ..orkshop,
5» The pollen is gathered by scraoinp the anthers across a fine i^esh screen,
6, The anthers arc paid for on the basis of ho.j many dozen the . atherers collect.
7* there is need for hand pollination in the ocach tree pro jin; areas, but the
apple aro-’ers are the only ones ..ho make use of this so:. vice.
8, ..hen the oollon sacs have been collected, they are dried in a thermostatically
controlled dryin room,
9, The intensity of li ht is controlled .hen these sacs are dry in ,
10, The problem which emeraes after the dry in is a fine
,
..hite ao.jder,
11, The pollen distributor^ applies the pollen to the sti'-ma of the plant with
an especially fine arc,
12, Thousands of acres of trccw arc pai.nted by hand each yc.'-r.
13, There is only a short acriod durin; .hich the ..orkers are able to paint the
atipma,
14, Fund pollination does a .ay ..ith the necessity of trin.-'in. the aoplos in their
sjvull tpreon spa-^o.
15« Pollen is athered frori. nonfertilc trees and applied to self-fertile trees.
16, One disadvanta; e of hand pollination is th._t .jcather conditi .ns aericusly
hinder its ef.i.‘ec tivcncss,
17* hand pollination has been responsible for 1,500,000 additional bushels of
apples a ye,.r.
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18. The discove y of a dry Jtouilizer fro the iollcn h.o ia.-dc possible the uoc
of leas pollen for effective results.
19. opruyiii'-, of oollen fron airplanes has also been tried effectively.
20. bxoccial truininp, and skill are necessary if the aviator is to be successful >Jith
pollen sprayinp.
21. One of the probleas arisin, frora the process of xiand pollination is that of
storim, the pollen.
22. lemeraturc must be carefully controlled for successful storinp of pollen.
23. I exico has also used the hand pollination method ..'ith successful results.
24. The trees in the I axican orchards '-jhere this arocoss r.as used ere of the
nonfortile variety.
23. i-he stif.ma must be painted just before the blosson unfurls.

Mrs. Schuman SPEEDID READDIG V/eek of April l6, 194^
Directions: Read the following article more rapidly than you usually read a
newspaper article. You will be asked questions on it.
Freight Kept Moving Over Safe Roadbeds
by Theodore N. Cook
SAI-lPLE CF EXERGIoF:
AFIv'EMBE-'-IRG- DEIAIIjS-
,
'ULiTIFFH. GHCIGE
Mexican workmen, admitted to the United States under a special agreement
to work as laborers on rail lines across the continent from the California
Desert to the hills of New England, are playing a key role in keeping America’s
railroads moving on schedule 'with their wartime cargo.
These vjorkers, who sign up for six months at a time, are helping fill the
war-depleted ranks of railroad maintenance forces the men who move nevj rails
into position to replace v^^orn ones and keep the crpss-ties and roadbed in in safe
Vi/orking condition,
Vlithout these Mexican laborers, many railroad officals agree that rail
operations in the United States would be severely hampered, with corresponding
reductions following in the shipment of troops and vital vmr freight across the
country to ports of embarkation and battle fronts overseas.
Public Rarely Sees Them
Section gangs, usually made up of from 13 to 23 men, depending upon the type
of job to be done, receive no direct recognition of their importance from the
traveling public. This is primarily because they are seen only in fleeting
glimpses from train interiors as the gang stops vjork along the tracks while the
trains speed by.
Railroad operators, however, are keenly aware of the necessity of keeping
section labor forces up as near as possible to full strength. Bad sections of
track, shifting ballast on the roadbed and vjeeds clogging switches have to be
guarded against to insure prompt and safe carrying out of v\;ar schedules.
When increasing numbers of railroad laborers were drafted by the army, rail-
road officals became worried. A railroad cannot operate with safety, or even
operate at all after a certain point, unless it can maintain its tracks along
the right-of-way.
Manpower on track maintenance, as well as along many other lines, appeared
rapidly to be reaching a dangerous vanishing point when the War Manpower
Commission, recognizing the implications of the problem, hit upon the idea of
arranging with the Mexican Government for temporary employment of Mexican
volunteer laborers on American railroads.
Agreement Two Years Old
Following a period of discussion, an agreement was signed on April 29, 1943,
permitting admission of 30,000 Mexicans oYor the age of 21 on a quota basis to
vjork for six-month periods, after vjhich time they are free either to return
to Mexico, or, if it is mutually agreeable, to remain for additional six-month
periods.
Individual railroad companies in the United States are authorized to meet
the workers at the United States-Mexican border. Applicants are recruited
ni Queretaro under a quota system for individual states, and are subject to
strict physical exainination by the Mexican Government, the United States
Immigration Department and the individual railroads.
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Althoug>i the first railroads to mako use of this new pool of manpower were
the Westi^i-n lines, it vms not long before Mexican labor vjas doing vital main-
tenance work all the way across the country, extending up to Nev/ England.
Not all such track workmen are membcis of the laboring classes, although
most of them are. Among the original group of volunteers were four former
Un-iversity of Mexico graduates, some former police and firemen, a chemist and
four schoolteachers,
V/orks Out Very Well
"The plan ivorks out very well," according to Harry L. Buhler, General
Supervisor of Labor Camps for the Now York Central System, which now employs more
than 4,000 Mexicans and is raising its quota to 6,000. "We* re taking all we
can goto"
Workers are paid the same hourly rate as unskilled American track hands
—
66 cents an houro Ten per cent of their wages is withheld and deposited in
Mexico City to guarantee that upon their return home, they will not become
a financial problem to the Mexican Government
»
Word of high wages across the border has made it a simple matter to fill
quotas, Mr,, Buhler said, and the arrangement has turned out to be a distinct
help not only to American railroads, which need the labor, but to the Mexican
Government^ which finds the plan alleviating its unemployment problems c.
There are I30 labor camps cn the Nev,; York Central alone spread along the
line ac such points as East Chicago, Utica, N.Yr. j Toledo, Ohio; Jackson, Mich,,
and Worcester, Mass 3
Some of the camps are constructed similar to army barracks and many are
equipped with recreation halls-, In an effort to make the wolunteers feel at
home., the railroads are endeavoring to supply each camp with a Mexican cook.
An interpreter goes along vi/ith each section gang, to holp the foreman
got across his orders and directions,
"Often, the Mexicans have a good knovjledgo of English," Mr, Buhlor com-
mented, "and motions and gestures fill in the blank spaces o"
(Taken from: The Christian Science Monitor, April 9, 194-5)
Directions: Without looking back at the article you have just road answer
these questions about ita Read each question and the answers given below it.
Select the correct answerr Notice the letter of this answer, ViFrite it on
a separate piece of paper beside the number of the question,
Ir, The now railroad workers from Mexico sign up for a period of:
ao lyear b, 3 months c» 6 months
2, In what capacity do the Mexican vjorkors servo?
a. As railroad maintenance forces b. As conductors c. As office
workers,
3 , VWiy has the public been unwaro of the presence of those men?
a. They arc in the offices whore they cannot be scene b. They are
so scattered that they become absorbed into the rest of our society,
c. They arc usually seen only in fleeting glimpses from train
interiors
,
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at is the chief reason why railroad operators are interested in maintaining a
large force of section labor?
a. They fear sabotage b. They fear the damage from floods c. There are
bad sections of track and weeds clog sv;itches.
What was the chief course of the labor shortage on the railroads?
a. The labor draft bo The army draft c. Laborers going into defense plants,
6o On what basis were the Ilexican laborers acquired?
a. Volunteer b. Draft c, combination volunteer - draft
c. Vilen was the labor agreement signed?
a, 1943 b. 1944 c. 1945
8o VJhat is the allotted period of work for the Mexican laborers in this country?
a. One year b. Six months c. Six months with an additional six months if
the laborer desires
o
9o How many Mexican laborers were admitted to this country under this agreement?
a 25., 000 be 10,000 c. 50,000.
10, TTiiat js the age stipulation of these workers?
a Mnot be over l6o b^, Must be over 21 c-j Must be under 45
11, Vino is authorized to meet tne ivcrkers at the Mexican border?
a ikmbers of individual railroad companies b, a deligation of Mexicans who
'lave become naturalized citizens c . Members of the "War Manpov/er Commission
12c V/liich railroads were the first to make use of this new pool of manpower?
a the New England lines b, uhe I'escern lines c, the Middle Western lines
13® From Y/hat group do most of the Mexican workers come?
a> The laboring classes b^ The teaching group c. University members
14o How much are the Mexican railroad workers paid?
ar. Less than American railroad workers b. More than American railroad workers
Cc The same as American railroad workers
15. ^'.Tiat percent of their wages is deposited with the Mexican government to guarantee
that they will not be a financial problem on their return home?
a® 10 per cent b, 5 per cent c, 25 per cent
l6c VJhere do the Mexican laborers line?
a. In deserted army camps b. In private i omes Co In special labor camps
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SAttPLE OF EXERCISE: SKIIIMIKCt — (1) LOCATING
PHFJlSED like text (Topics I, III,
(2) LOCATING AITSWEr.S TO (QUESTIONS CONTAINING
II, X)
Ai'iSVv'ERS TO 'v^UES xTONS
VII, VIII, IX, XI);
NO VERT:'L CUES (Topics
.
DIRECTED READING Mrs. Schuman
Directions ; This drill is to provide practice in the skills needed for the type of
assignment you received in Art Appreciation,
lo Read main thought given at end of article,
2, Skim to find the part which contains this main thought,
3» Fill in the blanks with the necessary details,
(Use phrases or sentences, but be consistent .
)
Aim to increase your efficiency,
THE LURE OF THE COMICSl Nothing in the publishing line ever before has reached
such proportions. Their ovm Superman might well have had a hand in building up so
fantastic a publisher’s dream. Although held down by wartime paper requirements, ctn-
siderably over 25,000,000 comic magazines are sold every month, with most of these
copies passed around from child to child, from one G, I, Joe to another. In addition
are printed each week 1, 5 OO', 000,000 copies of the 4- to 5~panel comic strips in the
daily newsp^ers, read pretty largely by adults; while it didn’t take the Army long
to find out that the comic books were the serviceman’s most popular form of reading
matter. Then, too, someone has figured out (don’t ask me how) that 40,000,00©
children each week read the "funnies" in the Sunday papers,
A good deal of expert study of thr "phenomenon" of the comics or strip picture
stories’ appeal has been going on of late. After all, so many otherwise normal
people can’t be entirely wrong. There must be something in them, and if there is,
say the educators, let’s harness it to good use, Liat is why Superman now helps teach
youngsters grammar and spelling and safety education in thousands of schools; why the
Concord Minute Man entered a comic strip to teach highlights of American history and
loyalty at the request of the U» S, Treasury Department; why Protestant Sunday schools
by thousands are supporting the "Picture Stories From the Bible," which tell the much-
loved Bible events in the child’s favorite form. But I am getting ahead of my story.
The picture tale, even the picture strip tale, is so old its origins are lost in
antiquity. The ancestors of the current comic books include Sumerian army deeds
recorded on tablets long buried under desert sands, strip pictures from Egyptian tombs
depicting the activities of daily life once familiar to some Pharaoh, In an article
entitled "Narrative Illustration," reprinted from Print
,
a Quarterly Journal of the
Graphic Arts, M, C, Gaines, publisher of the Superman group of comics, describes an
exhibit of these picture stories down through the ages assembled by the American Insti-
tute of Graphic Arts,
An example is a drawing copied from a rock shelter in Cogul, Spain, depicting a
buffalo hunt and the celebration over it. A ninth-century manuscript known as the
Bamberg Bible yields a picture series of the story of Adam and Eve in which the tree
is also an actor, pointing an accusing finger at the culprits in approved VJalt Disney
style
,
Martin Luther used picture stories to teach some of his people, Mr, Gaines declare
referring to his Passional Christi and Antichristi , And so dovm the years, with such
engraving sequences as Hogarth’s "The Rake’s Prog]^ess,I' the sequences of Dj^iier and
Dore^ the drawings by William Busch of the definitely modern-looking comic characters.
Max and Moritz, and into our own day.
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Nor are the exciting adventures of Mr* Gaines's own Superman and Wonder Woman
any more new than the strip picture methodof telling them. These modern heroes and
heroines, with their airplanes and magic cloaks, are simply current versions of the
kind of story we ourselves and our forebears enjoyed in the ancient fair tales of
Jack the Giant Killer, the Beanstalk, Siegfried, Achilles, and the New World's own
Paul Bunyan, Even the "Funny Animals" type of comic book has its ancient counterpart
in the pictured animals of the satiric Japanese Kozanji scrolls by Toba Sojo (1053—
1140 ).
The comics are in this sense, recreational reading of a special sort. Following
an extensive survey, the Child Study Association, while pointing out that there are
all grades of comic magazines, some good and some poor, saw no reason for excessive
parental concern over the child’s interest in them. This interest can be capitalized
in various ways by an understanding parent, through the use of pencil, clay and paint,
v^ith puppets, and with stories of adventure leading to the reading of good books.
There is no evidence that they break down the morals of children. In fact, "good"
people always win in them, and "bad" people lose out. In the comics, crime never pays.
Are children's reading abilities ruined by persuing the comics? A vocabulary
study conducted by Robert L, Thorndike of Teachers College, Columbia University,
indicates that the comics actually provide a substantial amount of reading experience
at the upper elementary school or junior high school level. Of the comic books
examined, Dr* Thorndike found that each book made the child read approximately 10,000
words other than those in the "commonest thousand" of the Thorndike liats. Four books
taken together yielded 3,000 different words. The bulk of the vocabulary he found to
be standard English, with man^^ hundreds of words encountered' which the child needed
in order to expand his vocabularj^. Added to this, of course, is the excellent "moti~
vation" or the urge to know the meaning of the new word. An analysis at the University
of Pittsburgh further showed that the child in reading the comics is getting practice
in the same activities as those made use of in good reading instruction—learning
words by means of pictures, and seeing words used in different settings.
All this does not mean' that the comics should not be improved. But it does mean
that hundreds of educators, instead of harboring what might prove to be merely ignor-
ant prejudice, are sincerely seeking to learn from the child's interest in the comics
hoV'/ to guide his taste and also to improve their own teaching approaches.
In this they have the full co-operation of Publisher Gaines, whose All-American
Comics include Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman, Picture Stories From the Bible, and
mny others, llir, Caines is a graduate of a state normal school, has been a school
principal, and was later an advertising man. He has on his advisory staff a group
of distinguished educators, ' including Josette Frank, children's book specialist, of
the Child Study Association, one of the two who conducted that Association's surveys
In other words, recommendations concerning legibility, vocabulary, drawing, and
ethical values are likely to be considered.
Another group of comic magazines is actually published under the wing of educators
themselves. True Comics, and similar publications, with a senior advisory staff of
educators, and a junior staff including Roddy MacDowell and Shirley Temple, is a
subsidiary of the Parents Magazine, and tells true stories of a biogr^hical or
historical nature, with Latin-^imerican strips, and other educational features.
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But in the field of education it remained for the prime favorite of all, Superman
himself, to join the teaching staff of countless schools throughout the land. At the
request of educators, he first threw his energies into recommending good books for the
children to read. It worked like magic. Librarians reported that invariably the
titles recommended by Superman went out. Superman still offers reading lists (ghost
witten by the Child Study Association),
His next major educational job began in Lynn, Mass,, where a teacher named
Harold Downes, in co-operation with lir, Gaines, planned a series of workbooks for
teaching grammar, safety education and other things. The children "lapped it up,"
and teachers from Alaska to Brooklyn have since introduced the Superman workbooks,
Mr, Gaines is studying plans now for further workbooks to bo developed when the
paper curtailment is over. He feels that the strip continuity has tremendous pos-
sibilities for teaching history, geography, social science and even mathematics.
The school textbook people in the meanwhile are experimenting in this field, too.
The latest additions to It', Gaines’s group of magazines are definitely in the
educational field, making an interesting experiment. Only a year old, the Picture
Stories From the Bible have been accepted by the children with alacrity. According
to Dorothy Canfield Fisher, in an article in the Christian Herald, they are winning
their way with ministers, too, for the children read them and come to Sunday School
eager to learn more about the characters. Montgomery Mulford writes the script. He
is the father of two boys, a Sunday School teaching veteran, and author of "Biblical
Lessons Monthly" for church schools. The artist is Don Cameron, once with VJalt Disney,
He, too, teaches Sunday School, and loves teen-age boys. To somo adults, these strips
of Bible action stories come as something of a shock; but to children, used to this
iaost ancient and yet most modern of ways of telling stories, they only serve to make
the stories seem real and absorbing, Wlaat this will do in eradicating what the iirmy
calls "religious illiteracy" remains to be discovered. Certainly the child who never
heard of Noah and Moses and Paul is going to know something about them now,
"The question of excessive comics reading is, like all other questions of degree,
one which parents and teachers will have to decide in each case," observes the Child
Study Survey, "The remedy lies not in forbidding or confiscating, not in bargaining
or cajoling, , .but rather in broadening the child's real experiences and providing him
with activities and interests that will compete with the comics for his time and
attention," The comic magazine has great opportunities, because so popular with the
child, these educators point out, "It is up to us," they declare, "to see that they
are constructively used," (From the Christian Science Monitor
,
October 1/+, 1945) •
I, Nothing in the publishing line has ever before reached such proportions as the
comics have.
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II, The picture strip technique is not a new one.
III, Adventure stories of the type of Superman and Vfonder Yfoman are not new.
IV, The Child Study Association found ways in which the comic magazines might be
used constructively.
V. Thorndike’s vocabulary study of the comic magazines produced some interesting
findings
.
VI, The University of Pittsburgh study also produced some interesting findings.
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VII, H, C, Gaines, publisher of Superman and many other comics, is cooperating with
educators by having a staff which makes recommendations of an educational nature,
VIII, Another group of magazines, actually a subsidiary of Parents Magazine
,
tells
true stories.
IX, In the field of education Superman is being put to use.
A. The latest additions to PIr, Gaines's magazines is an interesting experiment in
presenting Bible stories,
A. The author is well qualified.
B. The artist is also well qualified.
XI, The Child Study Survey made some suggestions concerning remedies for excessive
comics reading.
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SAMPLE OF EXERCISE:
SIK'^-LE QUESTION
SIIMMINC -- LOCAiINT SEVERAL ANSWERS TO
Mrs, Schuman Week of April 23, 19A5
SPEEDED READING; Skimming
Directions; Skim the following article and rapidly find nine reasons for a world
organization. As you find these reasons quickly underline those parts of sentences
or complete sentences which state these reasons. When you have finished, number
from 1 to 9 on a separate paper and list the nine reasons briefly, ^ exact .
At the conclusion of the present war only three Great Powers—^with two other
potentially Great Powers—^will remain, namely the UoS,S.R, with approximately 9,000,-
000 square miles and 190,000,000 inhabitants; the United States, a third as large
as Russia, with 135,000,000 inhabitants; and the British Empire, The British Isles
contain somewhat fewer than 50,000,000 people, Canada, Australia, South Africa and
New Zealand bring the white inhabitants of the British Commonwealth to about 72,000,-
000, India adds another 350,000,000, The nations are moving from an old-world
equilibrium toward a new. To preserve a balance in this critical period a world
organization is essential.
The very explosive forces of mass bitterness, desire fcr retribution, class
hatreds, longings for utopian revolutions assert themselves, A world organization
is essential to prevent volcanic upheavals.
There are indications that although nationalism in Germany and Japan will be
crushed, nationalism will move toward new heights and new power in a number of other
countries, A world organization is essential to harmonize clashing nationalisms.
Many countries have suffered deprivations and devastations. There will be more
hungry and homeless- people than ever existed on the globe. A world organization is
needed to help in reconstruction.
Many national currencies will be swept away. Pensions and savings may vanish.
To prevent financial chaos we must have a world organization.
Stupendous industrial establishments have been set up. These wheels will not
be stopped after the war. Torrents of goods will continue to pour out, A world
organization is essential for their distribution.
The possibilities of food production have vastly increased. Unless distribution
is co-ordinated millions of tons of food may go to waste. Only a world organization
can provide the necessary co-ordination.
There are about 750,000,000 '’colonials" in the world, which is nearly a third
of the human race, V/e need a world organization to aid and guide these people toward
freedom and equality.
Secretary of State Edward R, Stettinius has said that robot bombs might bring
"unspeakable disaster," "These deadly missiles," he said, "can be perfected to the
point where they can travel thousands of miles with incredible speed. In that event
(we) would not be able to prevent surprise attacks and vast damage by accurately
aimed weapons traveling faster than sound," For security from attack we need a world
organization.
In a word, the choice seems to be between confusion, chaos, and hunger on the
one hand and a concerted effort toward harmony, well-being, and spiritual advance on
the other. Is there any doubt that Araerica will choose the latter?
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LOCATING SEVERAL ANSWERS TO SINGLESAI^^'LE OF EXERCISE; SKIMMING
QUESTION
MRS, SCHUMM April 27, 1945
SPEEDED READING: Skimming
Directions: Skim the following article rapidly and find ten basic psychological
principles which should be considered in planning the peace. As you find these
principles
,
quickly underline those parts of sentences or complete sentences
which state these principles, Then you have finished, number from 1 to 10 on
a separate paper and list the ten principles briefly, Be\ exact ,
’Human Nature’ No Obstacle To Peace, Psychologists Say
By Albert Deutsch
From P,M.
,
April 20, 1945
The cynics among us who keep repeating that the coming United Nations peace-
forging conference at San Francisco is doomed to failure because as they put it,
•'war is inevitable because human nature is what makes war and you can’t change
human nature," are neatly confuted by the cream of American psychologists, who
ought to knovj. The study of human nature is their business. More than 2000 of
them, all affiliated with the American Psychological Assn., have signed a pithy
stajsement on "Human Nature and the Peace", that could be read in ten minutes
with great profit by the peace-making diplomats who convene Wednesday,
The statement was originally drafted by a group of 15 outstanding psychologists
including Drs, Gardner Murphy, past president of the American Psychological Assn,,
Gordon W, Allport of Harvard, Edward C, Tolman of California University, Otto
Klineberg of Columbia, Edna Heidbreder of Wellesley, Mark A, May of Yale and R,
E, Hilgard of Sanford,
"Humanity’s demand for lasting peace", these experts declare, "leads us as
students of human nature to assert ten pertinent and basic principles which should
be considered in planning the peace,"
War can be avoided: war is not born in man; it is built in them, "No race,
nation or social group is inevitably warlike. The frustrations and conflicting
interests which lie at the root of aggressive wars can be reduced and rediredted
by social engineering."
In planning for permanent peace, the coming generation should be the
focus of attention, "Children are plastic; they will readily accept symbols of
unity and an international way of thinking in which the evils of imperialism,
prejudice, insecurity and ignorance are minimized,"
Racial, national and group hatreds can, to a considerable degree, be controll-
ed, "Prejudice is a matter of attitudes, and attitudes are to a considerable extent
a matter of training and information,"
Condescension toward "inferior" groups destroys our chances for a lasting
peace, "The white man must be freed of his concept of the ’v^hite man’s burden,’
The English-speaking peoples are only one-tenth of the world’s population; those
of white skin only a third. The time has come for a more equal participation
of all branches of the human family in a plan for collective security,"
Liberated and enemy peoples must participate in planning their ovm destiny,
"Complete outside authority imposed on liberated and enemy peoples without any
participation by them v;ill not be accepted and will lead only to further disruptions
of the peace,"
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The confusion of defeated people vvill call for clarity and consistency in
the application of rewards and punishments. "Reconstruction will not be possible
so long as the Ferman and Japanese people are confused as to their status, A
clear-cut and easily understood definition of war guilt is essential. Consistent
severity toward those who are judged guilty, and consistent offical friendliness
toward democratic elements, is a necessary policy."
If properly administered, relief and rehabilitation can lead to self-reliance
and co-operation; if improperly, to resentment and hatred, "Unless liberated and
enemy people are given a chance to work in a self-respecting manner for the food
and relief they receive, they are likely to harbor bitterness and resentment,
since our bounty will be regarded by them as unearned charity, dollar imperialism
or bribery,"
The root-desires of the common people of all lands are the safest guide to
framing a peace, 'Disrespect for the common man is characteristic of fascism and
of all forms of tyranny,"
The trend of human relationships is tovjard ever wider units of collective
security, "From tl^e caveman to the twentieth century, human beings have formed
larger and larger vjorking and living groups. Families merged into clans, clans
into states, and states into nations. The majority of our people regard the time
as ripe for regional and world organization,"
Commitiments now may prevent postwar apathy and reaction, "Unless binding
commitments are made and initial steps taken 'now, people may have a tendency after
the war to turn away from international problems. This regression to a new postwar
provincialism would breed the conditions for a new world vjar,"
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ISAI'-IPLE: PRETEST IK
EV;j.U;.TIVE RS/DING-PRETEST FOR P.iRT I
EVALUATIVE READING
I Abstract-Concrete
DirOctions: Nurnber Iron 1 to 50 o Beside each nunber v^rite either or C representing
"abstract” or "concrete”, 't.bstract^” as used here^ moans those words which do not
have a limited, exact meaning. "Concrete" as used here, means those words which do
have a fairly limited, exact meaningo The sample is answered correctly.
S:iRLE; lo honor
2o dog
lo A
2
1.
truth
2o happiness
3o mask (n.)
4c knife
5. cathedral
6
.
diamond
7 . discipline
3 , inevitableness
9.
lew court
10. art of reasoning
11. vanity
12. ?a^wam
13 . incorrectness
14 o lamb •
sincerity
Loi simplicity
17, family
18 o sevord
19 o nephew
20 o dictionary
21
.
menu
22 o hour
23c rattlesnake
24 o reindeer
25* postman
26a wheelbarrow
27i obedience
23
,
w.'^r bulletin
29 o true faith
30, backbone (in anatomy
31 , acrobat
32* affection
33 « beacon
34 • baton
35o beetle
360 cypress tree
37 o thermometer
3oo ignorance
39 • freedom
40 o beauty
41a courage
42. heroism
43c looseness of morals
44 o villainous
45 o ideal
460 self-control
47 a opium
43, thrift
49c orchestra
503 porcelain
II Purposes of Language
Directions! Following is a list of twenty situations where language is used. These
are giv^n either as a brief quotation or as a description of the situation itself.
Noifeer from 1 to 20 , Besile each number write whichever of the following letters best
describes the chief purpose of the language used in the quotation which is given or of
the language v/hich would be used in the situation which is described.
S = language to express social understanding
E ” language to express emotion
L = language to express literal meaning
R - language as ritual (to 'reaffirm feelings already held)
If more than one letter applies^ write more than one letter. The sample is mswered
correctly.
S.IPLS: Is The members of Grade IV at School reciting the Salute to the
Flago
% 1 » R
1, "So 'Tad I met you."
2
, "HoyI"
3 , '’The formula for water is H2Ca"
4 , A church service in a foreign language
5 , "Look outi"
6, "Nice day."
7 , "How are you?"
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G. Group singing of hymns
9o "The moon is bright tonight*"
10c "Do cone again some time-j"
lit "IsnH your hat stunningS"
lO, G\'uup of boys reciting in unison the Boy Scout Laws
1 3 Grale 17 singing "/jnerica the Beautiful"
'LA-o Grade VI child reciting Joyce Kilmer’s "Trees" at the close of a tree planting cere-
mony at Schoolo
15. Johnny, aged nine^ giving the password in order to be admitted to the Pirates* Den
in his friend’s back yard,
l6e ";jid my conclusion, gentlemen, is that Senator is a radical who is trying to
undermine our 4\nerican form of governments"
17
•> "The tnickness of the earth’s atmosphere is not definitely known."
The members of the freshman class sin/mng the University at an assenblj
-9u ''Mercury makes the circuit of tie sun in 83 days,"
^Oi The cheering squad giving the school cheer after the winning touchdown has been mad
in the last minute of the game*
III "Snarl" - "Purr" Words
Directions: Dogs snarl and cats purr for obviously different reasons.. Following is a
list of words which are comnorlLy used to express emotional states similar to those
wliich induce snarling or purring* Number from 1 to 20* 1/^rite beside each number S
for "snarl" or P for "purr".
It un-Zimerican
2, corporate interests
3w fifth columnist
4. totalitarian
5. The imerican Way
6e overthrow of government by force
7* subversive legislation
8, Beds
9. Democracy
-0, radical
LI* free enterprise
_2c isolationism
13 o freedom of the press
i.4<> communist propaganda
15* atheist
Lo, '.lictatorship
.7* revolutionary
J, destroying capitalism
‘
.-9e freedom of religion
0, pressure groups
IV "Either-Or" liVords
Directions: Following is a list of words in pairs. You are to irna. ine that you are an
editorial writer for one of our more irresponsible publications. The purpose of your
editorial is to have your readers react as emotionally and as unthinkingly as possible
to your Visiting. Choose from this list, the pairs which, if you used as such, would
probably stir up trouble and elicit from the reader an automa.tic response. Make a liso
of the numbers which appear before each pair you choose*
1, Capital vs* Labor
2^ Democracy vs* Totalitarianism
3* concur vs* disagree
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SAMPLE: BACKGROUND MATERIAL AN'D
PRACTICE EXERCISES IN EVALUATIVE
READING
4= toil vs, rest
5s. .'xioricGn vs. un-American
6,. government of the people vs, dictatorship
7 fxue enterprise vs, government planning
‘1-- so:; to medicine vs, private laractice
9i YJ-lociby vs, slowness
10, fYce economy vs, planned econoniy
jiNELOnmi OF R.Al*E CF REFERENCE TO BE USED IN EV.iLU.'sTIVE REi\DING
OF NONLITERATURE iL\TERIALS
Part I: Do you know when you are being ^pushed around" by words?
' aL . ’ u • *
Eor voi i? Very often a person reaaing material wnicn is commonly called "controversial"
findc it difficult to know what to believe. The frame of reference which will be
developed in the following lessons does not tell you the whole story; however, it may
clai’ify a few points to help you in your reading of current materials,
lo \^y read nonliterature materials (magazine and newspaper articles, speeches, parts
of volumes, etc,)?
A, To provide the reader with "points of reference" to be used in understanding the
world about him,
B., To build cumulatively a background of experience in order to test the meaning of
iLitare experiences
1.. Learning a cumulative process
II o Problems involved in words
John Locke’s atten^Dt to understand the problem of meaning, (1632-1704)
lo Es say Concerning Human Understanding
a, Atterpt to explain how far human understanding can go
b„ A break with the past and its belief in Absolute Truth
c, ^\n anticipation of the modern study of semantics (which is a study of the
problem of where meaning comes from.)
(1) Book Ill-on "abstract ideas"
(a) Showed confusions which resulted because of "Imperfections of wor>
^
EmCISE I
Directions: List all the abstractions yc^ can think of vrtiich speech makers and editorL*
writers use of in our own time in carter to have us react unthinkingly to their i
words, \ A
i I i . ...
EXERCISE II
Problem: Where does the meaning of abstractions come from?
Directions: Write a paragraph telling what you mean by the abstraction "good sportnan-
ship"
•
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1, Tell brieflv the various experiences you drew from in oirter to find meaning for
2, Did every member of the class have the sane meaning or was meaning a matter of indi->
vidual opinion?
3« l^y was this so?
4', WTiat, then, is the obligation of the writer who uses abstract terras in his writing?
5, Do all writers follow the procedure which you suggested in question 4?
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E5GERCISE III
Diroctions: Following are the first and last sentences in an editorial written by
cstbrook Ftgler in his ooluTiTn entitled ’’Fair Enough” (Feb, 13> 1945) Read this quota-
tion and answer the questions which follow*
”The civilian labor draft is a Totalitarian schetie long cherished and advocated by
Jfrs, Eleanor Roosevelt and Harry Hopkins, with the obvious approval of the President** ».
/jid at this point we roach out blindly to grab a post and steady ourselves^ for we
find that the great ‘progressive* , ^ liberal”, and ’forward* prophets and pioneers of the
Roosevelt party have drawn a tracing of the blueprints of both Hitler and Lenin as the
plan of unity and, in sone aveet bye and bye, the more abundant life for iiinericans,”
1* Can you find any abstractions in the first sentence?
2, Can you find any abstractions in the last sentence?
3# l/hat is the writer’s purpose in using the quotation marks around the three words
in the last sentence?
4* IVhy might these be called "satirical quotation narks”?
5. Did you find any clues as to the general tone of the article from these two
sentences?
6, Should you as a reader consider this an informative article? Exi^lain*
I'foto; The process you engaged in to answer these questions may be called "iboking be-
aind the words for meaning*,” This we shall call ’’jsvaluative reading,”
4- * ^
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B. Brief synopses of three articles by riodern writers on seaantics
1. Hayakawa, S. I., " ;ords that Don't Inforu/' Present Tense, Vol. II, edit,
by Sharon Broi^vn, Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1944 PP* 7-13*
a, "Presy.iboiic" words
1.
) Use of lan.^Tuage other than for literol neanine:.
a. ) Lan(:ua.';"e to express eMotions
(l.) "Look out I" "Hey I," "Prends garde I," etc,
(a.) Tone of voice nore Lnportant than words
b. ) Language to express social understanding
(a.) "I hope you'll cone to see us again."
(b.) "How are you?"
c. ) Language as ritual (to reaffirii feelings already held)
(a.) Church services in a foreign language
(b.) Group sincin^,.
’ ‘
(c.) Group recitation
(d.) "Secret" organization passwords
(e.) Convention speeches, etc.
2.
) Significance for evaluative reading
a.) "Snarl" and "purr" words
(1.) "Pi,eds," "radicals," "corporate interests," etc.
(2.) Synptons of disturbance, pleasant or unpleasant in
writer or speaker
(3.) Sonetines include-.v;hole paragraphs, entire editorials
or speeches.
(4,.) Soinetiiaes occasions call for good snarls or purrs.
(5,.) Reader, however, should not mistake such writings for
infomative statements.
2, Chase, Stuart, "Cats and Babies," Present Tense , Vol, II, edit, by
Sharon Brown, Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1944, pp. 14-19
a. Ileaning in things as well as in words.
b, Leaning of words is not in themselves but only as they relate to
experience.
1.) "Illegitimate identifications"
a. ) "Bad boy," to child often means bad temper of parent
b. ) Principle of conditioning used for purpose of- eliciting
desired unthinking response
(l.
)
"Red," "radical," "labor unions," "corporate interests," etc.
EXERCISE IV
Directions: Read the following anecdote. ITrite a short paragraph telling how
the principle of conditioning is illustrated here.
ri British journal recently printed this story:
"Shortly after the capture of Aachen, Allied military intelligence officers
conducted a public opinion survey in the town. One citizen after another, questioned
as to his political view, revealed that he had been opposed to Hitler from the
beginning, but fear of the Gestapo had sealed his lips. Finally one Allied officer
said to a professed enemy of Hitler: "Yery encouraging, your views in Aachen. !Ve
had believed that most Germans were Hitler supporters."
The Aachen burgher replied liotly, "'/e hate Hitler. Anything to the contrary is
the filthy propaganda of the decadent, Jewish, bolshevistic, capitalist, plutocratic
democracies,
"
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3. Arnold, Thurnan , "The Traps ViJhich Lie in Definitions and Polar Words,"
Present Tense
,
Vol. II, edit, by Sharon Brovm, Harcourt, Brace and Co.,
1944, pp. 20-35.
a. Definitions
1.) Traditional exposition starts with traditional definitions (an
abstraction defined by usin^;; other abstractions)
a.) To be functional, definitions should coue out of experience,
(1.) This we shall call "definitive reference.
EXERCISE V
Directions: Follovdnc is a definition of "fair" taken frou Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary, Keeping in nind what you have learned up to this point, evaluate
this definition fron the standpoint of functional neanin,;.
"Fair, iraplies, negatively, absence of injustice or fraud; positively, the
putting of all things on an equitable footing,"
EXERCISE VI
Directions: Read the follovdng article taken fron The Christian Science Ilonitor,
May 18, 1945* Giving specific exariples fron this article, tell whether Rep.
Rankin's definition of "un-Anericanisn" is abstract or functional.
"Rankin Opens Drive to Define and Abolish Un-Anericanisn" Washington, May 17 (AP)
"Representative John E. Rankin (D) of Mississippi opened a congressional drive
today to define, and abolish, ' un-/inericanisrn. ’
A ner.ber of the House Un-Anerican Activities Connittee, Mr, Rankin introduced
legislation which he described as 'full of dynaiiite, . .but necessary so we can
abolish these subversive outfits and so-called liberals trying to wreck our
country.
'
Mr. Rankin said his measure 'goes far beyond the present laws on treason.'
Under it, those found guilty of 'un-Anerican' activity would be subject to:
1. A $10,000 fine or 10 years' iiaprisonraent, or both.
2. A ban on holding Federal office.
3. An invalidation of citizenship if a naturalized citizen.
The measure specifies that those guilty of 'un-Anerican' activity are persons lAiio:
'V/illfully engage or attempt to engage in any activity intenaed to accomplish
or to aid in accomplishing, in any manner otherwise than by amendment to the
Constitution. .. the overthrow, or any change, in the form of the Goverament.
. , or
any impairment of the rights, privileges, or ir.ii.iunities secured or protected
by the Constitution,"
1, Can you see any dangers in this type of legislation? Explain.
EXERCISE VII
Directions: Read the following paragraph and explain whether the definition of
the abstraction "philosophy of life" is more functional or .abstract.
"I do not need to say, I aj,. sure, that by the word 'philosophy' I mean no drj''
abstractions without relation to human daily lives, I mean those questions which
every creature capable even of simple thought asks himself in times v.'hen he is
alone - hours which he may hate and dread and from which he seeks all sorts of
escapes, but which, nevertheless, exist - those hours when he asks who am I and why
was I born and what is it all for? I'Jho are these others and v/hat have they to
I
do with me and what have I to do v;ith them? To ask these questions is to seek the
essentials of some sort of philosophy of life. And to answer then in one way or
another, is the meaning of literature, hienevcr a book, through the direct voice
of poetry or through the voices of characters in a novel, recognizes these
fundamental questions of the human heart, that book is read and lives on and on.
nnd whenever a book ignores them, though it achieves a momentary popularity, it
passes on and is forgotten* Light upon the deep and prij'.iitive inquiry of the
human heart is the prL.iary contribution, then, of literature to life,"
Buck, Pearl, "Literature and Life,"
Saturday Review of Literature, Aug, 13,
1938
i,
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Thurnan Arnold (con.)
b. Polar words ("either-or" thinking)
1.) Most frequently used in argument to stir up trouble
a.) Function of argument: emotional
2*) In field of law primary object to get a decision
a*) Contest, therefore, used
3*) Traditional type of thinking
a.) Classical thinkers' use polar words because area of thinking lies in
field of discourse, not experience
4*) Examples
a. ) "Capital vs. Labor" - polar words
(l) This wording or this type of thinking often sets up barriers to
understanding
b. ) "Justice vs, injustice"
(1) There are some justifiable uses for polar thinking
(a) Morale building, etc,
(2) Reader must guard against "falling for" that type of antithetical
(polar) writing, the chief purpose of which is to stir up trouble
and obscure meaning.
EXERCISE VIII
Directions: Following is a paragraph taken from a book. See if you can find traces
cf"either-or" thinking, VJrite a brief explanation of your findings, (Remember that
"either-or" thinking does not manifest itself necessarily in pairs of opposite words.
It may only be implied)
.
"The Ipmocratic" fallacy of higher education is a mere carrying over of this same
idea that human mentalities are more or less equal and consequently that knowledge is
power for everyone-it does not matter at all how useless that knowledge may be. The
acquisition of knowledge to any amoung does not change an inferior mind into one that
is superior, as Mark. Twain said, a cauliflower is only a cabbage with a college edu-
cation, They stink about equally' in preparation and boil down to about the same thing.
An vdiat all of this clumsy argument boils down to, is that vi/e must improve man before
v;e can perfect his institutions and make him behave. The human improvement required
is priiuarily biological and we do not yet know how to effect it. But there are enough
clever youngsters to find out, if they only can be shown the necessity of tp.okling the
problem. They at any rate will knovi/ the truth, and perhaps it will make then free.
Free from what? From embeciles and morons who are allowed to reproduce their kind,
and to subsist upon the labors of others, from psychopaths who lead the mentally
inferior mass of civilized populations into purposeless wars and social revolutions,
from the ever increasing numbers of biological and mental inferiors, who are anti--,
social and criminalistic. If the gene; ations -to come can be emancipated from these
wortl'iless and deleterious elements, it will be a comparatively simple matter to per-
fect social and political institutions and to adjust human relations to a reasonable
harmony,
. .. .
Taken from Hootpn, Earnest A,, Apes Men, and Morons
.
G, P. Putnam's Sons.
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1, Can you think of any important considerations (or "middle of the^road" course)' j-
which the author has entirely overlooked by indulging in "either-or" thinking?
2, By taking into consideration as many phases of the total problem as you can, decide
whether or not the author was justified in taking an "either-or" stand.
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SAMPLE: DIREGl'ICNS FOR AGHIEVEMANT
TEST IN EVALUATIVE READING
SUMimY OF PROBLEUS INVOLVED IN UORDS
FRAME OF REFERENCE
Techniques Author Uses to Help Reader Arrive at Meaning or Deliberately to
Obscure Mean.'.ng'-'
1, Any abstract definitions?
or
2, Functional definitions: definitive references to help reader arrive at meaning
through experience?
3* Any abstractions £er se? Purr? Snarl?
or
4. Meaning of hbstract lens arrived at from experience with specific definitive
references?
5* Is author making nso of the principle of conditioning for what seems to be desirable
ends? (positive c.pp r./och)
or
6. For what seems to be undesirable ends?
(Your own particular beliefs and notions will determine how you answer 5 and 6.)
7* Evidences of polar words ('feither -or") or polar thinking? Desirable? T/iJhy?
or
8, Polar words or polar thinking deliberately to set up barriers to understanding?
9o Is the general effect of the article one^of hiding behind words? Emotional prdnarily?
or
10, An obvious attempt to clarify meaning for the reader by sufficient definitive
references?
No_be: Remember that the same words or phrases may be listed under several of the above
headings^ For example, certain words may fall into category 3 (abstractions) and also
6 (conditioning) and 8 (polar words). There is bound to be an overlapping of some of
these categories
EXERCISE X
APPLICATION OF FRAiAffi OF REFERENCE ^\iHICH HaS BEEN DEVELOPED TO DATE
Directions: You are about to evaluate an eiitorial from a Boston newspaper. Use
freely the notes with which you have been supplied. First, underline specific parts
of the editorial which seem to have any connection with the frame of reference, VJirite
in ’abbreviated form in the margin just what this connection is, (Ex,, "A,nti-Flag-Salute
Law - no definitive ref, given, prejudice words") ,V\4ien you have done this with the en-
tire article, on a separate sheet of paper list all of the topics covered under "Sum-
mary of Problems Involved in Yfords" and under each, give specific examples making use
cf the notes you wrote in the margin of the eiitorial. If there aro no examples for some
of the topics, say so. Question 9 Qr 10 (whichever you choose) is to be answered by a
general summary, in paragraph form, in your own v^ords. Find as many reasons as possi-
ble for your "general impression" of the article (question 9 or 10),
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SAMPLE: AC^lIEVEMENT TEST (COK.)
:.irs. Scbaman ZVALUiiTIVE READING - ACHIEVEMENT TEST April 1, 1946
Directions: The following editorial appeared in a Boston newspaper on February 13,
1945» Using your knowledge of sernantics evaliiate tliis article. Refer to specific
parts of the editorial in ;your evaluation. Follow the suggestions for procedure
on preceding page.
How to Start Your Child's Revolutionary Education
Your State Coirimissioner of Education, Julius E, '/Jarren ($9000 per annum;
anti-Flag-Salute Law) presided Saturday at a conference to discuss what our school
children should be taught about Russia.
That means, of course, vihat our school children should be taught about
Coraratinism, the two being inseparable.
This was not a Conference of the State Department of Education, which TIr.
Marren is paid to supervise. It was initiated and sponsored by the Massachusetts
Council of rUnerican-Soviet Friendsliip, Inc,
This organisation in its local and national membership includes many good
and religiousl’'’- devout American citizens who seek a better understanding of Russia
for reasons of business and arts and science, and as a means of maintaining the
peace after we have won it.
It also includes American Communists, radicals, freethinkers and atheists and
as usual the pressure groups of these are busy directing as many activities as
possible thi-ough channels of Corxiunist propaganda, sometimes unbeknov/nst to the
\vsll meaning members.
At this conference, vdth your State Commissioner of Education serving as
general chairman, the Mass chusetts Council of american-Soviet Friendship, Inc,,
made available to all teachers and students in attendance a list of ''Sources of
Teaching Materials and Bibliography for Teachers and Students,"
This is a l-ingthy compilation of publications presenting Russia in the most
favorable lights II: contains a special list for young students and children
education about tlie Soviet even in our elementary schools being one subject of
discussion developed under Chairjnan Marren,
One of the books recommended for teachers and students is "Ten Days That
Shook the Vforld, " by John Reed,
John Reed w.-.s, the founder of the Communist part in America, He was a Harvard
graduate, a fourth-rate poet, a persuasive writer of prose.
He didn(t like the United States, its form of government and many things about
it* He was a member of the r.7I7, editor of "The Masses," arrested in this country on
various occasions, accused but not convicted of seditious utterance.
Traveling on bogus State Department credentials he went to Russia, where he foun
things more to his liking, A j.ian of t ood family background and some fortune he walke.
the streets with the seat out of his trousers and lived in a hovel in Moscow so
everyone would be sure he wasn't a cpaitalist#
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He becane friend and adnirer of Lenin and Trotzky, witnessed the fall of the
various Russian governnents after trie rev olution in 1917j saw and helped the rise of
the Soviet and wrote his book about it.
He was made a nenber of the executive coi.uiiittee of CoLir.iunist International, In
Moscow in 1920 he died of typhus and was buried in the Krernlin idol of Communists*
i^enin recomended his book to all the world. An introduction to it was written
by Granville Hicks, ousted from the faculty of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute for
his Communistic views, later a storm center at Harvard for the sarnie r ea son,
LTien one Communist assays another you are likely to get a hint of real value so
let’s look at what Hicks wrote about John Reed and "Ten Days That Shook the V!/'orld"s
"He knew that only the proletariat could destroy capitalism, that it must be led
by a disciplined party, that it must be prepared to resist the violence of its enemies
and that it must capture the machinery of governi.ient and EST.iBLISH li DICTATORSHIP..,,
"The poet in him made every detail vivid; the revolutionary laade every detail
significant, and the poet and revolutionary were one person
"It is a record of the mort significant event in human history; and it is a
stirring revolutionary appeal ,,,T0 THIS DnY THERE IS NO BETTER BOOK LYTH THICH TO
ST.jRT ONE’S REVOLUTIONiHY EOUC.VnON."
This is a very good book with which to start your child’s revolutionary education.
He or she will learn how and v/hy capitalism must be destroyed by the proletariat
to overwhelm the machinery of the United States governr.ient and establish a dictatorship.
It comes highly recoi.imended by the Massachusetts Council for /merican-Soviet
lYicndship, Inc,, whose goner'll educational conference chairma.n vras your State Com-
missioner of Education, Julius E, ^arren (|p9000 per annum; anti-Flag-Salute Law),

SAMPLE OF EXCELLENT PAPER
(1) Although confusion is indicated in topic 2,
the other topics are v/ell developed.
Evpluptlve Ropdlng
Achleve.Tient Test
I* /ny 'betrnct definitions?
«?rf> r-ch 1. (19000 per rnnum; entl-fleg selute Lew)
" 16 “Capture the oieohlnery of govomnient'*
.
2, Kunotlonnl DefAnltlone?
,
'eregrnnh 1 Isoubb whrt our echool children should be
teu ;,ht about Russia
.
*’ 3 Initiated and s 'oneored by the ansachusetts
:!ouncll of nierlcan-.^ovlet irlondelil
,
Inc.
“ 6 At this conference, with your State Gomralssioner
of Education servln^g as general chalrraan, the
’aseachusette Council of American soviet Frlend-
shl-, Inc, made available a List of "sources of
Teaching laterlala and Slbliography for leacherr
and students”.
ny Abstract lono? r.narl h’onla
jjrr. h 1 (Anti Tlag Salute Law)
2 Communlsm
!
5 American Communists, radicals, fro-"- thinkers,
atheists, pressure grou s, Communist ro -pgande.
It
9 Communist :>arlyln America, fourth ra te /7oe ,
ercuaslve writer of >rose.
M 10 Dldn* t Like the United States, seditious utterance
It 11 noguB State Department credo tie Is,
troueore, ca Italist
seat out of
If 13 Kremlin Idol of CommunlstG
If 14 Co imunls tic views, storm center
tt 16 ^’roletarlnt, capltallsra, died lined party
1# 17 revolutionary
It 18 revolutionary a leal, revolutionary educa tlon
It 19 revolutionary education
ft 90 oaltailsm, roletariat, dlctatorshl
4. ^eanlHir of abotr'^ctlonc arrived at from cx erlence with s eclflc
definite reforenoes.
( efrr to number 2.)
ondltlonln.;, for dr rlrablc ends
ara'raoh 4 any tyood and roll -ously devout American citizens
maintaining^ oace
ondltlonlm- for undeelrabla ends
era jra h 1 ( Antl-p Salute Law)
M 2 Co.'imunlsm
’• 5 rnerloan Communists, radicals, free-thinkers,
atheists, pressure groups, Communist ro a, anda,
"ihe Masses''
" 10 seditious utterance, bogus ctate e srtment
credentials
;; 11 Ca Itallot
yL
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f'rp’Tp'h 13
” 14
” 15
*’ 16
13
20
It 21
itr«?rnlln idol of CornmunletB
Communistic vievsy storm center
Communipt
roletprlr<t, csnltPllBoi, died lined erty,
vloloncct ’^IctP'torehl
rcvolutlonrry
revolutionary n > eal, revolutionary education
cppltPllsm, deetroy, oroletarlat, dlctntor-
anlp
(Antl-tlng *^olute i-nw)
‘vldenoee of
arsf'rpoh 2
»
It
7
If
11
ri
15
It 19
20
olnr ‘.ordfi or olar thlniclna
(Hueeie) and Coramunlnio, two beln^^ Ineeyarabie
ihe organisation Inoludee many good and ro-
ll,.piously devout Amerlopn cltlzene wrio peek
a better understanding of i ueela for rcRpone
of buplnoBB rnd arts end Bclonces, and as a
meane of mr Intalnln^., the peace after we have
won it.
It Inoludee Aiocrlcan Co“r.munletr
,
radloaip,
free-tJilnkero, athelste and ae ueual, the
oreesure groui>e of theee are buey directing
as many aotitrl tleeas possible throUj.;,h ohannele
of Communlet ro agenda, pometl-oee unbeknownet
to the well (750a.nin(i members,
hia la a Ien^_th comp'. iatlon of ^ublloptlons
presenting lupola In the nost favorable light,
he walked the etreote vith the peat out of^
hlB trouserp and lived In a hovel In oscow
po everyone? would be pure lie wasn’t a oa -
Italiot.
vhen one ComMiunlfit apcayp another you are
lllely to get a hint of real value.
IhlB Is a very ^^ood book to start your child’s
revolutionary education
He or phe wll; learn how and wiiy capita list
;ust be do: troy ed by the proletariat to over-
whelm the machinery of tlie United States
government and eetatlleh a dlotatorohi
.
olar ordc or olrr ihin^ln- to ret u^ barriers to undcretandln -
» afer Ip num^ er 2.
’V General Imoreealon of the /rtlcle
entitled How to ; ..,r>rt. ‘our billd* a
^ evolul lon.rr / hucr tlon.
oil tics lay an Im ortant role In newe-aper articles and
this 'artloulsr article Is sn excellent examol© oi how writers
are able to hide behind wordr. In order to oroduce unfavorable
pentlments pgalnet the State Commie a loner of Lducation, the author
of t-ifts editorial has used every conceivable device to influence
ubllo o Inion.
In the very first ara^ra h there is the abstract comment
" la ’ '.‘a lute low laced after the name of the Com-
mlasloner of '’ducatlon. Obviously this Is to prejudice one's
mlnt^ r.rplnst him, for such words are extre.iely emotion.*’! a Ad hold
a negative meaning for a .atrlotlc
-erson. ihe meanln and story
connected with this law Ip directly o) osite from what the words

Im ly.r fret pbout vhlch few eo le '^now. To
era ;^clze
thlP com-;cnt the vrAter he© Ipced It In ..
nuotetlon eo th^^t the rer^er cpn t
Included In the article, in ph unllralted nraoant
of f>bptr'ct pnd enerl wordt. Ihe ure of puch ^ .
Com:nunictkc. ethelet, comiounietlc nro^es^nrie.
Clotetorehlp
rnd revolutlonrry ere certrln to Influence t.ie reader
unfpvorwbly. he very title eijbodiec the words ^.evolut lonery
duortlon’'^fiO thrt the render will '*nlt u end teke
notice.
-cw eo le realize thrt educetion Is in reelity p reyolu-
tlonprv rocefs to Improve the Intellect of huTien
^ela^c.
hen the word rcvolutlonpry if used peo ‘le i-nmedlrtely
hpvr
connotetlone of blood shed end riots when, scLupl-y, ®
revolution is n chsne which often comeo snd oes unnoticed.
'hrou,rhout n P'>sn of life r err on becomes coridltloned
for rnd Si^slnot certain words. To those Llvlriti in
n
! e.nocrpcy' the wor<1 rictsLorshl connotes
h\p rrtlcle Ir rptur*^‘ted with such words ns ictPtorB.i».p
which p osl unfpvorsbly to our enotlone. , . .
ihe puthor pleo ronkoo very definite etptemente
which sre fslse in or6<T to convince the render of nls
ruthorlty '^nd therefore reset unthlrUiinsly*
mentp scorn very truthful pt p glrnoe but on Investi^P
tlon
rre mer'^ly frlse words written very cleverly.
lo -^reruflloe eo le e.elnet I ucel« the eut iorof thle
ec’ltorlpl ahooees e book dcpllng with
of the book Is lengthy disouesion concern tng hie
co.r^jnunlPtic re*'utPtlon. Every detsil U oyerem:>heelzed
«nd the book is -,iven extremely hersh
one, hpve never arprd mention or repd the -ook mentioned
in this rrtlcle but 1 doubt very much if the book Is ps
fierce pp this ertlcle I nollee. 1o sey t^t the Gook Is
of the poorest ounlity of velblnr is to Isco en
opinion
on comet i4n« I kriow nothing rbout but
how m? nw eoole do expctl; thet. Ihe raejorlty of
tPke r writer* e word so rcturl truth not oto to
replize whet the welter 1 b ettemotin,^ to do.
Incomplete quote tlons is another nroblesi of walcn
the render muet be ewpre. ' ost often, leeyln. cut '^o^de
of ^ nuotetlon will chrnr;e the mopnln of it en<1 i^pye pn
entirely different imprcBBlon, m _
writer wishes to Im l'. ihlo trie/, wee cprrled out three
tl lee
like to eey, thpt such rrtlcles,
rs the one ^ hnve evelu' ted sbovf , pre not edequete wrltlni:;B
to Xrcc before the .ubllc. : hey ere expm ten of extreme
'^ol^r thinklrtr, euotlonel word®, felse etetemente, rbstrscu-
lone, snsrl words end deilberrte berrlers to Influence
the ubllo unthlnklnt.ly r emotlonrily. The msjorlty,
until iPtely myself included, di-eet such rrtiolop
believe they rr- truthful for the siraole rcsson thro they
nre uninformed on the subject end do not sto to repiize
the hrr>a such ertlcles cen ro-uce. 'his article wes
on

9obvloufi attempt In olltloeT^n or^.or to owny tha nubllo tbe
f»uthor hrp o^iooon p pubjaot about nblcb few eo ^L© are wall
Inform*^, ©nlpre'?<3 « on th© <11 ©p reaabl© olntP ©rvi aoturUy
hr©”hlfla©n bohlrul wor^ifl” to force hi© o lnlon on other©. He
hr© n- '©r*ird to th© r^Bl aollopt© rnotlonB pnfl hr© )ur OBoly
not virltten ©n Informetlv© nrticl©.
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SAM-LE OF GOOD PAPER
1. Evidences of understanding of the problem.
2. Lack of illustrative details from article.
Evaluative Reading
Achievement Test
1. The editorinl aopearing in a Boston newsoaoer, February 13» 19A5»
on "How to Start Your Child's Revolutionary Education" contains
no abstract definitions. Although the author user abstractions
profusely, he makes no attempt at defining them.
2. There arc absolutely no definitive references either, to indicate
to us that the author writes from experience.
3. As already mentioned, the editorial is peo^ered with abstract words,
both "snarl" and "ner ee" . I find no exajnpleB of "purring" words,
since the general tone of the abstractions used is caustic.
Examples: American Communists, radicals, freethinkers, atneists,
pressure grouos. Communist orooeganda, presenting Russia in a most
favorable light, seditious utterance, caoitalist, Communistic views,
real value, prolltariat, dictatorship.
4. The meaning of these words is not clarified for us by soecific
definitive references from the author' s experience.
5.
^<-6. The American public has been subjected to "conditioning" against
Communism and propaganda, so that the words suggest to us something
wron; and distasteful. Therefore the author's use of these words
and the many other abstract words against which we have been con-
ditioned, tends to bar our understanding of the true situation and
sets UP In our minds strong prejudices.
The aim of the editorial, then, is undesirable, because the
problem of United States - Soviet friendship is a difficult one;
one that needs solving if peace is to be maintained, and one that
needs clet r understanding to be solved.
7. Evidence of polr^r- thinking stands out since the author considers
only one side of the problem. He considers the spread of communism
in the United States. Never does he mention the necessity of the
education of the future American generations to the firm establish-
ment of friendly relations between our country and the Soviet Union.
This polar- thinking, is ot desirable because there can be no ladting
peace without international friendship.
8. The polar-worda used are those mentioned as abstractions in paragraph
3.
They deliberately block a clear view of the situation.
General pumma ry
I am sure that the fore- fathers woh labored to establish
freedom of the press for us, their posterity, would not sanction
its use in the manner exhibited by this editorial. Eery man is
entitled to his own opinion -- true; but to instill an unknowing
(not uneducated) public with prejudiced o minions is com ara le to
spreading a disease
;
erm. "There it is In print" says John to Jim,
"it must be true". John and Jim know about the soviet Union and
its government only what they read In the newspaper.
f1
I
I
- 2-
The ef^itorlpl throws out emotion*’! words end then offers no clpr-
Iflcetlon of mennin . ihe "nntl-r ieg-Selute Law" for Instance, brln^js
no sheme to Its supporters, belnj- a measure hich exempts certain reli-
gious sects from breakin_. church laws by salutin^ the flag. i:et without
this explanation the Lav; s ems "un-/ merican" .
Cne sentence in particular inflamed me with indignation. "This
(Sources of Teaching .’aterials and bibliography for Teachers and Students)
is a lengthy compilation of oubllcatlons presenting Lussia in the most
favorable llc^ht". Does the author mean thet Russia and everything con-
cerning^ the nation is unfavorable? What a narrow-mind he must nsvel
Now I have descended to the level of nrme-callin.’ - but I do not apologize
I can find no Justification for the printing of this editorial.
The Council of American- Soviet .-rlendship were not concerning themselves
with communizlng these United States, or with establishing a dictatorship.
~helr j=iiiii was the promotion of American- Soviet friendship as their name
states. Their wort is hampered oy editorials such as this.
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SAMPLE OF FAIR PAPER
1. Topics 1-8 indicate an understanding of problem
t Inadequacy: insufficient analysis of topic 9.Resorts to vague generalities.
Abstract definitions
a. Communists, radicals, free-thinkersdefining them as pressure
-rouos.
and atheists by
b. Capitalism
2.
Functional definitions
None
3.
bstractions
a. Furr
1. good and religiously devout Americans.2
. maintaining the peace.
3. proletariat - capitilism
b. Snarl
u. #
2
.
3.
4 .
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9.
13.
11 .
anti-Flag- Salute Law
Communism
Communists, radicals, free-thinkers andpressure groups, Communist pro.oa anda
.
fourth- rate poet, seditious
Communist International
Dictatorship
Revolution?" ry
i.w.-/.
"ihe
. asses".
Communist
/'inti-Flrg-saiute Law
atheists.
4. None
5. None
e.ACounoll of Araerlcsn-Sovlet Frlendshlo, Ino.
wherl^h?^found°fhfn^'^'“'® he went to Russle^n e ne found things more to his liking.C He became friend and admirer of Lenin and Irotsky.
7 . None
r' “I CommunlBin -- the two being Ineeoersble
c'
founder of the Oommunlst oerty In Amerloe
”*“ »•
9 . General Nummary
'
behL'^iorOB!*"
will slur JulluB E. - errln. He^oef i ft e°?Ul7wh^'tSalute Law means and if a oorson did
would think it was wrong becaude tne name ^oundf terriSle?^’
tr
H© ©Ino »ol©r thln'tln'- ©tX* fciiroUi>;h tti© prtlol© to
the rcpders think the woret of the poodle w>^om ho mentioned.
Ho does not show ony of their good points. ^ ,
He runs down Ruaslo all through the article. Collln,:i, Kussle
rnd Cornmunlerath© ssrao thlr^. * -i -i
«
Ho trie© to work on the ©rDotlons of the rewders oy telling
them how terrible the groups end n©o -le ore, but It doesn’t wort.
f
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SAMPLE OF POOR PAPER
1. Obvious misinterpretation of the problem,
(particularly noticeable in topic 9 )
F.vplurtlvp Pprdlng
/ chlpvonipnt Tpot
c'ifi iinX'Aonr
. .
'^^TOinlptic vlpwo" - rtef5ori;>n views by upln*^. an pbctr^ct\on*
def? nl t- ’ one
” Arir™ • I p ^ - r i ut« . hie enablee the reader to urkierstnnd
srron* b oocition and forrac p “>reju Ico*
iirr pfKl ..narl -
"
:,o ’^munl p t” , ’'radical e" ,
ro and ^ the
or may bo leronnt dc endings
'’frea^thlniTere" , ’’ftthclote" , "CoauDuniet
"repee" ore By-rotorae of dlDturbanoc»
on the views of the reader.
of ebo tract lone arrive-^' at from ex erlcnce
"
”Ho 'tnew that only the roletari^t could dertroy ca Itallem* •
hrourh the ex erirncee in ^©ed’e he came to believe thlo.
:;ie feelinrp were rO strong that h© wanted to mai-re rure that eo le
wouldn’t miPtake him for a "capltallBt".
I '^on* t believe the rind el of conditioning ic uocd for doF-lrabic
©nip*
'nder 1 ra^) ’ e md f-.
1 don’t believe ’’Am* clti*©np Bhouirt peek a better underetrrxlln*
of ’ upBla Cor renpono of buoinepB arid arte and oclence*
' it should
be to raaife better ••'eo ie out of the ' uerlano.
" favorable II. ht" - thlnr's phould b© given conoernln., tac good
and the bad. Nothin- le all good.
olar worrip
’’Co-imunipn”, etpblleh a rictatorshl .he ur oee of word©
Ilk© thlc lo to Ptlr u trouble and obeoure neanin^ . rejudlc© le
often the outcome of thin clnd of thinking.
I’ think the -eneral effect of thin article le on© of hiding
behln"' worf5e. o ct a fair conoo'tlon on p robiOTi each pp ^
? believe tho article should . lv< the reader rone of the t ^©ae of
the o oplnf grou . aloo. hie article ©x roccoe the beliefB of the
comuniptr. and in p >t to eeteblieh ^reiudloo toward the or Itrllnt.
'n an-uinsr out a oint the two eidep should be repented; thlp woUwd
f’^lve the reader ''dcouate 'tnowLcd*© In det©mlnin<3 whloh side he
nhould favor. believe we should eoek better un('rr»tarid'-n<; for
ursia but why should it be only for ijearone of ..‘Uelnesn and art
•nd rolenoe. h7 o'^iouldn’ t it .o for tho , od of the
' eo lo Uie.-'-
Bo’vea? he ptatenent iven would lend ©o le to betkove that the
Te<' on for hel Irv/ . noria is onl'/ for our own benefit. The . ouroen
of eeeila* aterial” ph^uld not reeent ucpIs in t ie most favorable
ll'^ht. o ail ^now that no country is orfeot 'ind therf fore we
ahould -now the faultc of ’ utala and this would enable up to correct
them.

I rton* t bollf»ve* John booli would be good bcor^ue© It'
would he very much ono Hided* He wee too bitter fcowenl United
StPtefl <^0(1 therefore nieny of tho ctwteriente he would ranke would
probebly be felne. If o >ereon wrp olmnln**: on reading e book on
Itpllem# ho might geln eonethlng, from "eed pb then he would hevo
p olewr underptendln^r; of the o 'Inlone of . oth eldee end from hie
own bellefe ho oould bettor oetoblleh which wey h© would turn*
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